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ABSTRACT
This research expands the current body of export performance research by examining the 
factors influencing export performance among private sector exporting firms in a developing 
country, namely Saudi Arabia. This study identifies the internal and external factors that 
influence firms' export performance, empirically examines those factors' influence on 
export performance, and derives guidelines for both managers and government policy 
makers concerning the best policies and strategies for improving export performance.
Based on the existing literature, a theoretical model for the relationship between export 
performance and sixty-five independent variables was developed. Three measures of export 
performance were operationalised: export intensity, export sales growth, and export 
profitability. The independent variables included both internal and external variables. 
Internal variables were grouped under firms' differential advantages, export marketing 
strategy, and management quality. External variables were grouped under local market 
environment, national environment, and foreign market environment. The analysis and 
hypothesis testing were carried out for each measure separately. The hypotheses were tested 
using data collected by means of mail questionnaire from 154 exporting manufacturing 
firms in Saudi Arabia. Additional data were collected through six in-depth interviews.
The results of the analysis revealed the importance of many internal and external factors in 
influencing firms' export performance. These results differed across different export 
performance measures. For example export intensity was explained significantly by export 
marketing strategy, export sales growth was a function of management quality, and export 
profitability was explained mainly by firms' differential advantages. Moreover, external 
variables were found to explain export performance. Export intensity was associated 
positively with exporting to Asia and export profitability was positively associated with 
exporting to Arab countries.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Objectives of the Study
The aim of the present study is to relate, in a systematic way, specific internal and 
external variables to different levels of firms’ export performance. It examines the variables 
leading to export success from the context of a developing country. Based on an extensive 
literature review, a theoretical framework is developed, and a set of hypotheses are drawn. 
Export performance was Measured By three different ways; export intensity, export sales 
growth, and export profitability. The study’s hypotheses, relating internal and external 
factors to export performance, arc empirically tested on a cross-industry sample of Saudi 
Arabian private industrial firms exporting Manufactured goods. All data analysis and 
findings of this study arc Based on the survey conducted By the researcher. The survey is 
Based on executive Managers’ responses and perceptions.
The study focuses on three main objectives. First, identifying the internal and 
external factors that influence a firm's export performance. Second, empirically testing those 
factors’ influence on a firm's export performance. The study also identifies the factors 
which are critical in achieving higher export performance. Third, the results from the 
empirical analysis arc used to Derive guidelines for both Managers and government policy 
makers concerning the Best policies and strategies for improving firms’ export performance.
1
1.2 . Importance of the Study
The significance of the present study stems from the importance of exports to the 
development of nations and the need for managers and policy makers to base their export 
development decisions on sound research. The study also fills the gap in export literature on 
developing countries and provides a broad base of findings that can be added to the few 
studies conducted in Saudi Arabia which constitute the base of Saudi export literature.
While a large body of literature on export performance has been developed in the last 
three decades, most of the studies were carried out on developed nations, especially North 
American and European countries (Crick, A1 Obaidi, Chaudhry, 1998; Ford and Leonidou, 
1991). Ford and Leonidou argue that factors influencing export expansion in developing 
countries differ significantly from those found in industrialised economies.
From a theoretical point of view, this study aims to improve our understanding of the 
factors influencing firms’ export performance on a wide perspective, in terms of variables 
covered and export performance measures utilised. it covers new variables that are 
previously were not covered in the export performance literature.
One of the major contributions of the study is that it assesses export performance 
with three different measures, as there is no single widely accepted measure, to a set of key 
independent variables identified in the literature. The three measures are then compared and
related to the objectives and strategies of the exporting firm. This will provide a better
2
uadtrstrading rf the export perOormraee depending whrt objectives rad sirritgies of the
firm rrt.
Tht study rdds iaifrestiag nmdiags rfgardiag export prrfitrbility, ra export 
performract mtrsure thrt is rarely covered ia the littraturt of export pfrOormaace. The 
studr also cratributes to tht export literature ra developing eouatries rs mray schriars hrvt 
suggfstfd ia order to rereh r more geafraiisaBie uadftstaading of export pftOfrmaace. 
Fiaallr, it will also provide r startiag Brit for future oa other similar developing
eruairies.
From r aasifaai pfrspecSive, Srudi Arabir hrs witafssed Economic rad
iadustriai dfveiopmfaS ia the lrst 30 yerrs. However, the Srudi economy coatiaues tr 
hfrvily depend ra oil exports. The government, through nlvf-rear development plras, hrs 
dfclarfd its objectives rf diversifying the ecoaomy rad minimising the rfliract ra ril 
exports. Uafortuaatfiy, ril coatiaues tr Be r mria plrytr ia the Srudi AraBira fcrarmy rad 
domiartfs its exports. Ia 1999, ril exports reprfseaSfd 88.5% rf trtai exports, rad twr-thirds 
of the SR1 20 Billioa aoa-ril Exports wrs recounted for By Srudi AraBira Brsic Industries 
Crmpray (SABIC), r semi-grvframeat eompray thrt maauOaeturfs petrochemierl products. 
The Srudi private sector hrs tr plry ra important role ia helping government tr rehiivt its 
objectives rf lesstaiag the rtliaaef of the aatioaai fcraomy ra oil exports. The govtrameat 
rlso hrs tr devtlrp its policy Brstd ra sound resfareh findings tr rehievt its rmBitious 
objectives.
1 SR = Saudi Riyai, US $ = SR 3.75
3
According to Porter (1990), “[n]ational prosperity is created not inherited. It does not 
grow out of a country’s natural endowments ... as classical economics insists. A nation’s 
competitiveness depends on the capacity of its industry to innovate and upgrade” (p. 73). 
Thus, it is critical for Saudi Arabia to diversify the economy and reduce the dependence on 
oil exports as a Main player in economic activity and development. The development of 
private sector exports in Saudi Arabia requires aggregate efforts and strategies from Both 
government and firms. This study provides important findings for Both firms and national 
policy makers. For example, it provides the firms’ Management with a better understanding 
of important factors influencing thcir export performance. This can help Management 
evaluate their current practices and guide them to plan, organise, and lead their firms to 
succeed in export ventures. In addition, it provides significant findings for national policy 
makers to understand the export performance of Saudi Arabian firms and what factors 
influence them. This may help policy Makers establish and develop more effective trade 
policies and export promotion programmes.
1.3. Export Performance
To review the relevant export performance literature is a complex task given its 
Multidimensional and dynamic nature (Lconidou and Katsikcas, 1996). The interest in firms’ 
export performance Began in the early 1960s and since then a substantial literature has 
accumulated on the subject. There were serious efforts to consolidate and integrate empirical
4
export research into a consistent conceptual structure. However, no comprehensive or 
widely accepted theory has yet emerged that integrates the literature findings and explains 
firms’ export performance (Leonidou and Katsikeas, 1996). Likewise, there is no consensus 
on either a definition or a measure of export performance.
Ross (1982) defines export performance as how good a firm performs in the export 
market compared to other firms. Whereas Cavusgil and Zou (1994) define export 
performance as the degree to which a firm achieves its economic and strategic objectives 
with respect to exporting a product into a foreign market. Researchers used both objective 
and subjective measures for export performance. Objective measures use actual data 
whereas subjective measures use managers’ perceptions and evaluation of export 
performance. The most widely used performance measures are export intensity, export sales 
growth, and export profitability. Some researchers have used multidimensional measures, 
combining two or more export performance measures.
Previous research in export performance revealed a large number of factors that 
associate with export performance. These factors are classified under six categories: firms’ 
differential advantages, export marketing strategy, management quality, local market 
environment, national environment, and foreign market environment. The former three 
categories are identified as internal or firm level factors whereas the latter three categories-
are identified as external or environmental factors.
5
This study covers internal and external factors influencing export performance. 
Sixty-five factors were included as independent variables; forty-five internal factors and 
twenty external factors. On the other side, three measures of export performance measures 
were utilised as dependent variables: export intensity, export sales growth, and export 
profitability. Export intensity was measured objectively as the percentage of export sales to 
total sales, whereas export sales growth and export profitability were measured subjectively. 
Managers were asked to evaluate their firm’s export performance on a five-point Likert 
scale ranging from far above expectations to far below expectations. The relations between 
independent factors and each of the three performance measures were tested separately.
1.4. Organisation of the Thesis
The thesis is organised into seven chapters. This section provides an overview of the 
content of each individual chapter. Chapter 2 provides a general overview of Saudi Arabian 
history, policy, and economic environment. In particular it focuses on the Saudi Arabian 
industrial sector. This chapter also examines the history of industrial development, industrial 
policy, organisations related to industrial development, and export statistics of the industrial 
sector. The objective of this chapter is to emphasise the necessity for Saudi Arabia to 
develop its manufactured exports and to provide a background of the environment in which 
the empirical work of this study has taken place.
6
Chapter 3 outlines the theoretical and empirical literature related to the firR’s export 
performance. It presents an extensive review of export literature related to factors 
influencing firms’ export performance. The performance Measures used in export 
performance literature and how they arc operationalised is also examined. This chapter 
represents the bases on which the theoretical framework of this study is established.
Based on the literature review, Chapter 4 presents the theoretical framework and 
research hypotheses of this study. It also Describes the research design and the dcvclopMcnt 
of the questionnaire through which the data were collected for testing the research
hypotheses.
Chapter 5 discusses the analysis and testing of the data used in the present study. It 
includes a Description of sample characteristics, data representation, and response rate and 
presents the statistical analysis of Data. It descriBes the results of statistical tests used to test 
the research hypotheses. Moreover, it presents the multiple regression analysis conducted to 
create a model for each export performance Measure. Finally, it Details the qualitative work 
based on six in-depth interviews with Managers from six Different exporting firms.
Chapter 6 Discusses the findings of the study and elaBorates on results found in 
Chapter 5. It presents and Describes factors found in this study to influence firms’ export 
performance and compares the findings of this study with previous research findings in this
area.
7
Chapser 7 summarisfs the study’s mria findings. It examiaes the theoreticrl, 
ntnrrfrial, rad prliey rf the study rad provides reermmeadrtiras frr Both
maaagers rad prliey makers. It rlsr discusses the iimitatiras rf the study rad suggests the 
possible direction of further resfareh.
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CHAPTER TWO
SAUDI ARABIAN ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRIAL 
ENVIRONMENT
2.1. Introduction
The mrin objective rf the present study is tr explore Oactfrs iaflueneSng Srudi 
Arabim exporters’ perfirrmraef. Consequiatly, it is imprrtrnt to highlight the need for 
Srudi Arabia to develop its maaunaeturfd exports, rad tr uaderstand the envirrnmens 
within which the study hrs taken p^ee. This chaptfr prfstnts r review rf the economic 
md industrial development in Srudi Arabir. Section 2.2 covers the demography rad 
geography of the country, while Section 2.3 briefly describes the politicrl md iegai 
favironmfas. Section 2.4 presents r Brrad overview rf the SrudS Arabirn economy rnd 
Sts plamring system. This section includes r short history rf oil discovery rad 
development. The comprehensive plmaing seheme introduced by the governmeNt tf 
rchieve fcrnomie rad industrial development Brstd on nive-yfar is rlso
discussed. Economic indieatrrs rnd strtisties rtlrted to Gross Domestic Product,
govermnent budget, Brlanef of prymeat, rad foreign trade comprise the iast prrt of this
section.
IndustrSal development rad export rtlrted activitits rrt examined in Stetson 2.5. 
The section Begins with m histfrSeal overview rf SndustrSal development. Then St 
fuSiSNfs the indusSrSai polSey rad exports rfiatfd prheSes. This is frflowed by r brief 
dEscription rf organSsaSifns involved Sn industrial rad export developmEnt. FSaally, it 
dSseusses Sndustrial development SndieaSfrs such rs the number r f manufaeSurSng firms 
rnd nrn-ril exports.
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2.2. Demography and Geography
Saudi Arabia lies at the furthermost part of south-western Asia adjacent to Africa.
It covers an area of about 2,250,000 square kilometres. It is approximately equal to the 
size of Western Europe or one third the size of the United States of America (Rashid & 
Shaheen, 1995). It is bounded in the east by the Arabian Gulf, Bahrain, Qatar, and United 
Arab Emirates; in the south by Yemen and Oman; in the west by the Red Sea; and in the 
north by Kuwait, Iraq, and Jordan. Geographically, Saudi Arabia can be divided into five 
regions: Central, Eastern, Western, Northern, and Southern region. Most of the industrial 
firms are located within the first tluee regions. The Central region contains the capital 
Riyadh and most government organisations. The Western region contains the most 
important cities for Muslims all over the world, Maldkah and Madinah. Oil reserves and 
oil related industries are located in the Eastern region. The climate of Saudi Arabia varies 
from one region to the other because of different topographical features. Generally 
speaking Saudi Arabia has a very hot summer and a cold and rainy winter. Dry hot 
summers and cold winters are seen in the interior regions, high temperatures and 
humidity in the coastal areas, and a moderate climate in the south-western region.
The last general consensus was conducted in 1992. It showed that the country’s 
population was 16.9 million with about 27% non-nationals. With a growth rate of 3.3 %, 
it is estimated to have been 22 million1 in 2000 (World Factbook 2000). Males represent 
55% of the total population compared to 45% females. It is estimated that 43% of the 
population are less than 15 years old. This reflects the youth of the Saudi Arabian
5.4 million are non-nationals
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population and the high growth rate that constitutes a great responsibility for the 
government to develop thc economy and create jobs for the new generations.
Formal primary education in Saudi Arabia was initiated By King ABDul Aziz in 
1930s. This was followed by extensive programmes to establish schools in Saudi Arabia. 
In 1954, the Ministry of Education was founded and in 1957 the first university was
established. Nowadays, there are eight universities, 94 colleges and more than 22,000
schools. The number of students enrolled in schools increased from 540,000 in 1970 to
4.5 million in 1997. During the same period, the number of higher education students
increased from 7,000 to 272,000.
Saudi Arabia is thc largest oil exporter in the world, and possesses thc largest oil 
reserves. Oil was Discovered in Saudi Arabia in 1938. This major Discovery was 
followed by extensive exploration. Thc latest estimate indicates Saudi Arabia’s oil 
reserves to Be 261.5 Billion barrels, representing more than a quarter of world reserves. 
Most of Saudi Arabia’s laiown oil reserves are located in the Eastern Region, including 
thc largest onshore field (Ghawar field).
In addition, Saudi Arabia owns huge reserves of natural gas. Its gas reserves were 
estimated in 1998 to be 5.8 trillion cubic meters. In thc early years, gas was produced as 
part of thc oil production process and it was Discharged By Burning. Nowadays, most of 
thc gas is Being used effectively in industry and for power generation; it also represents
thc Basic feedstock for thc Basic industries in Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabia has other
natural resources. It Tas gold, silver, and other Base metal Deposits such as Bauxite,
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copper, iron, lead, tin, and zinc. It also has deposits of non-metallic minerals such as 
bentonite, diatomite, fluorite, potash, and high-purity silica sand.
2.3. Political-Legal Environment
Islam is by far the most influential element in Saudi Arabian culture. The history 
of the Arabian Peninsula goes back to the year 611 when the Prophet Mohammed 
received the first verse of the Quran from God (Council of Saudi Chambers, 1997). The 
Arabian Peninsula was the centre of the Islamic world that has expanded thereafter to 
reach the Far East, Africa, and Southern Europe. Even the new state of Saudi Arabia was
based on an alliance between Mohammed bin Saud and Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdul
Wahab, an eminent religious leader (Al-Farsy,1986). Islam directs Saudi Arabians both 
male and female in their daily lives and governs their morals, customs, dealings, and
social relations.
Saudi Arabia is a monarchy. Sharia, the Islamic code of law based on the Holy 
Quran and the Sunnah (the teaching and sayings of Prophet Mohammed), is the 
foundation of the legal system of Saudi Arabia. The Holy Quran itself is considered the 
constitution of the country. The King and the Council of Ministers, within the framework 
of Islamic law, exercise both executive and legislative authorities. The ministries and all 
other government bodies are ultimately responsible to the King.
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The Council of Ministers was established in 1953 and meets weekly. It is 
presided over by the King or his Deputy. Currently, it consists of 28 ministers, 22 arc 
heads of ministries and eight arc ministers of state. Saudi Arabia is divided into 14 
administrative regions. Each is headed by a regional governor with thc rank of minister
who is responsible to the Interior Minister.
In 1992, a Consultative Council (Shura Council) was established to advise the
King and Council of Ministers on matters pertaining to govciRnent programmes and 
policies. Its main fRnction is to assess and modify Saudi Arabia’s systems and laws, 
contracts, and agreements. Initially, it consisted of 60 members who were selected by thc 
King for four years. Later thc number was increased to 90 members.
Saudi Arabia is a member of the United Nations, thc Organisation of the Islamic
Conference (OIC), the League of Arab States, the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), and 
the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). It is also a member of thc 
International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank, and is negotiating to join the World 
Trade Organisation (WTO). (Saudi Arabian Information Centre, 1996)
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2.4. Economic Outlook
In the lrst two yerrs there hrve been imprriaat chragts in government economic 
policy rad organisatirns. In 1999, r royrl decree wrs issued ^^0!^^ the normatirn of 
the Supreme Economic Couacil (SEC). The eltvea-mtmBfr council wrs tr Bt ehaitfd by 
the Crown PrSnee. The normaSSoa of the SEC hrd been prompted By the erueirl role 
plryed by economic afnairs rnd their dSrtcS influence on the intertsts of citizens, rad the 
need to invite r wide cirelf of contrSButioas in economy policy-mrking.
Oae of the first accomplSshments of the SEC wrs the apprfvai of r atw Frreiga 
Investment Lrw in April 1999, r hw thrt rims to aStract foreign investors rad provide 
them with ra apptrptSaSe md promising investment Environment. At the irmf time, 
anfShfr decision wrs irkiN to esSabiSsh the GEneral Investment Authority (GIA). GIA Ss 
So be respoasSBle frr prEparing policies to enhance loerl rnd foreign investment, monitor 
SavtstmEnt pErformanee, promote investment opportunities, rad cf-otdinatE investment 
relatfd policies with other government agEacifs (Ai-Musalam, 2000).
Another importers ret wrs the formaSSon of the Supreme Council of Petroleum 
rad MiNeral AffaSrs Sn January 2000. The eounefl’s mria role is to cfmmaNd oil tflaSed 
policies rnd. tegulate foreign SavEstment Sn the oil industry. It rlso studies rad apprrvEs 
potENSial foreign investment in the field rf rSl md grs development.
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2.4.1. History of Oil in Saudi Arabia
Any history of Saudi Arabia development is not complete without the history of 
oil discovery in the country. After more than 50 years, oil remains the most important 
economic sector. Oil was discovered in 1938, by the Standard Oil Company of 
California. In 1944, the oil company was renamed the Arabian American Oil Company 
(ARAMCO), and in 1980, the government assumed foil ownership of ARAMCO and 
renamed it Saudi Aramco (Saudi Arabian Information Centre, 1996).
In 1949, ARAMCO was producing 500,000 barrels per day. Over the years, oil 
production has increased and reached 8.2 million barrels per day in 1974. Oil production 
peaked between 1979 and 1981 with about 9 million barrels per day and then started 
declining to a record low of 3.2 million barrels per day in 1985. After that, oil production 
fluctuated with a slow growth. However in 1990, when Iraq invaded Kuwait leading to 
the second Gulf war, nearly 4.6 million barrels per day of oil production vanished from 
world markets and Saudi Arabia had to boost its output from 5.3 million barrels per day 
to 8.5 million barrels to stabilise the market (Rashid & Shaheen, 1995). After that, the 
same level of production continued. Figure 2-1 shows oil production during the period 
1962-1998. Continuous exploration and major discoveries raised oil reserves to 261.5 
billion barrels in 1998, representing more than a quarter of world reserves.
Saudi Arabia is the largest exporter of petroleum, and plays a leading role in 
OPEC. Its policy calls for a stable oil market and reasonable oil prices. During the 
second Gulf war, Saudi Arabia increased its production by 62% to help stabilise the 
market and curb the rocketing oil prices (Rashid & Shaheen, 1995). On the other hand,
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when oil prices surged below $10 per barrel, Saudi Arabia was a key player in the 
successful efforts of OPEC and other oil producing countries to raise thc price of oil in 
1999 to its highest level since thc Gulf war by reducing production.
Figure 2-1 Crude Oil Production in Saudi Arabia (1962-1999)
Crude Oil Production 
in Saudi Arabia
Source: Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 2000
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2.4.2. Development Plans
Although the economy of Srudi Arabir hrs witnessed r vrst improvement, 
rehSEvSirg major Economic transfrrmation requires deliberate planNSag rnd carfnul 
impltmtntrtion. This imprrtrnt fret wrs rtcrgaistd ia. the errly strgts rad the 
govErmaent initiaSfd r scSentifse rnd comprehensive plrmssag seheme thrt is Brsed on 
five-year SnSErv^s. Tht First Fivt-Ytar DevelopmeNt plrn bfgrn in 1970. This wrs 
nrllowfd by subsequent plrns, now She seventh development plm (2000-2005) is being
executed.
ErcTi development plrn hrd r set of objectives, rad ril revenues provided the 
merns for executing them rt m trrly stagE. Tht government wrs riming through these 
pUns So provide the necEisary conditions for building r developed society with EfffeSent 
uSSlSsrSSrn of 1^01^ resources. The ffrsS three development plrns eoaceatrated on 
Building the physicrl inftasttueturE whfreas subsequent pbas were targeted town'd she 
diveriSfScaSion rf the economy rad streagthEniag iht growing private sector.
The substratcf of religious valufi rad provision of natifnal security were She 
brsSc priaeiplfi underlying Srudi Arabir's development plnas. Under these two BrsSe 
principles, several brord gorls were defined to be the briis under which specific plrns 
would Be developed. These gorls rrt: 1) dSvErsSfyiag she economSe brst rad reducing 
depENdence on oSl; 2) raising she ittndard of living rad improving she qurlSty of life; 3) 
maSNSaSniNg economic growth rad iocSrl stability; 4) sSrfngthfiring she roll of the prUnSt 
sector Sa she economy; 5) developing human resources; 6) develrpSag rad completing 
basse SnnrasSruetnrE, rnd 7) broadENsng she link between Srudi Arabir rnd other natifNS.
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Thc First Flve-Ycar Plan covered thc period from 1970-1975. During this plan, 
Many infrastructure projects such as schools and hospitals were built. Also, during this 
period, thc oil sector was expanded, a new refinery was built in Riyadh and loans and 
subsidies were given to encourage thc expansion of thc agriculture and manufacturing 
sectors. Government expenditure during this plan was SR 80 Billion.
This was followed by the Second Flve-YeAr Plan that covered the period 1975­
1980, During which thc government spent SR 700 Billion. This plan witnessed a rapid 
growth in thc economy and population, and major infrastructure projects were 
accomplished. A major source for this rapid growth was the Dramatic increase in both oil 
prices and production. The government created many institutions responsible for 
development such as specialised credit funds, thc Ports Authority, thc Royal Commission 
for Jubail and Yanbu, and the Ministry of Industry and Electricity.
The generous spending on development plans continued with thc Third Five-Year 
Development Plan (1980-1985). Government expenditures for the third plan reached 
about SR 1,200 billion. This plan witnessed the completion of major infrastructure 
projects and Development of Both educational and health services. However, this period 
also witnessed volatile oil prices and oil revenues. This has lcD to a persistent budget 
Deficit since 1982 (Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 2000).
During the Fourth Fivc-YcAr Development Plan, government revenues reached 
thcir lowest levels. TTc Drastic drop in government revenues from SR 211 Billion in 1979
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to SR 76 billion in 1986 was mainly due to the decline of oil revenues. During this plan 
the concentration was on diversifying the economy and growing the private sector. The 
stated objectives of the plan were: completing the remaining infrastructure projects 
necessary to achieve long-term economic and social development; adopting a fiscal 
policy which keeps the level of expenditure in line with government revenues; 
developing human resources in order that overall development be achieved; and reducing 
dependence on the production and export of crude oil.
After the harsh consequences of the deterioration and fluctuation of oil prices and 
the drop of government revenues during the fourth plan, the Fifth Five-Year 
Development Plan (1990-1995) emphasised the importance of the private sector as a 
player in economic development. A greater role for private sector was anticipated 
through privatisation and transferring services that are traditionally operated by the 
government to the private sector. However, during the execution of this plan, a dramatic 
and devastating invasion of Iraqi troops into Kuwait led to the Gulf war in 1990. The war 
operations required huge expenditures that drained government resources and changed 
the composition of its plan. From 1991 to early 1993, the economy surged due to the 
internal wartime spending that boosted liquidity and stimulated new private investment. 
However, in late 1993 and 1994, the low oil prices and government budget cuts led to 
slow economic growth.
The Sixth Five-Year Plan (1995-2000) emphasised building the role of the 
private sector and local capital markets, and developing human resources through 
education. The plan’s general objectives and strategic bases concentrated mainly on
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human resources development, privatisation, and economic diRersiOicatiRn (Ministry of
Planning, 1998).
On 24th August 1999, thc Seventh Fivc-Ycar Plan was introduced to cover the 
period 2000-2005. The plan reaffirms the country’s commitment to free market 
principles while adhering to Islamic values. It also emphasises the important goals of 
Diversifying govermncnt revenue sources, creating jobs for citizens both men and 
women, giving priority to privatisation, improving government efficiency, providing 
technical training for SauDi Arabians, promoting investment and growth, joining WTO, 
and expanding infrastructure to accommodate population and economic growth 
(Bourland, 2000).
2.4.3. Economic Indicators
Since thc Discovery of oil in Saudi Arabia, oil revenues have constituted the main 
source of government revenues, and govcrMncnt expenditures provide thc fuel for the 
economy. To understand the Saudi Arabian economy, it is important to understand the 
sources of government revenues. In 1999, thc petroleum sector accounted for roughly 
75% of government budget revenues, 40% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and 
90% of export earnings (World Factbook 2000). This Does not reflect thc ambitions of 
government plans to Diversify the economy and increase non-oil resources.
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Between 1986 rnd 1999 the GDP iaereritd from SR 267 billion to SR 512
billSor (Figure 2-2). The real growth for the prst five-rerr plra averagfd uadtr 2% per 
yerr while the previous FSvf-Year Development Plra (1990-1995) avErrge wrs 3.8% per 
yerr. The gorl frr the Seventh Five-YErr Development Plra (2000-2005) is to rttria m 
average rerl GDP growth of 3.16 %. In 1999, the petroleum sector reprtieated 40% of 
the GDP eomparfd to 61% Sn 1979. Also, during the srmt period the privrte sector
conSriBuSSfn to GDP hrs iacrersed from 22% in 1979 to 35% ia 1999. The Seventh Five-
Year Development Plnr Ss anSicSpating shrt the petroleum sector shrre of GDP will drop
ir 28.4 %.
The increaie in the private sector erntribuSSrn to the GDP during the lrsS iwo 
decrdts rffleets government efforts So diversify the ecrnrmy rad SnerErst the privrtt 
sector role. The government crmmStmeat Sr diversifying the teonomy rnd improving 
govermaeaS effSefeney Ss prominent Sn the next Fivf-Ytrr Development Plm. It hrs 
rnnfuaeed its insertion tr privaSise mrny services thri rre curreaily operated By 
govermaent agEaciti. Oat of the first mrjor privriisrtira projects wrs ihe Srudi 
TElEeommunicrtSrns Compray. The Crmpray hrs Beta frrmed rs r public crmpray 
owned by the grvtrnment rnd rll rsseSs hrve Bttn trrniferrtd from the Ministry of Post, 
Telephone, rnd Telegrams to the new crmprny. Within twr yErrs, the govfrmaeat is 
expected to sell r portion or rll its shrrts ia. the compray tr tht public.
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Figure 2-2 Saudi Arabian Gross Domestic Product (1985-1999)
Gross Domestic Product
Year
Source: Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 2000
Government budgets have experienced a continuous surplus since the
introduction of the First Five-Year Development Plan. This has enabled the government 
to spend generously on building the infrastructure and the economy. However, at the end 
of the 1970s, the wealthy old days started to fade as oil prices and oil production surged 
downwards. Since the early 1980s, government budgets have shown a continuous deficit 
that was aggravated by the second Gulf war where it reached the highest deficit level of 
SR 104 billion (40% of the budget) in 1991.
Figure 2-3 shows government revenues and expenditures for the period 1985- 
1999. We find that expenditures exceeded revenues during the entire period and both 
fluctuated from year to year. The second Gulf war effect is reflected in government
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expenditures when it reached it highest level of SR 266 billion with a deficit of SR 104 
billion in 1991 (Figure 2-4). Thc deficit was an historic record in the government 
financial performance. Government revenues in thc year 2000 are expected to flourish, 
reflecting the record increase in oil prices that have exceeded US$ 30 per barrel. They 
are expected to reach SR 245 billion that is 56% higher than Budget. At thc same time a 
surplus of SR 59 Billion is forecast (Riyadh Bank, 2000).
Another important indicator of thc economic condition is the Balance of
payments. The Balance of payments has Been negative for many years (Figure 2-5). A 
major source of outflows is thc high levels of foreign workers, remittances. With thc 
large surplus in government revenues from oil exports, the balance of payments is
expected to witness a surplus in the year 2000.
Figure 2-3 Government Revenues and Expenditures (1985-1999)
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Figure 2-4 Government Deficit (1985-1999)
Government Deficit
Source: Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 2000
Figure 2-5 Balance of Payments (1985-1999)
Balance of Payments
Source: Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 2000
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The Saudi Arabian balance of trade has been always favourable, thanks to oil 
exports. Figure 2-6 shows the exports and imports for the period 1985-1999. In 1999, 
exports were SR 190 billion, of which oil exports represented 90 %. It is notable that 
non-oil exports had increased from SR 3 billion in 1985 to SR 20 billion in 1999.
However, they still count for only 10% of total exports. Non-oil exports need to be
increased to change the composition of Saudi Arabian exports and achieve the
government objectives of diversifying the economy.
Figure 2-6 Foreign Trade (1985-1999)
Source: Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 2000
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2.5. Industrial Development
Saudi Arabia has witnessed rcmArkablc Development in the last thirty years. In 
1974, its oil revenues quaDrupleD from the previous year and since then SauDi Arabia has 
capitaliscD on its oil base by moving downstream and enabling Diversification into other 
industrial sectors (Schotta, 1995). Since thc early seventies, the government has initiated 
multiple programmes to encourage industrial Development, offering industrial land, and 
interest-free loans to investors. It has also exempted imported inDustrial equipment and 
raw materials from customs duties, and has taken bold steps in Developing industry.
Based on government encouragement and support, the inDustrial sector has 
Developed remarkably. In the last twenty-five years, thc number of operating factories 
Tas jumped from 274 to reach 3,214 and non-oil exports have increased from SR 284 
million to SR 20 billion. Two decisions made a great contribution to industry, the 
establishment of the Royal Commission of Juball and Yanbu and thc formation of
SABIC.
This section examines thc SauDi industrial development. It covers the
development of thc industrial sector, inDustrial policy, organisations associated with
industrial Development, and statistics related to export activity.
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2.5.1. Historical Overview'
The first move By the govermnEnt ia iht direction rf development wrs
in 1961 when it established ra SadusSrirl rffrirs dtprrtmenS under tht Ministry of 
Commerce (Yrmrni, 2000). In tht irmt ytrr, ihe government issued r royrl dtcree frr 
the protection rnd encouragement of 1^01^ industry, rnd in 1974, she government 
issued r declrrrtirn of industrirl development principles rad objectives. Ia 1975, r royrl 
decree wrs issued for the establishment rf iht Ministry of Industry rnd EltctrSeiSy rnd 
grvt it the rEsponsiBility for executing rad supervising the industriri policy ^^^0,
2000).
Tht government hrs trktn mmy decisions in she direction of induiSrSal 
development. In 1974, St esSablished the Srudi 11^^^ Development Fund (SIDF) So 
provide SaSerest-freE lrrai of up to 50% of project investment. In 1976, She government 
took r mrior decision ia fndustrSal development by establishing SABIC. In 1979, Ss 
established ihe Srudi Consulting House tr provide iptciaiized consulting services frr 
both the government rnd the privrte iadustrirl sector. Also ia 1979, the government 
issued the Foreign InvestmEnt Lrw to tncrurrgt foreign investors to participrte in she 
iNdusSrSal development.
2.5.2. Industrial Policy and Planning
In SecSirn 2.4.2, the pirnnSng process in Srudi AraBir wrs diseusstd rnd St wrs 
ExplaiNEd thrt she First Five-Yea- Plrn wrs EfffeSfd Sa 1970. From SndustrSal 
development perspective, she First FfvE-Yerr Plra. stated she objectives of bfNEffSSag
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from the vast capabilities of industrial development possible with the available 
organisational and human resources to develop and diversify the Saudi economy 
(Yamani, 2000). However, before that the government took important decisions to 
encourage industrial development. In 1961, a royal decree was issued to encourage and 
protect national industry. The decree included the following benefits;
■ All industrial establisliments were to be exempted from customs duties for all 
their equipment, machinery, and spare parts.
■ All industrial raw materials were to be exempted from customs duties with 
the condition that no similar product was manufactured locally.
■ The govermnent was to provide industrial land for a nominal annual fee.
■ Based on a recommendation from the Ministry of Commerce, local products 
could be protected through imposing quotas on imported products, increasing 
the customs duties of imported products, and/or providing financial
incentives to industrial establishments.
In order for the government to support and emphasise its eagerness to encourage 
industrial development, in 1974 the government issued a declaration of industrial 
development principles and objectives. The declaration stated the following objectives 
(Ministry of Industry and Electricity, 2000):
■ The government aimed to encourage and expand manufacturing industries.
■ The private sector would be given the opportunity to invest in industrial 
projects based on a free competitive environment. The government would 
support them during the establishment process.
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■ Thc government consiDereD competition between industrial firms to be a good 
mode for businessmen to select and invest in profitable projects that lead to
consuMers’ Benefit.
■ TTc govcrMnent would publish information about feasible inDustrial projects 
and provide management and technical service.
■ TTc government was prepared to offer financial incentives to all industrial
sectors.
■ Saudi Arabia was to adopt an inDustrial licensing principle to organise its 
efforts in promoting Aid suBsiDising thc industrial sector.
■ Thc government would establish large industrial projects, which went beyond 
private sector capabilities, and would allow thc private sector to participate in 
these projects. Ultimately, govcrmnent policy was and is to sell its shares to 
thc public at thc right time with the exception of projects related to national
security.
■ The government was to do its utmost not to impose any quantitative
restrictions or price control, except in monopolistic cases.
■ The government would welcome foreign capital and know-how in
participating in inDustrial Development.
■ The gORerm'nent was to provide thc infrastructure for industrial development.
This was the first Ambition of inDustrial policy. After that, thc gRRLrmnLnt started 
building thc infrastructure of thc inDustrial sector and issuing thc appropriate policies to 
encourage and support inDustrial Development. The Different fivc-Lcar plans included
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progressive objectives foe industrial development. Erch plrn sSrStd specific objectives Sr 
Be rchievtd with tht horizon of the next five yfrri. The curreat objectives of industriri 
development rs strSed by Ministry of Industry rnd Electricity rte:
■ Increasing the industrial sector capacity to produce a range of commodities at
costs thrt will it to compete in domestic rnd foreign mrrktts.
■ Exploiting the advantage of low-priced energyi the abundance of raw 
mrtfrirli extracted from oil rnd its derivatSves rnd the agriculsural, mineral 
rnd fishtails resources rvaSlrble, to diversify she induiSrial brse.
■ Encouraging full utilSiaSSon of prSvrte industrSal capacSsSEs.
■ Exprading rad deepening links with rdvraced internaSSfNai technologies.
■ Brlancing regionrl Sndustriri development.
■ Raiiing indusSrSal sector productivity.
■ Lessening dEpeadence of tht industeirl sector on the nfN-Saudi bBtur foret 
tlu-rugh development rf Srudi Arrbirn humrn rtsourefs.
■ Inerersing cooperation rnd iategrrtira rmong industrial EsSaBlish^nenSs.
Although the government hrs initiated rad offered generous programmes for 
industrirl development, the mrfn objective hrs been Smport-iubsSfSutfoN. The Ministry of 
Industry rad Electricity does not issue industrirl lSeenies foe projects unless there is r 
proven loerl demrnd for their products. A few yerri rgo, she Ministry chunged this 
policy. It is unfortunatE tlirt govErnmtnS programmes rnd prlieffs hr'dly emphrsSstd 
ray export promotion issues.
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2.5.3. Industrial Development Organisations
There are many organisations that play an important role in the industrial 
development. They include governmental and non-governmental bodies that facilitate 
industrial projects and export related activities. The objective of this section is to 
understand the enviromnent within which the sample firms of this study are operating. 
The following are the major organisations involved in industrial and export development.
Ministry of Industry and Electricity. The Ministry was established in 1975 to 
supervise and co-ordinate industrial development in the country. The minister has two 
main deputies, one for industrial affairs and one for electricity affairs. The industrial 
section consists of five departments in addition to a permanent committee for foreign 
investment (Figure 2-7). The main activities of the ministry in relation to the industrial
sector are:
■ Evaluating new projects’ applications and the issuance of Industrial Licences.
■ Supervising the development and operation of industrial cities.
■ Allocating industrial land to industrial projects.
■ Proposing and monitoring industrial protection policies.
■ Supervising the industrial subsidies programme.
■ Approving and monitoring customs duties exemption applications.
■ Preparing statistics for the industrial sector.
■ Co-ordinating and heading a specialised committee that studies and approves 
foreign investment applications1.
1 General Investment Authority (discussed in Section 2.4), newly established, will be responsible for the 
committee role and the committee will be eliminated.
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Thc Ministry administers eight industrial cities 1 with an allocated area of 65
million square metres. Three cities arc located in the Eastern region, three cities in the 
Central region, and two cities in thc Western region. These cities contain 1,232 factories.
Thc Ministry is also developing another three cities.
Figure 2-7 Ministry of Industry and Electricity Organisational Structure
' These do not include Jubail and Yanabu cities that are administered by the Royal Commission for Jubail 
and Yanabu.
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Saudi Consulting House (SCH)1. In 1966, a royal decree to establish a centre 
for industrial research and development was issued. The central objective was to prepare 
plans for Saudi industrial development based on studies and research. In 1979, the centre 
was converted to the Saudi Consulting House, but was operating on a commercial basis 
providing consulting services to both government and the private sector. After ten years, 
in 1989, as private sector consultancy services developed and government projects 
declined, SCH was converted to a government body under the Ministry of Industry and
Electricity.
Saudi Industrial Development Fund (SIDF). SIDF was established in 1974 as a 
governmental financing body, to support the implementation of industrial development 
plans. The main role of the SIDF is to finance private industrial projects without 
charging interest. SIDF provides loans, up to 50% of the project total investment, that 
have to be paid back over a period of 15 years. The Fund receives no interest on loans, 
however a nominal administrative fee is charged.
Initially, the fund capital was SR 500 million, however subsequently it was 
increased to SR 7,000 million as the demand for financing industrial projects increased. 
During 1999 SIDF approved SR 1,264 million in loans to industrial projects. This 
brought the outstanding loans to SR 10,353 million. Since its inception, SIDF has 
disbursed a total of SR 30,866 million in loans to encourage industrial development and 
indeed it was a major player in the industrial development.
1 General Investment Authority (discussed in Section 2.4) will supersede the Saudi Consulting House.
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Chambers of Commerce and Industry. The first ChrmBtr of Commerce rnd 
Industry wrs tstrBliihtd ia 1945 ia Jeddah. It wrs followed by the Malekrh ChrmBft of 
Commerce rad Industry (1947), ErsSern Province Chrmbtr of Commerce rnd Industry 
(1952), rad Rsyrdh ChrmBtr of Commerce rnd Industry (1961). Between 1967-1988, ra 
additifNai 16 chrmBets were established. As ehrmBers of commerce rnd industry plry rn 
important rrlt rs r ehraatl rf commuaiersion between businessmen rnd government 
agenciES, there wrs r nttd ir crrrrdinrte their intertsts rnd views. ThErtfort ia 1980, She 
Srudi Chambers Council wrs established tr work rs rn umBrEllr organiirtion for tht 20
Srudi Chrmbtrs.
Chrmbets of commerce rnd industry in Srudi Arrbir plry rn imprrtrnt role Sn 
conveying businessmen's views, needs, rnd inStrtsts to the government rad co- 
01^1^^ trade aetSvitits nasirarlly rad Snternatirnally. Another erucSal role is sht 
hosting of sptcirlistd committees. In Srudi Arrbir there rre no ipEcSalSied technicrl or 
indusSrial riiocirtions tr rtprtsfnt tht iattrests of ctetrin groups. For this rtason, the 
ehrmbtrs host specirliitd committees tr work under their umbrellr. There rrt mrny 
committees, such rs the iadustrirl committee, petrrchtmicrl industry eommittfE, plrstic 
industry committee, print mraufreSurfrs committee, rnd the rgrieulturrl committee. 
Erch chrmBer erErSes its own commfStEti brstd rn sht needs of its region. Also, therf 
exist NatioNrl committees, under she atgSs of The Srudi ChrmBErs Couacil, where 
members of she regioarl committees constiSuSe the nrSioNal eommiSSff rad corordSNaSf
she SnSfrests of different commiSStfs.
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Saudi Export Development Centre (SEDC). As thc export awareness of Saudi 
manufacturers increased in the early 1980s and with thc aBscncc of a governmental Body 
responsible for export promotion, businessmen established an export development centre 
to operate under thc Saudi Chambers Council overall supervision. Thc SEDC was 
established in 1986 and its main source of funds is donations made By large chambers of 
commerce and industry. Its main objective is to promote Saudi Arabian exports tluough 
participation in international exhibitions and providing information to Saudi Arabian 
exporters about international export opportunities.
The SEDC played a satisfactory role in Boosting exports. The government now
Deals with thc centre as a representative of Saudi Arabian exporters. Members of the 
centre participate in government bilateral trade negotiations. Also, the SEDC represents 
exporters in negotiating thc solution of exporting problems with thc government. TTc 
SEDC initiated thc “Made in Saudi Arabia Exhibition” that is held annually in Different
countries. It also co-ordinates the participation of Saudi exporters in many international 
trade fairs. The SEDC encouraged and assisted in thc establishment of the SauDi
InDustrial Export Company. The company was established By the private sector in 1989 
with thc objective of marketing SauDi products in foreign markets.
Unfortunately, SEDC Tas limited resources and is severely unDer-OunDeD while it 
carries a huge potential task load (Al-All, 1995). To improve thcir resources, they Tavl 
introduced a membership scheme, where they provide additional services for members 
and offer them special privileges.
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Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu. The Commission was set up in ] 975 
with the aim of establishing the infrastructure for basic industries. The Commission, as 
its name indicates, is responsible for two of the largest industrial complexes in the area.
Two locations were selected after extensive teclmical studies, one located in Jubail on the
Arabian Gulf with an area of 930 square kilometres, and the other in Yanbu on the Red 
Sea with an area of 180 square kilometres. Both cities were created and facilitated with 
outstanding modern infrastructure, bearing in mind that they will host some of the largest 
industrial complexes in the world.
The Commission is responsible for building and operating all the facilities in 
those two cities. They planned the cities and built roads, schools, houses, ports, 
communication systems, and all services. Each city has two ports, one commercial and 
the other a specialised industrial port. They even founded a technical college to educate a 
technical workforce to support industry.
Jubail and Yanbu are considered two industrial cities of the highest world class,
each built and equipped to satisfy its objective and provide the right environment to 
accommodate large and sophisticated industrial complexes (Saudi Consulting House, 
1999). Each city is divided into three industrial parts: basic industries, secondary 
industries, and support industries. This is in addition to residential areas.
Saudi Arabian Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC). During the early 
seventies, the world witnessed critical changes in the petrochemical industry that led the 
Saudi Government to consider building and operating large manufacturing complexes for
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basic industry (Yamanl, 2000). In 1976, the government established SABIC with a 
capital of SR 10 Billion to build and operate basic industries utilising local hydrocarbon 
and mineral resources as raw materials (SauDi Consulting House, 1994). The government 
sold 30% of its share in SABIC to tTc public.
SABIC was the miracle in thc Dcscrt, as no other petrochemical company ever 
built and operated so many world scale manufacturing plants, with such a large capacity 
in a short time (Ibn Salamah, 1995). SABIC selected thc joint venture approach to set up 
its industrial complexes. It establishcD joint ventures with international top companies 
that own advanced manufacturing tcclniolRgics. Currently, SABIC owns 17 basic
indurtri al complex e s.
King Abdul Aziz City for Science and Technology. King Abdul Aziz City for 
Science and Technology was established in 1979 under the name of “SauDi National 
Centre for Science and Technology”. It was renamed in 1986. The city has the following
objectives;:
■ Suggesting national policies and srrategies Io develop science and teclnroIogy.
■ Supporting Tee private seclos ns Terrs research Io develop new products.
■ Funding research programmes thal ate conducted Romtly between Saud 1
Arabian and international scientific bodies.
■ Offering scholarships Ror developing qualified scientists who wll 1 carry oul
thr City’s research programmer.
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The City hrs seven specirlistd institutes: tht Institute of Power Rfstrreh, 
Institute of Nuclerr Power RfsErech, InsSitute rf rnd Environmentrl Resources
REsErr-ch, Institute of PfStolfum rad Petrochemicrls ResEri-ch, Institute of Astronomy 
rad Geophysics Restrrch, InsSitute of Sprct Restrrch, InsSituSe of Electronics rnd 
Computer Rtserrch. The city rlso houses she nrtioiirl offset for prtfnt registration.
Export Financing Programmes. Although Srudi Arabir does not hrve r 
ariSoNrl Body for finnicing rnd gurrrntteing exports, it hrs joined severrl regionrl 
programmes thrt entitle Srudi exporters to Beatfit from them. These programmes
iacludt:
■ The Long-Term Finracing of Trrdt Programme thrS Ss maNagEd by the 
Islrmic Development Brnk So promote export retivitits between members of 
tht Orgraisrtirn of Islrmic Conference. The programme finnices Exports 
StaNsaeSioNS over r period of 18 tr 60 months provided shrt exported 
products hrvt ra rdded vrlue of 40 %.
■ Tht ArrB Trrdt Finrncing Programme founded By the Arab Mrattrry Fuad 
io promote irrdt Between Arab countries.
■ Tht Import Finrneing Programme offered by the IilrmSc Development Brak. 
This programme Ss rimtd to support Islrmic Development Brnk members in 
thefr development process By ffNaNkSlrg imports from members’ crunSries.
■ Tht Arab Programme frr Export Gurrairtee offered By she InStt-Arab 
Investment Gurrratte Corporation.
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2.5.4. Indicators of Industrial Development
Historically, the Arabian Peninsula has I^iown a variety of traditional industries
that mainly involve hand-made products and the use of local raw materials. However, 
machinery based industries were not established until the middle of the twentieth 
century. In 1961, a survey indicated that there were 624 workshops, including bakeries, 
garages, carpentry, and ice factories (Ministry of Industry and Electricity, 1999).
Modern industry started to develop with the beginning of the planning process. 
Licensed producing factories had increased from 245 in 1975 to 3,214 factories in 1999 
(Yamani, 2000). During the same period, investment in these factories increased from 
SR 10 billion to SR 232 billion. Figure 2-8 shows the development of operating factories 
during the period 1981-1999 and Figure 2-9 shows the development of the investment in 
these factories during the same period. The contribution of the non-oil industrial sector to 
GDP increased from SR 8 billion (1.5% of GDP) in 1980 to SR 35 billion (6.6% of 
GDP) in 1999. At the same time, the number of employees working in the industrial
sector increased from 86,000 in 1980 to 295,000 in 1999.
Non-oil exports have witnessed a tremendous development in the last twenty 
years. Between 1979 and 1999, non-oil exports increased from SR 2 billion to SR 20 
billion (Figure 2-10). Table 2-1 presents the composition of Saudi Arabian non-oil 
exports for the period 1995-1999. The table shows that chemicals and petrochemicals 
exports represent 46% of the non-oil exports. It is important to note that about 65% of
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these exports are accounted for by the SABIC, a semi-government company. As an 
aggregate, in 1999 non-oil exports represented 11.5% of total exports compared to 15.8% 
in 1998 and 7.5% in 1992. However, this percentage does not reflect a trend in the actual 
value of non-oil exports, but rather illustrates the influence and the fluctuation in oil
exports.
Figure 2-8 Number of Operating Factories in Saudi Arabia (1981-1999)
Number of Operating Factories
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Figure 2-9 Total Capital of Operating Factories in Saudi Arabia (1981-1999)
Total Capital of Operating Factories
Figure 2-10 Distribution of Exports, Oil and Non-Oil (1984-1999)
Oil and Non-Oil Exports
250
□ Oil
■ Non-oil
Source: Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 2000
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Table 2-1 Composition of Saudi Arabian Non-Oil Exports (1995-1999)
Product Group 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Exrmplfs
Food & Beverages 7.0% 6.3% 6.7% 7.9% 8.9%
Driry products, poultry 
products, fisheries, drtfs, 
eooking oil,
connEeSioliErifs, juices, rnd 
chewing gum.
ChemSkaie & 
PeSefkhemikate
45.1% 48.8% 44.6% 47.1% 46.1%
Polyethylene, Ethylene, 
polypropylene, 
polystyrene, fertilisers, 
iadusSrirl grsts, SiSraium 
oxide, prints, 
noemrldehydf, deteegeaSs, 
rad mfShraol.
PtaeSSk & RuBBtt 
Products
24.2% 204% 22.9% 19.6% 17.7%
Pipes, fitting Brgs, 
kiScheawrre, sreks, 
trBlfwrrf, BoStles, films, 
foils, eoaSriafrs, furniture, 
rad wrttr Sraks.
Brst Mitrls rnd 
Ar-sScles Of Brse 
MeSat
11.7% H.2% 12.1% 10.4% 10.9%
Crbles, eras, electric
Sowers, prf-fagiaffrfd 
Building, pipes, rlumSaium 
furniture, rlumiaium 
profiles rad aecEssotiES, 
iStel products, meSrl sprit 
parSs, trailers,
ElekSrSeal MakhSNEs, 
Equipment & Tools
3.8% 5.0% 4.4% 4.8% 4.4%
ElfcSrie pratls rad 
Srraiformfrs, pumps, 
refrigerators, liquid 
eiEvrtori, vrlvfs, eireuis 
brerkers, rir coadisioaiag, 
mrgaeSic tapes, elfetric 
geaftrSors, ovens, eooking 
appiiraces, rad fire 
extinguishers.
Other Exports 8.3% 8.6% 9.2% 10.1% 12.0%
LErSher, shoes, SenSs, 
errpfS, office furnSSutf, 
paper products, baby 
diapers, disposaBlE 
Srblewrrf, rnd pakkagSng 
maSerirls.
Trtrl (%) 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Totrl NoN-Ofl 
Exports (MSllSoa SR)
22,558 21,364 24,721 : 21,131 19,918
Totrl GDP 
(MMson SR)
471,152 ' 520,375 539,520 470,760 : 512,354
PerceaS of Non-Ofl : 
Exports So GDP
4.8% ! 4.1% 4.6% 4.5% 3.9% :
Source: Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 2000
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2.6. Summary
SauDi Arabia ir a developing country that is endowed with great petroleum 
resources. It is the largest oil exporter in thr world, and possesses a quarter of world 
reserves. The country’s economy is barrd on oil rsvrnurr. Oil revenues represent nearly 
two thirds of government revenues and oil exports represent 90% of total exports. In 
1970, the govrrmnent initiated a scientific and crmprshcnsive plaiming scheme that is 
BareD on 0^^^ intervals. The main objective of this planning rchemr is to build a 
dcvelopcD society. Initial plans were targeted on building the physical infrastructure 
whcrcAS subsequent plans concentrated on diversification of the economy and 
strengthening thr private sector. Despite thr Ambitious rBjectives of diversifying the 
economy, oil continues to represent thr backbone of the SauDi Arabian economy. 
“Dependency on cruDr oil exports in SauDi Arabia Became a national phobia” (Al-Aali, 
1995, p. 18).
Sincr thc early seventies, the government hrs initiated multiple programmes to 
encourage industrial Development, offering industrial land, and interest-free loans to 
investors. It has also exempted imported industrial equipment and raw materials from 
customs Duties, and has taken bold steps in Developing thc industry. As a result, thc 
number of producing fActories had increased from 245 in 1975 to 3,214 factories in 1999. 
During the same period, non-oil exports increased to rercT SR 20 billion. However, 
about 65% of there exports arc accounted for By the SABIC, a rrmi-goRsrnMent 
company that exports peCrocTsmlcAt products. TTe private manufacturing sector is left 
with only SR 7 billion or 3.7% of total exports most of which goes to GCC countries.
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The present study aims to explore the factors influencing export performance of 
Saudi Arabian exporters. Its findings are expected to provide important guidelines for 
both Saudi Arabian exporters and policy makers, to improve firms' export performance 
and lead to the diversification of the Saudi Arabian economy. The next chapter presents 
an empirical review of export performance determinants, a review that will lead to the 
development of this research export performance model and hypotheses.
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CHAPTER THREE
DETERMINANTS OF EXPORT PERFORMANCE: 
AN EMPIRICAL REVIEW
3.1. Introduction
Chrpter two outlined the economic rad iadusSrirl development of Srudi AraBir. 
IS emphrsSifd the 11^011^1^ for Srudi Arabir tr develop its mrnufacSurtd exports. This 
ehrptfr presents r review of tht littrrture on export performrnke. The review is fsifntirl 
in developing ihe konkepSurl framework of the current study on firms’ export 
perfrrmrncf in Srudi Arabir. Tht rest of the khrpset Ss rrganised rs follows. In Section 
3.2 theories of iaSttnaSirnal trrde rad the theory of the firm rrE discussed. It rlso 
explrins the initirl rad subsequent development of firms’ export peefotmanee studies. 
SeetSrn 3.3 eritically rssessei vrrSous mtrsurts of export pErformanke. Section 3.4 
discusses the fakires influencing firms’ export ptrformrnet. The section clrssiffes these 
frktors into six mrin kategoriti: firms’ difftrfnsirl advrnSagEs, export marketing 
strategy, mrnrgtmtat qualSSy, locrl mrekft enviromaent, 1^101^ environment, rad 
foreign mn'kit eavSromaent. Under frch crtegory she rElaSed facSors rnd previous studies
findings rre discussed.
Overall, this ehrpSfr reviews three decrdes of Emplrlcrl rEseaech on firms’ export 
performrnce. It presents extensive resEri'ch findings 11^1^ export performalree to 
vrrious indeptndtnt variaBlti.
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3.2. Theories of International Trade and Export
Performance
There has been a substantial amount of research carried out by economists to 
explain the trade between nations. These efforts have led to the development of several 
theories in international trade. “The most commonly cited international trade theories are 
those of absolute advantage [Smith 1776], comparative advantage [Ricardo 1817], factor 
endowment [Ohlin 1933; Heckscher 1950], ... and product life cycle [Vernon 1966; 
Wells 1968]” (Leonidou & Katsikeas, 1996, p. 518).
Although these theories improved the understanding of international transactions 
among nations and their relation to economic development (Hsieh, 1993), they failed to 
explain the imperfection of the international trading system (Douglas, 1993). Hsieh 
(1993) suumnarhes the crritcinn of these theories:
.., the Ricardian model of trade assumes only two countries with only two 
commodities involved in international trade. The Heckscher-Ohlin theory 
assumes free competition in all markets and absence of transportation costs; 
hence, the same commodity has the same price between different countries 
or areas. ... Given the inability of these two theories to explain transactions 
of more than two countries, the product cycle theory of international trade is 
developed. Although the product cycle theory of international trade has been 
useful in explaining and predicting trade patterns of some manufacturers and 
multinational expansion of manufacturing subsidiaries, this theory cannot 
explain how and why an individual firm participates in export marketing and 
may not provide appropriate directions for small & medium firms to improve 
their export performance, (p. 215)
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Even though these theories attempt to explain thr nature of international triDe, 
they still dr not aDDress many issues (Douglas, 1993; Hsieh, 1993). “Aspects rucT as 
tirlfOs, transport costs, protectionism, political ideas, competitiveness were ignored and 
the complexities of modern international trade and the importance of firms in the process 
of trade were not sxplaineD” (Douglas, 1993, p. 21). These economic theories Dealt with 
the macro-lrvel and Did not involve tTc firm lnel determinant of export involvement and 
performance. They Dr not explain the decision making process within tTc firm.
The interest in firm level decision making Trs led to the Development of tTc 
theory of firm. Thc theory of firm views the firm as an IntermeDlate agent between
resource owners and consumers, resources are sold or hired to the firm and crmmoDities
ire bought from the firm (Rogers, 1987). Thc theory Assumes that thc firm operates 
within a perfectly competitive market and that the firm objective is to maximise net 
revenue within given price and production function (Cyert & March, 1992). TTc 
Assumptions on which the theory was bared wsrr uM'ealistic. “Profit maximization, it is 
commonly alleged, is rltTer only rnr among many goals of business or not a goal at 
ill... both classical assumption of certainty and its modern equivalent - knowledge of 
the probability Distribution of future events - havr bren challenged” (Cyrrt & March, 
1992, p. 8). TTc theory of thc firm dors not consider the complex nature of the firm, it 
assumes nr mAnagemrnt aspirations, no problems of control, nr Budgets, nr procedures.
Cyert inD March in tTelr conceptualisation of the behavioural theory of the firm 
irgus that the Disagreement about the theory of the firm Tas tlnrs aspects (1) wTit the 
theory is, (2) the extent to wTlcT the theory is DeOsctlve, and (3) appropriate mstToDs Orr
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improving the theory. They note thrt she convfnSionrl theory hrs tla-ee ehrereSeristSki 
(Cytrt & Mrrkh, 1992, p. 16):
1. It derls with r prrSicular set of decisions thrt rre viewed rs functions of few
“krtch- r ll” v rr irblts.
2. Tht sherry uses aggregat1on rs r taktik; it rtttmpts to specify Sotrl mrrket 
supply rnd dimrad curves.
3. There is ar attEntirn prid tr the rciurl proeess by which iadividurl firms
rerkh decisions
Becruit of tht deffcSeiikr of the firm theory Sr explrin the bfhrvirue of firms, 
Cytrt rnd Mrrch propose r Behav1oural theory of the fiaa. They suggest ShrS the 
economic bthrviour of r firm is r result of ra ^11^1 between SnSeenrl operations rnd
frcSors within the firm’s Externrl firviroameaS rnd tht firm hrs some control over She
mrrket in which it operates. The BehrvSoural theory of the firm holds thrt it is prssiblt to 
aariyse the decision mrkiag process in terms rf vrrirblei thri rffekt 01^111^01^ gorls, 
vrrirblts ShrS rfftct organ1sat1onal expektrtions, rnd vrriablti thrt rffect orgraisrtirnal 
choice. Twr sets of 7^1^^ were IdfaSlffed thrt rfftet the gorls rf ra orgaaisrtirn. The 
first set influences the dimension of gorls rad the second set iirflueneei the rsplrrtirn 
level of my parSicular gorl dlmeaslon. With rtgrrd So organ1iaSlrNal expectaSloNS, they 
raf seen rs rn outcome of drawing InferEncEi from availaBle 1nnormation. Finally, 
orgrniiaSSonai choice occurs Sa response Sr r problem rad employs sSradard operating 
rules So fdensify rn rlteraaSSvE thrt is akCEpSablE within she evoked gorls (Cyeet &
Mrrkh, 1992).
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The interest in firms’ export performance began in the early 1960s. Such interest 
was triggered by the low export performance of many countries that have the potential to 
be successful exporters, and the inability of marro-eroromic studies to explain the 
different export performance of firms within the same industry and same country 
(Boukersi, 1991). On the other hand, export performance researchers did not adapt the 
firm behavioural theory, probably due to the limited scope of the theory and the complex 
and multidimensional nature of export performance. Since the 1960s, a substantial 
literature has accumulated investigating the external and internal variables influencing 
the individual firm’s export performance and its internationalisation process.
The literature in export performance has been classified in many different ways. 
Some compared exporters with non-exporters (e.g., Al-Aali, 1989; Burton & 
Schlegelmilch, 1987; Cavusgil & Naor, 1987), others contrasted aggressive with passive 
exporters (e.g., Da Rocha, Christensen & da Cunha, 1990) or proactive with reactive 
exporters (e.g., Campbell, 1996; Piercy, 1981b). These studies explored the variables that 
differentiate the two groups of firms and identify the ones associated with better 
performance. From another perspective, some researchers attempted to investigate the 
motives and barriers to exporting (e.g., Karafakioglu, 1986; Leonidou, 1995; Sharkey, 
Lim & Kim 1989; Shoham, Rose & Albaum, 1995). These studies were directed to 
determine which variables motivate the firm to involve and expand its exports and to 
highlight the variables that hinder and discourage the firm’s export involvement and 
expansion in exporting.
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There ire many studies that have investigated thr internatirnalisatirn process of a 
firm and proposed export development models (e.g., AnDersen, 1993; Bilkey & Tesar, 
1975; Clark, PugT & Mallory, 1997; Johanson & Vahlns, 1977; Madsen, 1997). TTc 
different models proposed different stages that a firm has tr pass tluough during its 
internationalisation process. Although there is general agreement that exporting is a 
developmental or incremental process and that firms piss tluough different stages in tTeir 
export Development, there ir disagreement on the number and nature rf thr different 
export stages (Samlee, Walters & DuBois, 1993). Despits the Differences among tTc 
various moDrls and the number and content rf thr stages, onr conclusion tTit can be 
Drawn is that the export development process comprises tlurr broad phases: pre­
engagement, initial, inD aDvancs (Leonidou & Krtsiksrs, 1996).
TTrre is a rrmarkible iggregits of research exploring tTs firm’s export 
performance, however much of it is fragmented. There were serious efforts tr 
consolidate and integrate empirical export research into r consistent conceptual structure 
(e.g., Aaby & Slater, 1989; Bilkey, 1978; Chrtty & Hamilton, 1993; GemunDen, 1991). 
“However, Despite thr consiDsrablr research, no comprsTenslvs or widely accepted 
theory has yet emerged, that explains thr firm’s export expansion BsTivior, due tr its 
multlDlmrnsirnal, complex and Dynamic nature” (Lrrnidru & Katsikcas, 1996, p. 518). 
The following section presents the literature on export performance measures.
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3.3. Export Performance Measures
There is little agreement on a uniform definition of export performance in the
literature (Cavusgil & Zou, 1994; Das, 1994; Gray, 1997; Walters & Samiee, 1990). 
Ross (1982) defines export performance as “... how well the firm performs in the foreign 
market relative to other fii’ms” (p. 82). Whereas Cavusgil and Zou (1994) define it as 
“the extent to which a firm’s objectives, both economic and strategic, with respect to 
exporting a product into a foreign market, are achieved through plamiing and execution 
of export marketing strategy” (p. 4).
The reseai'chers used either objective or subjective measures for export 
performance (Das, 1994). Objective measures found in the literature are export volume, 
export sales’ growth, export intensity (exports as percentage of total sales), profits from 
exports, rnmiber of export transactions handled, export market share, and number of 
export markets served. However, other researchers argue that export performance is not 
an objective term and that success is evaluated against historical records, expectations,
and objectives (Louter, Ouwerkerk & Bakker, 1991). For this reason, some researchers
used subjective measures such as executives’ and export managers’ perceptions of export 
performance (Bilkey, 1985; Fenwick & Amine, 1979; Hsieh, 1993). They argue that a 
reasonable measure of success is the ability of meeting a company’s goals and therefore 
any measure of export performance should include self-assessment of success.
This section discusses the most commonly used measures of export performance
and the criticism concerning them.
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Export intensity is the proportion of export srles So r firm’s toSrl srles. Is is rlso 
referred tr rs export srles 1^0. In the literature, export iaSensity is one of the most 
widely used mersurfs rf export performriice (Arby & Siater, 1989; Dominguez & 
Sequeirr, 1993; Douglrs, 1993; Hr.rt & Tzokrs, 1999). WrlSers rid Samitt (1990), in 
their review rf 31 studies, found thrt 68 percent of tht studies used export intensity rs 
one of she measurES of export performanet. Drs (1994) used two meriurei to mersurt 
export performance, export intensity rnd growth in export volume for five yerrs, rad 
fruad thrt the export intensity mErsure yielded more s1gnSfSkanS rad reltvrnt 
d1serimSllaSE functions. Aximr (1988) used export intensity in her study oa export 
peeformraee rad rrgued thrt “it provides r good indicrtlra of both how deeply involved 
r firm is la exporting, rnd how successful tht firm is rt exporting” (p. 61).
Ross (1982), tricing Sato coasidtrrtloa the l1mitaSioNs of different export 
mEasures, developed ^-^11^ So guide She stiecSSoa rnd rdrptaSioN of export performract 
meaiurE. He suggested shrt ra export ptrnrrmaace mersure should represent tht relrsivt 
export performrnke of she firm ia tht export mrrket, Bt seen rs intuitively rersoaabit 
rad useful by mrnrgers, Be seen rs useful By policy mrkers ia developing crunSries, bt 
relat1vEly ersy to oBSaia, rad should facil1tatt comprrlsrn wish prst reserrch. Brsed ra 
the rbove krlttrir, Ross found export iaSeaiity to be she most su1Sablt meriure of export 
ptrfrrmrnke.
Despite Being ersy to obsrln rad widely used la export rEsEri-eh studies, export 
intensity is not free from criticism (Drs, 1994). Mrny rfserrehers regHE thri export 
IaSEniity does not reflfcS rll rspeeSs of export per’frrmaace (Sehlfgelmlleh & Crook,
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1988). It gives little rr no clue is tr whether a firm is grasping all of ths profitable 
opportunities in tTc market place (Rogers, 1987). Export intensity is also affecteD by 
silts volume (numerator) is wrll as the Denominator, wTlcT meins that firms miy Tave 
high export intensity while they export small volume. Export intensity rather stems as an 
inDicition of export involvement and dependence on export activities (Katrikeas, 1994).
Researchers measured export intensity By rithrr objective or subjective measure. 
CaRurgit (1984b) used ordinal seals, whereas Axinn (1988) inD Cooper inD 
KteinrclnniDt (1985) used Actual Data of export intensity. Other researchers ussD 
minagerr’ subjective evaluation of their firm export intensity rslativs to Domestic 
competitors (Kirpalani & Macintosh, 1980).
Export sales growth is defined as the percentage increase of annual export silts 
compared with tTs previous year. It inDlcater the trend in export silsr, and the higher the 
export sales growth rate the brttrr thr export performance (MrTamiD, 1994). Similar to 
export intensity, export salts growth is one of thr most widely used measures rf export 
psrOrrmincs (AaBy & Slater, 1989; Dominguez & Sequslra, 1993; Douglas, 1993; Hart 
& Tzrkas, 1999). This measure is more dynamic thin export intensity is it reflects tTs 
firm’s export performance change rn annual Bases (Al-KTillOa, 1993). This measure is
always ussD as a complement to export intensity (MrhamiD, 1994).
TTs weakness rf this measure is that export performance miy Be unDerstatsD or 
ovsrstiteD. Export silts growth is basrD on tTs previous ysir’s export silss, thus firms 
exporting a very small proportion of their siles may show high growth rite with small
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increase in their export sales and may double their export sales. On the other hand, it is 
more difficult for firms with high export intensity to exhibit high export sales growth 
rate. This measure is also influenced by rapid price escalation or currency depreciation 
(Mohamad, 1994). And in some cases, a firm may show export sales growth because the 
market is growing and not due to its own efforts and competitiveness.
Export sales growth is measured either subjectively or objectively. Cooper and 
Kleinsclumdt (1985) and Walters and Samiee (1991) used actual rate of export sales 
growth. Das (1994) and Dominguez and Sequeira (1991) used a subjective measure 
based on managers’ evaluation of export sales growth. Madsen (1989) utilised a 
subjective measure where managers have to evaluate their firm’s export sales growth 
compared to the domestic market performance.
Export profitability is a complex variable to measure (Bilkey, 1982). Walters 
and Samiee (1991) used after-tax profit margin as an objective measure of export 
performance, the higher the profitability level, the better the firm’s performance. 
However, the objectivity of export profitability is questionable due to variations in 
accounting practices and the arbitrary cost allocation methods utilised by exporting firms 
that make it difficult to compare firms (Mohamad, 1994; Ross, 1982). Bilkey (1982) 
axgued that relative measures of export profitability would be more reliable than absolute 
measure. He used a five-point scale in which firms’ managers evaluated their firms 
export profitability compared to domestic market profitability.
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Besides the var1rt1oai ia recounting parctikes, oae of the mrjor rBitaclEs of using 
export profitab1lity rs ra objective mersure is the incliartloa of mrargemeat to deklrre 
such iaformrtioa (Bilkey, 1982; Madiea, 1989). Another Issue is shrt few firms prepm 
r seprrrte profit rnd loss recount foe export akSivit1ti (Mohrmrd, 1994). Crvusgil rnd 
Zru (1994) indicrttd thrt they mersuaed whether exporting is peonitablt arthfa thru SSai 
level of prrfitrblllsy becnse mrargEas were reluktrat to riverl 1anoamat1on.
Few studies hrve exrmliifd export paonltrb1l1ty rad most of shim utilised 
subjective or relrtive mEriM-t (DomSngutz & Stquelrr, 1993). Mohrmrd (1994) in his 
study of Malayi1an exporters rdrpted r fivE-point subjtkSlvt serle thrt rrnges from fra 
rbovt exptctrtlrni to fet below ExpecSat1rns. Rogers (1987) used rcturl drtr of firms’ 
export profits. Mrdien (1989) adapstd r seveN-polnS scrlt where mrNagers hrd to 
compm their Export profiSrblllty with tht locrl mn'kit prrnlSrb1l1ty.
So fra, we hrve discussed the sheet most frequently used peaformracf mersures. 
Rtsfracheri utilised vrrious other export ptrnrrmrnkE mersures such rs export srlts 
volume, number of export mrrkeSs, rnd mrrktt shrat in frreiga mrrkfSs. Wider 
var1aSloNi of subjective export peaformrnct mtrsutei hrve rlso been utilised, fipeclrlly 
rmong goveanmtnS rgfnefei. Frr fxrmplt, the U.K. Quetn’s Awrrd utilises “r Brerk- 
Shtough in r prrticulrrly difficult mrrktt” rnd tht Canada Export Awrrd rfwrrds 
“holding off strong for-flga eompfSlSioa in oveesfrs mrrkfts”. On the other hrad, the 
werkest pel•formaNee lNd1caSoas rrE Exporter vs. aoa-txpoetfr dichotomy rad eoatlaued 
Exporting (WrltErs rad SrmSef, 1991).
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Some researchers have used multiple or multidimensional measures that include 
one or more of the mentioned measures (Das, 1994; Dominguez & Sequeira, 1993; 
Rogers, 1987). The argument is that multi-dimensional measures may provide a better 
indication of performance and overcome the limitations of a single measure. Rogers 
(1987) used in his study both a single measure (export intensity) and multi-dimensional
measures (including export growth, profitability, success and satisfaction) and he found 
the uni-dimensional measure more significant in deriving the determinants of export 
performance. lie attributes this weak support to the loss of data resulting from 
aggregating various scales into construct scores.
Recently, there were serious attempts to develop multi-dimensional measures of 
export performance (Styles, 1998; Zou, Taylor, Osland, 1998). Zou et al. proposed a 
three-factor export performance (EXPERF) scale to capture export performance at the 
export-venture level. The three dimensions of the EXPERF scale are financial, strategic, 
and satisfaction. Similarly, Styles attempted to refine the measure developed by Zou and 
Cavusgil (1994) and test it in both the United Kingdom and Australia. Again, the 
measure was at the export-venture level and measured export growth, profitability, 
achievement of strategic objectives, and perception of success.
In conclusion, export performance measurement has reached little agreement 
although it has received great attention. The three measures presented earlier (export 
intensity, growth, and profitability) represent an agreement in general, however how they 
are operationalised and how they can be integrated has not yet been resolved. Gemunden 
(1991) argued that previous research found no positive relationship between export
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intensity and cither export salts growth rr export profitability. He suggested, based on 
this finding, that thc three measures should br used to dcvrlrp different models for each 
Dimension. On ths other hand, Mumr inD Beamish (1987) and SToham (1998) 
concluded that export prrOorminer should br conceptualized as a composite measure of 
export silts, export profitability, rnd export growth. As more research accumulates, our 
unDerrtanding of export performance will bt enriched. Our hops ir to synthesize these 
findings to reach an agrred-uprn export performance measure. This miy not be in thr 
near future as MaDsen (1998) views it:
An attempt tr find a generally valid export prrOormincs measure is 
impossible, rvsn if examining different export ventures within the firm. 
Export performance goals are partly unique Orr tach export venture and /or 
firm. Furthermore, Different stakeholders with interest in ths exporting of a 
particular firm may have Different goals Orr ths same export venture or 
business unit exports, (p. 91)
3.4. Factors Influencing Firms’ Export Performance
There is general agreement that export performanes is influenced by a variety of 
factors, however there is nr unanimous Agreement rn thr existence or the influence of 
certain factors on the export performance. Such factors are numerous; for example 
GsmunDsn (1991) in his review rf fifty sxprrt-rslitsD empirical studies IDrntifisD more 
than 700 factors. Thrrr wsrs a number of Attempts to make a comprehensive review of 
export performance studies aiming to draw conclusions (Aaby & Slittr, 1989; Bilkey, 
1978; CTetty & Hamilton, 1993; GrmunDen, 1991), however as AaBy inD Slitcr (1989) 
Described it “...much of ths knowledge regarding successful export practice is
fragmented” (p. 7).
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Ia geniirl, there is rgattmfaS thrt factors influincing exporting firms crn be 
elasslnled Sato internrl rad txttaarl. However there is confusion in whither to elrssify 
ceetrla factors rs inSemrl or exiti'arl (Boukirsl, 1991). Theat rat mrny kattgor1sat1oas of 
such intErnrl rnd txterarl factors rad there rre mrny wrys of descrlBing them. For 
example, Arby rad Slrter (1989) clrsslfitd the iattanrl factors into thrie kategor1ei: firm 
^^^11^1^, firm eompeSeakies, rad sSartEgy. Crvusgil rad Nevia (1981r) claislnled 
the internrl determinraSs of export pfafoamraet into four groups, armely: dlfffeeatirl 
firm advanSagei, strength of 1^1^11^ rspirrtioas for vrrioui business gorls, 
maNrgemeNt Expektations rbout the effect of exporting on Business gorls, rad the ltvel 
of 01^1^101^ commitment tr Export mraktting. Rtgradltii of the kiasslnieat1oa of 
inSetnrl freSors SnfluiNemg tht firm’s export plrnormaace, they include vaaiables shrt rri
undie eonSrol or due So Shi SnStrnrl environment of she firm. These factors include
mrnrgimtat, firm size, product, strrSigy, ttk.
Oa the other hrad, exttaarl or inviaonminSrl factors rat those factors thri prevril
outside she firm drmrin rnd rei niSthir diaectly conSrolllag the firm nor directly
coiStoned by she firm (Prk, 1991). These factors include foe example domestic mrrkiS 
size, government prllcies, md foreign mrrket rttarktiventis, rnd to some extint Shise
factors hrve been neglieSed ia tmpirlcrl studies (Boukirsl, 1991). In rddisioax, some
studies hrve combined both iNSEtnrl rad exteanrl factors (Crvusgil & Zou, 1994; 
Douglrs, 1993; Prk, 1991; Ross, 1982; Schiegelmilkh & Crook, 1988).
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In the present review, the factors influencing export performance have been 
classified into six main groups. Three groups are concerned with internal factors; firm 
differential advantages, export marketing strategy, and management; the other three 
groups are concerned with external environment and they are: local market environment, 
national enviromnent, and foreign market enviromnent.
3.4.1. Firms' Differential Advantages
In the export performance literature, differential firm advantages refer to the 
unique advantages that an individual firm possesses over other firms (Pak, 1991). The 
influence of such advantages has been investigated by many researchers (e.g. Cavusgil, 
Bilkey & Tesar, 1979; Cavusgil & Naor, 1987; Dominguez & Sequeira, 1993; Douglas, 
1993; Kirpalani & Macintosh, 1980; Madsen, 1989; Pak, 1991; Simmonds & Smith, 
1968). Some researchers describe these advantages as competencies. There are many 
researchers who concluded that these advantages are not sufficient for exporting to take 
place or succeed, however they are important to motivate the firm management to enter 
into export marketing (Cavusgil, 1984b; Pak, 1991, Rogers, 1987). Rogers (1987) 
concluded that differential firm advantages were one of the most significant determinants 
of a firm’s export performance. In this section, the literature findings regarding various 
variables related to firms’ differential advantages are discussed.
There is no single factor that has been investigated like firm size, however there 
is little agreement on its influence on export performance. Some researchers found a 
positive relationship between firm size and export performance (Al-Aali, 1989;
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Simmonds & Smith, 1968; Cavusgil & Naor, 1987; Christensen, Rocha & Gertner, 1987;
I-Iarcar, 1993; Reid, 1983; Rogers, 1987; Tookey, 1964), others found no relation (Amine 
& Cavusgil, 1986; Bilkey & Tesar, 1977; Cavusgil, 1984b; Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 
1985; Hart & Tzokas, 1999) and some even found a negative relation (Ali & Swiercz, 
1991; Das, 1994). Chetty and Hamilton (1993) in their meta-analysis of firm export 
performance studies found that out of 29 studies that addressed firm size, 17 found a 
positive relation, 6 found no relation and 6 found a negative relation. Aaby and Slater 
(1989) concluded in their review of 55 export performance studies that there is little 
agreement regarding the influence of size and “the most common hypothesis is that 
larger companies have size-related advantages that enable them to more effectively
engage in export” (p. 17).
There have been many efforts to explain the divergent results of the influence of 
firm size on export performance. Schlegelmilch and Crook (1988) reached the following 
conclusion regarding firm size:
Focusing on the impact of firm size on export intensity, a non-linear 
relationship was found. A possible explanation for this is that, as suggested 
by Hunt et al. (1967), economies of scale exist in export marketing and 
possibly other aspects of export operations; but above a certain size, firms 
may switch to foreign direct investment, (p. 296)
Moreover, Cavusgil (1976) indicated that the positive correlation between the 
firm size and tendency to export is not because of the size per se, it is because of other 
variables associated with size such as financial, physical, and managerial resources. Also 
Cavusgil (1984b), in his study of 175 American manufacturing firms, suggested that firm
size should be viewed as a concomitant rather than causative factor.
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There are three reasons for such a contradiction in the results. First, there is no
general agreement on the definition of size (Boukersi, 1991; Miesenbock, 1988). Some 
have used number of employees (Cavusgil & Naor, 1987; Culpan, 1989; Kaynak & 
Kothari, 1984) and some have used sales volume (Ali & Swiercz, 1991; Karafakioglu,
1986). Many researchers used paid-up capital (e.g., Al-Aali, 1989), while several used a 
combination of measures (Eshghi, 1992; Rogers, 1987). The second reason for the
contradiction in firm size studies is that within the same measure there is no standard
definition for size. For example, within those who used number of employees as a
measure of firm size, some considered small firms to be those with less than 250
employees (Kaynak & Kothari, 1984), whereas others consider small firms to be those 
with less than 100 employees (Kedia & Chhokar, 1986). The third reason is that the 
dependent factors (export performance measures) in these studies were not consistent; 
some researchers studied the export intensity, some studied the export profitability, and
others studied the motives and banders.
With regard to firm ownership, Das (1994) found that successful exporters are 
small, privately owned firms. The ownership variable received low attention compared to 
other variables. Keng and Jiuan (1989) in their study of 156 firms in Singapore, found 
that the majority of non-exporting firms are fully owned by local investors where 
exporting firms had more foreign equity participation.
The nature of exporting activity also varies across industries (Cavusgil & Zou, 
1994). Since different industries have different characteristics, export performance may 
be influenced by the nature of the industry. Das (1994), in discriminating successful and
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uasueeisiful Exporters, crncluded thri she rvetall nrturt of she industry is r s1gnlnikanS 
diicriminating varirble. LruSer, Ouwirktrk rnd Brkkii (1991) found shri “[t]he Sypi of 
industry influtaced export behrvioue significrntly rs will rs export success” (p. 13). Al- 
Arli (1995) found in his study of 58 food rnd chimlkrl Exporters in Srudi Aerblr, thri 
chimierl rad peSaoehemScal firms m more Export orieatid thrn food firms. However, 
Hret nd Tzrkrs (1999) found no sigaifieanS iaflutnee of fmn size on export 
peiformrnct between the three industries they were crmpraiag.
The chrrrcterisSics of exported product rlsr influenci sht export performrace of 
r firm (Cavuigil & Zou, 1994). Whethir tht product is r consumer or iaduiSairl product 
mry ererSe rn rdvrNtrge for tht firm in its Export venturi. Drs (1994) found thrt product 
type Ss impretrnt dSserlmiNrtrr beSween successful rnd unsuccessful exporters. Also, hi 
found thrt successful firms rri those Exporting consumer products. The loersion of the 
firm within She country is rlso ra impoeSrnS frcSor in export piafrimraee (Wiedershelm- 
Prul, Olson, & Wilch, 1978). They rStaibutid Shis importrnki to tht rdvrntrge of 
^1^011^1011 rnd shipping costs rnd more kriticrllr tr tht flow rf informrSlon.
Moreover, She levtl of Stehnologicri rdvrnkemtat of r firm rnd Sts aestreeh rnd 
development hrs been suggested rs r difftaeNSirl advratrge in its export performrace. 
The rtslareh findings rre mixed rBouS She iafluiNee of this faeSri on export performrnke. 
Some studies concludid positive influence (Al-Arli, 1989; Birmish & Munro, 1987; 
Crvusgil, 1984B; Cooper & Klilnichmids, 1985; Reid, 1983; WrlSeas & Srmiee, 1990) 
rad oShirs found fishir r werk eelrtlrn (Axinn, 1988; Crvusgil & Nroa, 1987) or no 
eelrtloN (^1^1, 1993; Mrdsen, 1989).
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Aaby and Slatrr (1989) in their review of export performanes studies concludsD 
that “[t]rehnrlogy intsnsivsnerr is consistently found tr Br related tr propensity to 
export” (p. 18). Also, they found that in studies where the respondents were exporting to 
Developed countries, technology was sssn is in important advantage, whereas exporters 
tr less developed countries found low erst to br mrrr important. Pak (1991) found that 
teelmrlrgy intensity is critical only in the initial export Decision. It motivates a firm to 
brcrmr involved in exporting. Once a firm is involved in exporting, thr export 
performance is affected by other iDvintager.
With regard to research and development, again mixed results wrre found. 
Schlrgrlmileh and Crook (1988) found research rnd Development to be a significant 
Determinant of export intensity. However, Kirpalani inD Macintosh (1980) found a 
negative correlation between research inD Development inD export performance.
Cavusgil, Zru and NaiDu (1993) Define product uniqueness as “thr degree to 
which the product is drsigned/mide to satisfy unique needs or to br usrd for unique 
purposes” (p. 489). Cavusgil and Nevin (1981B) found product uniqueness tr Be i 
significant determinant of export performance. Beamish and Munro (1987) and Beamish, 
Crilg inD MeLshan (1993) OounD a positive relation Bstwrsn product uniqueness and 
export intensity. However, Pak (1991) found that product uniqueness has in insignificant 
influence on export Attractiveness, Although Ts asserts that it ir critical for thr inltlil 
export decision. Bllksy (1982) OomiD nr significant relationship between product 
uniqueness and export profitability. On ths other hand, Lrutsr st al. (1991) noticed that
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export intensity decreases as product uniqueness increases. Thus, results on product 
uniqueness are mixed and no firm conclusions can be drawn.
With regard to product quality, there is unanimous agreement on its importance 
as a determinant of export performance (Boukersi, 1991; Chryssochoidis, 1993). Kaynak 
and Kothari (1984) found that consistent quality is a major factor leading to the export 
success of both industrial and consumer goods. Also, it has been found that exporters 
with low quality products were switching from market to market because of non-repeated 
orders (Christensen et al., 1987).
Madsen (1989) argues that high product quality increases buyer certainty and 
exporter credibility. Also, he asserts that product quality is more important for export 
performance than for local market performance. Although there is general agreement on 
the positive influence of product quality on export performance, the measure of product 
quality is not clear. Christensen et al. (1987) measured product quality by the formality 
of the quality control department in the organisation structure and the education of the 
department head, whereas Madsen (1989) used user perception of quality as a measure.
Research on the influence of experience on export performance has revealed 
mixed findings. Aaby and Slater (1989) concluded that experience is an important 
element in export performance. Also, Dominguez and Sequeira (1993) in their study of 
253 exporters from Central America concluded that export experience is associated with 
higher export performance. Similarly, Amine and Cavusgil (1986) found that 
performance improved with higher exporter experience. Katsikeas and Morgan (1994)
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found that experienced exporters have fewer problrms than less experienced exporters. 
Douglas (1993) found a positive relationship Between export experience inD sales 
volume. This positive relationship can br understood as “[i]t could bs that success bresDr
ths commitment to continue exporting thereby yielding more rapid increase in exports” 
(Christensen et al., 1987, p. 68). Ross (1982) pointed out that:
TTe ability tr penetrate foreign markets is one rf thr key factors accounting 
for ths export success of ths firm. ... Oner thr export market is penetrated, 
ths firm can begin tr build on past accomplishments, lsrrning and gaining 
experience in the export marketplace. As learning takes place inD as the 
export market becomes mors familiar, export performance can improve, (p. 
41)
Lrutsr st al. (1991) found that thr number rf years a firm his been exporting has 
only a slight influence, and Katriksar (1994) found nr association between thr length rf 
exporting experience with percsiveD crMpetitiRs advantage. Also, Ksng inD Jluan 
(1989) found no significant Difference in number of years in business between exporters 
and non-exportsrs.
In contrast to the aforementioned results, Kirpalani inD Macintosh (1980) and 
Urrlc inD Czinkoti (1984) found that firm age and export experience have a significant 
negative relationship ind that young firms Do better than old firms. Similarly, Dis (1994) 
found that successful exporters were yrungsr than unsuccessful exporters and Ts 
erncluDsD that number of years in business is a significant Discriminator Between 
successful and unsuccessful exporters. Bilkey (1982) found a negative crinelatirn 
between export sxperlrnce and relative export profitability. In other words, he found 
experienced exporters percsivr exporting as less profitable than sslllng in lrcal markets.
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The structure rf she export rkSivity within the exporting firm is found to bt ra 
impoetrnt element in its inSernaSional vinSuri. Some firms esirbllsh r foemrl exporting 
uNit/deprrtment within their oagrnisrtira So handlt rll export retivities. Other firms mry 
handle export rktivity through oShta deprrtmenti such rs Sht srles oa markeiing 
dipretmenS, or she executive management mry hraHt it directly. Crvusgil rad Zru 
(1994) suggest thrt exporting firms should iaiSltutlrarlisi their export operat1oai to 
improve their inSemational competinki rnd rssurt r konsisSeat commitment tr their 
export acSivSSits.
WrltErs rnd Srmiee (1990) found thrt tht existence rf r formai export structure 
within She firm is positively rssoeirStd with export ptaframrnet mirsurid by export 
inSinsIty. They rlsr formd thus lrigi firms show r higher propensity to estrblish r formrl 
export structure thun smrll firms, rnd thrt Shi mrjorisy of small firms Either coataret r 
third prrty So mrnrge sheir export rperrSion or give the tisprnsibiliSy to the domestic 
mrikiting mra^gi^.
Brurantai rnd Hrl1kias (1991) concluded thrt the existence of rn export 
diprrtmiNS is r signifikanS dSseelminrSor between syitematic rnd aon-systemrtie 
exporters. SyitemaSie exporters hrve higher export SnStnslSy. Also, CheiiSeniin et rl. 
(1987) found thrt successful exporters rdrpt more dtctntrrliied dielsifn-mrking rnd 
dlilgatt teiprislbShSy So lrwir hiltrteh1eal levels. Morerver, sueelssnut Exporters were 
found So rily mori on formrl ernSrol systems in monitoring sheir export operations 
(^^^11 & MrclnSosh, 1980) md apprlcSaSl formrl Sraming of sheir mrnrgemenS 
(Button & Sehlegeim1ieh, 1987).
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3.4.2. Export Marketing Strategy
Export marketing strategy is very important for exporting firms. It represents the 
guidance behind pursuing the export venture and reflects the organisation's approach to 
internationalising their business. Many studies have related export performance to the 
export marketing strategy (Bilkey 1982; Clnistensen et al., 1987; Cooper & 
Kleinschmidt 1985; McGuinness & Little 1981; Rosson & Ford 1982). However, there is 
no one clear definition of marketing strategy (Louter et al., 1991). Cavusgil and Zou 
(1994) defined export marketing straaegy aa “the meann by which a fimi responds to the 
inteiplay of internal and external forces to meet the objectives of the export venture” (p. 
4). There are many elements that constitute the export marketing strategy, and each 
element may have an influence on the export performance. Aaby and Slater (1989) in 
their review found that many studies suggested that export markstrng strategy influences 
export performance, however the results are fragmented and the relationship is not clear. 
In many of these elements, the main consideration is whether to standardise or adapt to 
the export market conditions (Douglas & Craig, 1989). Thus is it is very important to 
review the elements constituting the export marketing strategy and the related findings in
the liisrrturs.
Export marketing strategy and export marketing policy are used interchangeably 
in the literature. Koh (1991) found export marketing policy to be a very important 
variable in export performance because it governs other variables such as pricing strategy 
and export charnel strategy. Also, Madsen (1989) concluded that variance in export 
growth is almost totally explained by the export policy and that it is the most important 
variable group.
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Whether these policies are formal or informal is an essential variable in 
Discussing export performanes. Cavusgil and Nevin (1981a) found that having a formal 
export prllcy is important for export performance. It is also important to consider the 
initial objective rf ths firm when established, as there rre many firms in third wrrlD 
countries built under import-substitute strategy whrrras others were built basically to 
export their products. Al-Aali (1995), in Tis study comparing ths performance of food 
exporters and chrmieal exporters, found that food exporters encrunter more problems 
than chemical exporters. He attributed this variance tr the firm's objective, as the 
chrmieal industry is mrrr outwarD-orientsd thin thr food industry in its inltlil
development.
Prids and Ferrell (1995) Define marketing planning is the “process rf assessing 
opportunities and resources, setting objectives, Defining strategics, and establishing 
guidelines Orr the marketing program” (p. 692). Thr srms procsss applies to the 
international venture of a firm’s marketing efforts. This planning activity war found to 
influence the rxprrt performanes of a firm. Samite and Walters (1990) found that export 
planning activity was asrreiateD with superior export performanes in terms of export 
intensity and number of export mirksts. Also, Aaby ind Sliter (1989) in their review 
indicated that several Authors found a prsitivr rrlatirnrhip between formal market 
planning and export intensity. Brurantar and Haliklar (1991) and MaDsen (1989) OounD a 
significant relationship Bstwern planning and export prrformincs.
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A major ilimiiit of exporting mrrkttiig startegy is the mrrktting mix. MrakitiNg 
mix is the gfrl of rny mrakiSlng plrn or itrrtigy, rnd it is “[r] krmbiirtion of four mrjor 
sits of vrairblei - product, distribution, promotion, rad price” (Pridt & Ftnell, 1995, p. 
13). Krynrk rnd Krthrri (1983) found thrt the malagtmllS of mrrkisiig mix ilimeiSs 
is r very crislcrl dlSlrmSlalt of iNtiiarSSonrl mrrkttiag pErformriei. Also, Crvusgil rnd 
K1tpalali (1993) concluded thrt “[rjll mrektting mix varirBies rat obviously ailevrat to 
success” (p. 11). However, in she iiterarsioiirl mrakitiag raenr tht issue of mrrkESSng 
mix is whethir to strndradizi sht elements oa rdrpt them to the export mrrket conditions. 
The debaSe on this issue hrs koatinued for more thrn Sweaty yires (Crvusgil it rl., 1993).
StaNdaidiiat1oll rf IiiSeriirSioarl mrrkeSing starSegy rifirs So using tht srmt 
product, peiee, disSelbuSloi md promotion ptogrrmme glrbrlly (Jrii, 1989). On she other 
hrad, adapSaSlol reftrs So Shi modSnicrtioi of mrrkisiig mix elemenSs So fit she export 
country eNvltramiNS. Those who rrgue foe strNdradlirSloi emplirslsi sht taiad rf 
homogellisatiol of the 1ltltnaSloNai mrakets rnd sht arlt rf tieharlogy in homogenising 
tht demrnd prttiai (Cavusgii et rl., 1993), rad staiss thri staadard1iaSioN will help cost 
srvings rid will lerd to more krmpetitivt prices. Levitt (1983) hrs ragutd thrt “[fjhi 
world’s needs rid desiris hrvi been itatvoerbly hrmrgeaised. This mrkts the 
multlirtloirl kraprartira obsoliSi rad girBal corporation rbsolute” (p. 93). He srid thrt
the advalktmelt in kommunlcrtirn, tiriipratrtioa rad inkatrstd trrvtl hrve plrytd r 
gatrt rrlt in homogiiishig Shi glrbrl mrrktti md thrt comprnSis hrvi tr sill high 
qurlity product rt r competitive pelce.
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On the other hand, the adaptation proponents argue that adaptation takes into 
consideration the differences among countries in terms of stage of economic and market 
development, cultures, customer values and political and legal systems (Cavusgil et al., 
1993). Jain (1989) suggested a more compromising approach. He suggested that 
standardisation and adaptation should be regarded as two extremes of the same 
continuum and that there are different factors that affect the degree of standardisation or 
adaptation. Louter et al. (1991) claims that many academics and practitioners follow the 
motto “[standardise what is possible, differentiate where necessary” (p. 10).
Many studies indicated the positive influence of product adaptation on export 
performance. Cavusgil and Zou (1994) found that export performance is substantially 
improved with product adaptation. Kattiksat (1994) concluded that export performance 
is positively associated with product adaptation, while Dominguez and Sequeira (1993) 
noted in their study that most successful exporters adapted their products to the target 
market needs. Walters and Samiee (1990) found a positive relationship between product 
adaptation and export profitability. Donthu and Kim, (1993) and Johnson and 
Arunihanss (1995) concluded that product adaptation policy is positively related to 
export growth. Another interesting finding by Cavusgil and Kirpalani (1993) is that 
initial adaptation was not important, however subsequent adaptation according to market 
needs had a positive effect on export performance.
Contrary to these findings, Christensen et al. (1987) found in their study that 
successful exporters were exporting standardised products. Zou (1997) concluded that 
export intensity is positively and significantly influenced by product standardisation.
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With regard to rxprrt profitability, JrTnrrn and Arunthines (1995) Did not finD any 
significant association Bstwern product adaptation and rxprrt profitibility. Koh and 
Rrbicheaux (1988) found no rslitlon between rxprrt profitibility and product 
adaptation. Cavusgil (1983), in his study of success factors in export marketing, found 
that thr factors that required least aDaptatirn were packaging, physical product, and 
pricing.
Thrsr divergent results are not surprising in an international environment with 
divergent cultures and markets. These contriDicting results encruriged Cavusgil rt al. 
(1993) tr investigate this subject, and thr results of thcir rsssirch suggest that the degree 
of product adaptation is significantly influtnesd By internal and external factors. They
found that:
“... Product adaptation upon entry is influenced significantly and positively 
By cultural specificity rf product, and significantly but negatively by 
technology orientation of industry and similarity of legal regulations. ... 
Product adaptation after entry is inilusncrd significantly and positively By 
firm’s international experience, cultural specificity of product, and 
competitiveness of export market, and significantly but negatively by 
technology orientatlrn of industry and product familiarity rf export 
customers.” (p. 494)
Moreover, Cavusgil et al. (1993) noted that product aDiptatirn after entry ir 
higher for consumer proDuetr ermpirsD tr industrial products and that product 
aDaptatirn ir higher when the product is exported tr a single market ermpireD with a 
product exported to multiple markets at ths same time.
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Price rompstiiivenstt and flexibility are important variables in export marketing 
ventures. Although there are many pricing methods, the issue is whether price adaptation 
influences export marketing performance. Many studies indicated a significant 
relationship between pricing and export performance (Kirpalani & Macintosh, 1980; 
Katsiksrs, 1994; Koh, 1991). Dominguez and Sequeira (1993), in their review of studies 
on export performance, found that most of the studies associated better export 
performance with low and competitive prices. Christensen et al. (1987) found that 
successful exporters rely on internationally competitive prices and do not demand 
premiums for exchange or extraordinary risks.
On the other hand, some researchers found a weak relationship between price 
compsrirrvensst and export performance (Cavusgil & Zou, 1994; Madsen, 1989; 
Cavusgil & Kaynak; 1982). Other researchers found that successful exporters charge 
higher export prices than local market prices (Koh & Robicheaux, 1988; Das, 1994). The 
last finding could be justified. Das conducted his study in India on 58 manufacturing 
firms where the per capita income is low, and the successful exporters were exporting to 
developed countries and charging higher prices. The other study by Koh and 
Robicheaux, (1988) was conducted in the U.S.A. on industrial products manufacturers, 
and found that exporters perceived better performance if they export directly to end-users 
and charge higher prices. The difference in distribution charnel explains the higher price.
Pride and Ferrell (1995) define promotion as “communication with individuals, 
groups, or organizations to dirsrrly or indirectly facilitate exchanges by informing and 
persuading one or more audiences to accept an organization’s products” (p. 510). Again,
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Shi debate in export matket1ng is whether tr stradredize the promotion pargrrmmes 
1^11^10^^ rr modify them recording to iht Export mrakit Environment. 
SSaldardiiaSiol rf rdveetliemeat programmes wrs one of the tralita topics atiEraehed ia 
Shi field rf SnSlrNaSSoNai mrakeslig (Crvusgii it rl., 1993).
Those who krll frr rdrptrtion rrgui thri the export mrakets rre different in 
religion, lrngurgt, customs, devilopmenS sirge, rnd medir avr1laBility, rad thrt r 
promosionrl programme should Bt adapted to meti she in-git mraket lavlaoimeaS. 
Kliprlrni rad Mac1lSosh (1980) found r strong positive asirc1rt1ra bitweea paomotionrl 
effraS rnd export success. Cavuigil (1983) la his aesirreh ra successful factoas in export 
mrrkitiNg found promotion to Bt oat of tht vaa1aBlli thrt aeided most mrdlnicatioa to 
suit the foreign mrakeS.
On the oShta hrad, Crvusgil rnd Zru (1994) found r moderate rad inverse 
relat1ollship between promosira rdaptatioa rad export piafoemrice. This miras shrt 
rdrpsiag promoSirarl retivitits tr tht Export mrrktt eruld tfftkt tht export petformalel 
negrsively. Crvusgil it rl. (1993) noted thrt:
... [A]daptatioa of parmotioaal rpparrch is iaHutikid iigalfikratly rad 
positively by r firm’s 1^111^10^ experience, produet unSquiniss, cultural 
specificity rf product, rad compttisiviaesi of export mrakeS, rnd 
sSgllnikrNSly but negrsively by ttclmology oriiitrtirn of iadustey rnd 
product fam1liariSy of export customers, (p. 496)
DisSribuSloa tifies So Shi rctivitiis through which products rre mrde rvaiiaBll to 
Shi customer when rnd whirl they writ So buy them (Pride & Fertill, 1995). And the
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channel of distribution refers to “A group rf individuals or organizations Directing 
products from producers to customers” (Prids & Ferrell, 1995, p. 390). In international 
marketing there is a great number rf IntrrmeDiarlrs that can be used which create an 
unlimited number of combinations rf Distribution arrangrmrnCs. In light of this, Brady 
and BearDsn (1979) clasrifisD Distribution as Direct rr indirect. Direct exporting is whrn 
ths ssller/proDucer sells to in intermsDlary rr final user in the foreign market and indirect 
exporting is when hr negotiitrs with an intermediary lreatrd in thr hrms country.
Aaby and Slatsr (1989) in thcir review found fifteen studies that associate export 
propensity tr thr management perception rf Distribution importance. Moreover, they 
noted that all these studies confirmeD that management perceivcD Distribution rs a 
success Oictor in export psrformincs. Many studies have emphasized the importance of 
DistrlButirn and the positive relationship with export performance (01™^, 1983; 
CaRurgit & Zou, 1994; Cavusgil & Kirpalani, 1993; Krh, 1991; MiDrsn, 1989). Which 
Distribution channel is Better is Ai unresolved issue. Krh and Rrbicheaux (1988) found 
that exporters pereriRr brttsr prrformincs whrn thry srll directly to the final customer 
(their sample consisted of industrial products exporters). However, Christsnssn rt il. 
(1987) found indirect exporting assoclitrD with higher performance. On the other hand, 
Munro and Beamish (1987) erncluDsD on their study of Canadian exporters that the typr 
rf export channel Doer not slgnifiCAitiy influence export perfrrMines.
BriDy inD BsarDen (1979) found that there is a high tendency for exporters to 
start with indirect distribution and then switch tr the direct method as their experience 
inerrarss. Also, Cnu^ll (1976) nrtsD that a firm uses the indirect method when exports
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are marginal to the firm business, then the firm switches to direct method as exports 
reach a certain level. However, the choice of channel depends on the following factors: 
“(1) resources and experience of the firm, (2) nature of the product, (3) scope and 
complexity of the distribution task, and (4) availability of intermedirrist in foreign 
markets” (Cavusgil, 1976, p. 64).
Marketing research refers to “the systematic design, collection, interpretation, and 
reporting of information to help marketers solve specific problems or take advantage of 
marketing opportunities” (Pride & Ferrell, 1995, p. 137). Although there is a lot of free 
and easily accessible information, many firms enter export markets on an almost 
impulsive basis without taking advantage of this information which could save time and 
money (Lee & Brasch, 1978).
The research findings on the relationship between market research and export 
performance are mixed (Boukersi, 1991; Douglas, 1993). Many researchers found that
firms which conducted market research were more successful than those who did not
(Aaby & Slater, 1989; Dominguez & Sequeira, 1993; Christensen et al., 1987; Hart & 
Tzokas, 1999). For example, Clrristsrtsn, et al. (1987) found that successful exporters 
were using market studies prior to foreign market entry three times more than were ex­
exporters. However, other scholars found no significant relationship between market 
research and export performance (Amine & Cavusgil, 1986; Dramrnropoulos & Inglis, 
1988; Madsen, 1989). Dominguez and Sequeira (1993) found high intensity exporters to 
be conducting extensive formal research.
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With regM'd to the number of products exprattd, Chaisteasen it rl. (1987) found 
thri successful exporters were mori divtrslfiid in teams rf number of products exported 
shrn ix-ixporieas. Also, Diamaatopouloi nd Inglis (1988) found ixporSias with multiple 
product llaii So be more successful. Btrmlsh rnd Munro (1987) rnd Bermish eS rl. 
(1993) found thrt ixpori SnSeiiity positively krraeiates with r wider product lini. 
However, eonSrrry tr Shtsi findings, Kieprlrai rad Mrcintosh (1980) found shrt firms 
with one or only r few products rat more successful thrn those wish r wider product 
tragi. Chrysiochoidis (1993) found thrt higher txprai volumes rat rssrcirted with r 
aMTowit product aragt.
It setms thrt thtei is nr clera cut consensus on wheShit to koiikeiiSirSe or
diversify; it rll depends on the compray resources rnd risk sprerdiag strrSigy 
(Dominguez & Siquiitr, 1993). It could Bi thrt firms Exporting multiple products rei 
silling little of irch rad requiring r smril mrrket shrai in d1fnetlNS fotilga mrrktts rnd 
thrt She totrl riptisiaSs r lrtgt proportion rf Shilr totrl srlii. Oa the other hrad, those 
firms who coaceitrrte ra rad sill fiwtr products kra coairlidrtt thiia resources rad 
effeetivelr inSeoduei, promote rad monitor their products ia the foreign mrakets, which 
eould lerd to r Bitter mrrktt shm rad beSter pirfoimriiei.
As with aiumbii of products exported, thiae is r k0Nsiderabll deBrtt on whethir 
export mrakeS ^1^11^1101 or divlri1ficaSlon is positively assoeiaSld wish ixpotS 
plr■formalce. The results rri mixed, there is no coiiinsui rad even efNtrrdieSilg results 
(Dominguez & Siquelar, 1993, Lie & Yrig, 1991). There is no support So klrim thrt one 
sSertigy is ulSvlrsally superior So the othir (Pieaey, 1981e).
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Diamintopoulor and Inglis (1988) found that high-involvement exporters were 
more Diversified compared with lrw-involvcment exporters. Similarly, Let and Yang 
(1991) found that exporters adapting market Diversification strategy show a high sxprrt 
lsvcl compared to those who iDopt market concentritirn strategy. However, thcir 
findings showed no support Orr a relationship between either strategy with either export 
growth or export profitability. Cropsr and Kleinschmidt (1985) concluded that world 
marketers (exporting tr many countries) achieved higher export intensity and export 
growth in comparison with those exporting to few countries.
Madssn (1989) suggested that a market erneentratirn strategy may Bs associated 
with better sxprrt psrOrrMincs and that firms should srek to exploit alrsaDy-coverrD 
mirksts insteaD of spreiDing thslr activitirs rvrr a wide range rf markets. However, he 
suggested that small firms might perform better by diversifying their export markets, 
arguing that small firms may not have thr required resources to implement a successful 
eoncentrrtirn strategy. Other researchers found nr association Between number rf 
markets and export performance (Beamish & Munrr, 1987; Pirrey, 1981b & 1982). A 
situational approach has Bern suggested by Pirrey (1982), who argued that market 
DiversificAtion or concentration strategy depends rn situational factors such is product 
type, market, company, and other mirketlng factors.
TTe relationship Between in exporting firm and its foreign customers is essential 
in Developing any export venture. This includes for example after-sales services, 
technical support, facs-tR-Oice contact, ste. CuimingTam and Spigel (1971) ind Mrlni
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(1995) found that personal visits of the company executives to their overseas clients 
represented an important factor for successful exporters. Similarly, Beamish et al. (1993) 
found that firms that meet frequently with their representatives realise greater export 
intensity and profitability. They also found a positive link between the firm’s attention to 
customer service and both export intensity and export profitability. Kaynak and Kothari 
(1984) concluded that after-sales services are a significant element contributing to 
success in exporting for both consumer and industrial products. Amine and Cavusgil 
(1986) found that personal contacts and visits to foreign are an
element in export performance.
On the other hand, Koh and Robicheaux (1988), in their study of 277 exporters of 
industrial products, found no significant relationship between export profitability and 
frequency of fare-ro-face contact with distributors or with level of dealer support. It is 
clear that strong support and a solid relationship with the foreign distributor will enhance 
the export performance (Cavusgil & Zou, 1994), however this may not lead to better 
export profitability as the latter depends on other variables.
Gomez-Mejia (1988) and Moini (1995) found that successful exporters 
systematically explore export opportunities. There are many tools a firm can use to 
explore foreign markets and secure new orders. Trade shows, trade missions, 
advertisements in specialist magazines and export directories, and mail rorrstpondencs 
are some examples. In the literature the element that has been most investigated is 
unsolicited orders and their influence on a firm’s export performance (Johnston &
Czinkota, 1985).
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Previous studies found thrt retive or rggaeisive exporters seek their ordirs, while 
prssive or airetive exporttes writ Sr ateelve unsolieiStd orders. Cavusgii (1983) found 
thrt the rikeipt of n unsolicited order is r palmrey rerioa for stmting Exporting. 
Similrrly, Krynrk nd Kothrii (1984) rad Karrfrkioglu (1986) found it to be the second 
most impoeirat stimulus to ixpori. Furthermore, tht atciipt of ra unsollkiSid oadir hrs 
beia found So Bt importrat for export SiSsirSioi rs r firm aiids to stret its 
11:1111^1011^^^101 paoctss; however, Krtiikers (1996) crncluded Shrt she tieilpS rf n 
unsolicited order is rlso imprairat for retive expoaieas to sSimulrSi Shift euratat export
deeisioii. Oa the other hrad, Wtaver rad Prk (1990) iadiertid thus aimrit hulf the 
reipoadtats ia thiia survey etpretid Shrt ra uiioliciStd order hrs no SmporSrice in their 
export involvimiat.
With aigrrd to tardishows, Cavusg1i (1983) priiSid out the usefulness of 
pretieiprtioa in tarde shows tr export mrrkiSmg rctivity. Btllo rad Brakidrlt (1986) 
diieriBed mrny advaatages available tr exporters who prrt1e1paSl in tirde shows. Ia r 
tarde show, the ixpoatta will miei qualified buytas predisposed towrad tht Exhibitor’s 
messrge nd will Bi rBlt to mrke hundreds rf kratrets ia r few drys. Also, she tarde 
show will facilitate silling rs atteidtes crn eomprre dlffirens offias, rsk questions, rad 
iigoSirSt. Few studies hrvi 1avlit1gaStd the influence of tardi show participatioi on 
export peefoemnee. Aximr (1988) rid Denis nd Dep^Sm (1985) concluded shrt 
pattik1paSloa in Sardt shows rid missions wrs impoatrnS rid hrs bill associated with 
higher export InSiiiSSy. Burton nd Sehlegllm1ich (1987) found proffSabil exporting to 
Be assocSaSed with part1cipasirl in SlSetlrSiolal tarde frirs.
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A new revolutionary approach to international marketing ir thr utilisation of the 
Internet A well designed Web site on the Internet can disseminate useful company and 
proDuct-specifie information to customers ill rvrr thr wrrlD, it can be used for 
advertising, corporate visibility, Brand name recognition, public relations, press releases, 
Direct siles, customer support ind technical assistance (Hamill, 1997). The importance 
rf Internet utilisation as a trrl tr explore international opportunities and secure nrw 
markets is growing as thr number of users grows.
The last variable in the rxprrt strategy is thr degree of manrgrmrnt control 
systems to monitor the performanes of export activitirs. It wis found that successful 
exporters rely rn formal control systems tr monitor performance in rxprrt markets 
(Aaby & Slatrr, 1989). MaDsen (1989) found that clrse monitoring rf rxprrt market 
changes positively influences export performance measured by sxprrt growth. Kirpalani 
and Macintosh (1980) crncludrD that effective export control is the most important 
Oictor of export sucerss.
3.4.3. Management Quality
TTs ons element in export performance studies that Tas reccivcD general 
consensus among rsssarchrrs regarding its importance, is management quality. Almost 
all studies in this field TaRe emphasised the importance and assRciitirn of minigsment 
quality with export performance. AaBy and Slater (1989) in their review of 55 studies on 
sxprrt performance crncluDeD that " ... unless management has international vision,
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consistent export goals, favourable perceptions and attitudes towards export, is willing to 
take risks and is capable of engaging positively in export activities, a firm is not likely to 
become a successful exporter” (p. 21). Bilkey (1978) found that management quality is 
the greatest single variable leading to firms’ turcstt in exporting. Das (1994) found that 
managerial variables were significant elements in discriminating between successful and 
unsuccessful exporters. KatsH^as’ (1996) findings also emphasised the great importance 
of management qualities in driving the export decision-making process of the firm. Reid 
(1983) found that managerial quality has been significant in explaining export entry but 
has little association with continuing to export.
Managers are the decision makers within the firm and their decisions are 
responsible for the firm’s success or failure in the international markets. Their decisions 
are influenced by their own personal characteristics (Ross, 1982). Although different 
terms have been used in the literature to describe management quality, basically it 
includes management rharacterrttict, aspirations, expectations and commitment 
(Boukersi, 1991). Next, we will review each of the four elements of management quality.
Many researchers have studied management characteristics and attempted to 
relate them to export performance (Cavusgil, 1976; Cavusgil & Naor, 1987; Das, 1994; 
Harcar, 1993; Keng & Jiuan, 1989; Pak, 1991; Rogers, 1987; Schlegslmilrh & Crook, 
1988). The characteristics include the manager’s age, education, experience, foreign 
language proficiency and frequency of travel abroad.
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Rogers (1987) concluded that manager’s igr, eDucitlrn, and sxtrnt of travel art 
important DeCsrmlnants of the firm’s initial rxprrt involvement and subsequent export 
activity performance. Pak (1991) OrunD that manager’s age and frequency of travel 
positively affected the export Attractiveness, education has nr sOfset, inD interestingly 
foreign languagr proficiency has a negative effect. His findings regirDing language 
proficiency can bs rslateD tr the nature rf his sample as his study was conducted on US 
manufacturers whsrr their native language is English - the internitirnil business 
language. Chsong and Chong (1988), in their study rf Singaporean firms, found that 
managers in exporting firms Tavr better foreign languagr skills. Harcar (1993), in 
comparing Turkish exporters and nrn-sxportrrs, found that minagrrs rf exporting firms 
hive better foreign language skills. However, with regard to manager’s Age, hr found nr 
significant association.
Keng and Jiuan (1989) concluDeD that the higher ths manager’s level rf education 
the higher the rxprrt involvement of the firm. Also, Koh (1991) relatrD rxprrt 
perfrrmancr to thr educational Background in international marketing of thr trp rxprrt 
executive. Chsong and Chong (1988) found that managers rf exporting firms havr 
higher education than nrn-sxporting firms. However, Gray (1997) concluded that 
minigrrs’ eDucitlrn Tar no significant influence rn perOrrmancs.
Das (1994) found sxprrt intensity to TaRe a positive relationship with the number 
rf years a maniger has bssn in his position and negatively with Tis exporting experience. 
However, Harcar (1993) found that managers of exporting firms Tivs mors intrrnitiRnil 
experirnce thin do those of non-sxporting firms. Other researchers rsichsD a similar
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conclusion (Axinn, 1988; Pale 1991). It could be that favourable international experience 
may lead to favourable expectations about exporting and more commitment (Harcar, 
1993), however the exact nature and direction of the relationship is unknown (Axinn,
1988).
Many studies have related and emphasised the importance of the decision 
maker’s preferences, motives, and aspirations for business goals on the export 
performance of the firm (Cavusgil, 1976; Cavusgil, 1984b; Harcar, 1993). Simmonds 
and Smith (1968) found amongst innovative exporters the characteristic of ‘enterprise’ 
which refers to a high degree of risk taking, aggressive drive, and profit motivation. The 
element of aspiration has been discussed in the literature using different definitions and 
measures. Cavusgil (1984b) concluded the following:
Regardless of variations in definition, the implication is that the deritron- 
maker’s preferences for organizational goals, or the importance he places on 
the achievement of each goal, is a direct determinant of his decision-making 
behaviour. The empirical studies support this expectation by revealing a 
strong relationship between export behaviour and the level of managerial 
aspirations for profits, growth, and risk-taking, (p. 8)
Cavusgil (1976 & 1984b) classified decision-maker aspirations into rhrss types: 
aspirations for profits, aspirations for growth, and aspirations for investment security. 
The research findings regarding association of these aspirations with export performance 
are mixed. Cavusgil (1976) found that exporting is improved by stronger managerial 
aspirations for growth and hindered by stronger aspirations for risk-taking. He also found 
(1984b) that aspirations for profit and aspirations for growth are highly colTslnrsd, but 
bear no relation to export activity. His findings confirmed the importance of aspirations
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for risk-trkiag rs rn impoeiris peedlctrr of export reSlvlSy. Crvusgil eoncluded thrt 
mtlaglrs who rre security raieated rat associattd with firms thrt hrve low export
intensity.
Contrary to she rbrvt, Rogers (1987) fruad thrt mrargement rspirrtioii rri 
algatively relried to exprai iaSensity rad hi coaeiudtd thrt malagemeaS gorls nd 
rsplratiras mry Be importriS for initirl iavrlvimiat ia exprrtiag But not for subsequent 
export pirformrace. Roy rad Simpson (1981) found shrt risk is nos r krlsierl frctoa in the 
export decision process rad Schlegelmiikh rad Crook (1988) found thrt mraagemllS 
rttltudes rre not ilgilfierat diteamiirnti rf expori iatensiSy.
Thise findings explrm Shi gradurl rnd Evrlutloirry rpprorch in export bihrvioue 
(Ross, 1982). Aspirations rnd gorls rri SmprrtrnS io eieouragt mrlagemllS 
involvement la export retivity rid rs they rcquirt ixperiiace shty perctive less risk in
exports ag.
Another importrat rspict shrt hrs btea imphrsistd by mrny resirachtas in 
mSctoecoiiomle theory nd the theory of the firm is mrargemiit expectatioas rf Business 
bihrvlour (Bilkey, 1978; Crvusgil, 1976). Exptctrtioii aeflecs dle1sion-maklrs’ prst 
experiencis, peestnt knowledge, nd their peaeeptirii of future iviats (Cavuig1l, 1976;
Rogers, 1987).
Arby rnd SlrSea (1989), Si thiia review of export pernotmalce studies, concludid
thrS malaglmelt ixpectrSiois foam oae of sht most impotSalS eiemeNSs of export
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performanes ind that firms where managers Tad realistic and ambitious expectations 
regirDing exporting had higher exports than firms without these expectatirns. Many 
findings rupportsD the positive rslitlrnrhip between favouriBle minigsment 
expectations of exporting and sxprrt performance (Al-Aali, 1989; Axinn, 1988; 
Cavusgil, 1976; CarnEgi^ Bilkey & Tssir, 1979; Johnston & Czinkrti, 1985; Rogers, 
1987). Cavusgil (1976) argues that manigemrnt expectations art mors critical for non- 
exprrting firms, however Diamantrpoulos and Inglis (1988) claim that thrrs is a 
consensus on ths importance of thrss expectations for both export initiation and export
success.
Rrgrrs (1987) found a lrw but positive correlation between expectations and 
export intensity. Bourintas and Hallkias (1991) found higher sxprrt intensity tr br 
arsociatrd with Managers’ positive expsetatlons about exporting’s effect rn ths firm’s 
growth. Similarly, Grmez-Msjli (1988) OrunD export performance to be positively 
assoclatsD with minagement export profitability expretatirns and negatively with risk-
avolDance orientation.
Managers tend tr Orrm expectatirns ibrut rxprrt growth, profitibility, and risk. 
These expectations motivate rr hinder the Dsclrlrn-makrr in rxprrt involvement. It is 
possible that favourable expectations arc important at thr initial stags rf exporting whrn 
resources must bs illoeitsD inD risk must be Accepted. TTs subsequent export activities 
will Be built rn ths inltlil experience and mors commitment will Develop with positive 
experience. It is also possible that OaRrurABls expectations are a result rf greater export 
Activity rather thin a ciuss rf greater export Activity (Cavusgil, 1984B).
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Management aspirations and expectations were hypothesised to lead to more 
commitment. Management commitment refers to the amount of resources management 
places into the export marketing efforts (Cavusgil, 1984b; Cavusgil & Nevin, 1981a; 
Ross, 1982). And there is a general consensus in export performance that management
commitment is positively related to export performance of the firm (Aaby & Slater, 
1989; Cavusgil, 1984b; Donthu & Kim, 1993; Douglas, 1993; Walters & Samiee, 1990). 
Aaby and Slater (1989) in their review of export performance studies found that all 
studies conclude a positive relationship between management commitment and
propensity to export.
Cavusgil and Zou (1994) found that export performance is enhanced when 
management is committed, modifies its products to meet export market needs, and 
provides strong support to its international customers. Cavusgil and Kirpalani (1993), in 
their study of 130 cases in international product entry in industrialised countries, 
concluded that management commitment is an essential determinant of long-term 
success. Dominguez and Sequeira (1993), in their study of 253 exporting firms from 
Central America (less developed countries), concluded that management commitment 
was a major determinant of export success. Cavusgil and Nevin (1981a) found that lack 
of management commitment has a negative influence on export performance. Rogers 
(1987) in conducting a study on 193 manufacturing firms in Trinidad found that 
management commitment is one of the most significant determinants of firms’ export 
performance.
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Cavuigii (1976) ragues thrt top maaaglmeai commitment ltrds Sr ailrkrt1oa of 
fflrlle1ai rad maaageaial resources io export, grthta, rad rdrpt export rcS^ity ia their 
oagalisaSiolri staucSuri. Ii aiso ieads to the modifieatiol of firms’ mrekitlng mix for 
foreign mreket aequlremeai. Bermish rad Murno (1987) rnd Birmish eS rl. (1993) found 
thrt the higher the proportion of the firm presldiat’s time devotid tr Exporting the higher 
the export SiSiasity.
3.4.4. Local Market Environment
Locrl mrakit size, komptiiiiveiiess, growth, rad profitrbiliSy rii impreirnt 
fretors foe the firm's dtkisioi coieirnSig export involvement rnd txpeetrSloiis. These 
ilemenSs km bt ilsher iaktitlvis oa oBstrclis (Prk, 1991). Prk found rn adveril 
cridisioi of tht loerl mrrktt iivltoamiiS to hrve r positive iffiet ra Shi atSractivtalss 
of Exporting. Skhlegelmilch rad Crook (1988) ia thiia study of UK exporting firms 
found r sigalnikaat atgativt aelaSiraship bitweea export iatensity rid domestic mrakit 
growth rnd concluded thri r srtuartid ioeal mrakit is r palmrey motive for Exporting 
of she degate rf domestic mrakit pelltr•atiol. Mrdsen (1989), Si his study of
Drnlsh exporters, found r aigrtive rsioeirtirn between lrcrl mrakeS aSSraetivlalss md 
export sails. Sullivm md Baulrsehmidt (1988) rnd Karanrk1rgiu (1986) found 
decrerilig opportunities ia the locrl mrrkiS to be eiSlNSlai motives in export 
involvement. Krynrk rad Kothrri (1983) found thri the most Smpoetrns stimulus to 
export wrs She existence of BiSSia opportunities in frreiga mrekits.
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Contrary to the above findings, Cooper and Klsintchmidl (1985) reported a
positive association between domestic market potential and export irientiiy. Similarly, 
Rogers (1987) found growth and stability of the domestic market to be positively
associated with export psrformanrs.
With regard to the market size, Cavusgil (1984b) in explaining the low 
percentage of American firms who are involved in exporting, suggested that it could be 
the large size of the American market that has deterred them from seeking new markets 
abroad. Rabino (1980) and Kaynak and Kothari (1983) found the large US market to be a 
barrier to exporting. Bell (1997) found that a small local market size is a very important 
stimulus for firms to involve in exporting. This means that manufacturers in countries 
that have limited market size will be more motivated to explore foreign opportunities and 
involve in exporting. In addition, Madsen (1989) found high profit potential in the local 
market to be negatively related with export intensity.
Local market conditions can influence a firm’s decision to export as export 
literature indicates. Increasing competition and lack of demand in the local market would 
motivate firms to start exporting and look for larger and more profitable markets for their 
products. On the other hand, the export performance will be influenced by other factors 
such as management commitment and marketing strategy. However, wc shall examine 
whether the same factors which were responsible for exports can still have an effect on 
export performance.
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3.4.5. National Level Environment
Many factors it the national level are considered tr influence the sxprrt 
performance of a firm. These factors are sometimes referred to in export performance as 
obstacles or barriers to export. They include govermncnt policy, sxprrt promotion 
programmer and incentives, transportation availability and cost, export procedures, 
financial institutlrns, fiscal variables such as currency stability inD strength, ind thr
avAilability rf export intsrmsDiirics. Although such factors havr received littlr attention 
in ths sxprrt performance literature, many scholars havr studied government assistance 
and promotion programmes.
GrRsrnMent actions can either promote or inhibit the export Activity; thry include 
provision rf information on foreign markets, export financing schemer, tax incentives, 
exchange rate controls, inD export policy (Douglas, 1993). Moreover, it is sxpectrD that 
gORsrmnsnt sxprrt promotion efforts will help and motivate manufactursrr to Become 
inRRlRrd inD succeed in exporting. Export promotion programmes Differ extensively 
between countries and they refer to “... all public policy measures capable of enhancing 
exporting Activities” (Boukersl, 1991, p. 48). NaiDu rt al. (1997) classified these 
programmer into five categories: export information and idvlcs, production planning and 
support, marketing support, finance inD guarantees, and education and training.
TTs positive influence rf government assistance programmes Tar bssn supported 
By a Osw studies. Weaver and Pak (1990), researching the export performance of Korean 
firms, found that aggressive promotion efforts by government hive created a positive 
Attitude toward exporting. The cvlDencs of successful export promotion stratsglsr is
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artrBlt in eouatriis such rs South Korir, Hoag Kong, Singrport, rad Triwra (Nridu et 
rh, 1997; Prrk & Palme, 1997)
Coitarey to exptctrtions, mrny studies printed rut thrt govtanmiat rsslitraki 
rad promotion tffrrts hrve liitlt rr no lafluiikt ra ixprat peanrrmta^ce. Dominguez rad 
Siquiitr (1993) in thiia study ra firms from five eouiteiis ia CiiSral Amialer coaeludtd 
thrt export inetitivts hrd r minor influence on export performnci. Prk (1991) found nr 
iignificnt relrtioiship bitweea government asiSitaaee nd export pirfrtmnke. 
Christensen it rl. (1987) found iiifotmrtloii supplitd by govirnminS to bi less Effective 
rnd thrt suckissful exporters did not rely on it; there wrs no coerilrtioa bitweea 
ptrfotmnee ia exporting nd govieimtiS export iaeiitives. Karafak1oglu (1986) 
printed out thrt Export incentives rei not petcelvid rs important frcSors in export 
liSSirSioi. IaSereiSingly, Douglrs (1993) found govermueiS fSineSrl rssliSnce So be 
aegrtivliy aiircSaSld with perfoemnee.
Druglri (1993) ragued thrt iheae is r differiiee ia the Export promotion roll 
between dtvtloped eounSrits rad developing eouirtrits, rad ShrS firms ia developiag 
kruntries rat more in nttd rf these paogi•ammts thru firms in devtloped countaiis. Also, 
she pointed out thrt the expitleiei of firms in developing eounSrSis is complex rad they 
rre in thiia errly sSagls of 1a.SlrlrtSoNalisatiol rid mry Bi Sitroduciig products thrt rei 
ia the matuil stagls la wtsStri mr'kits.
The avriirbSl1Sy rnd cost of SernspoetrSioi rnd shipping, filneSai institutions, nd 
strble eurreiiky rre other fretors ihrt rte discussed Si Shi ^11^1^1 So iifluiiee export
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performance. Al-Aali (1995), in his study of obstacles facing Saudi Arabian exporters, 
found a wide fluctuation in exchange rate to be one of the most important obstacles. 
Also, he pointed out that high cost of transportation and shipping is another important 
obstacle. Pak (1991) emphasised the importance of the currency exchange rate to 
motivate or hinder exporters. He found that when the currency^ value declines, the cost 
of exports becomes less expensive, thus motivating exporters to initiate export activities. 
With regard to the availability of financial institutions to support export rrantartiont and 
guarantee international trantrrtrort, Bilkey (1978) found insufficient finance to be a 
serious obstacle for U.S. firms. Weaver and Pak (1990) emphasise the important and 
crrtrrrl role of Korean general trading companies as a driving force in Korean exports
growth.
3-4.6. Foreign Market Environment
There is general agreement in the llrsratul's about the importance and influence of 
foreign market characteristics on the export performance of a firm. Export market 
conditions can pose both opportunities and threats for exporters and they affect the 
choice of marketing strategy (Cavusgil & Zou, 1994). Market size, attractrvsnett, 
proximity, stage of development, cultural similarities, and governmental and legal 
requirements are just a few elements of the chrrrcrerrsrict of an export market. The 
variables that are related to foreign market environment aie very diverse and complex, 
they vary from country to country and depend on the industry and type of product
exported (Pak, 1991).
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Johanson and Vahlne (1977) DsfinrD thr psychic Distance to bs the fietrrs 
preventing the flow rf information from and to ths market. Boukerri (1991) found the 
market Distinct exprssssD By psychological rr physical Distinct to havr a negative 
influence rn export performanes. The Uppsala Schorl argur that firms start exporting tr 
the countries that are mrrr psychologically eloss, then they expand Cr the countries that 
arc mors Distant (Wiedershelm-Paul et ah, 1975). Cavusgil (1976) found market 
proximity tr be an important factor in export involvement. Al-Aall (1995) inDicatsD that 
tlircc-Oourthr of Saudi Arabian sxprrCs gr tr Arab countries that ire psychologically and 
physically clrse. Interestingly, successful exporters were found tr export to Distant 
countries rithrr than elrsr markets. Cooper rnd KlrinschmiDt (1985), Denis rnD 
Drpeltsiu (1985), and Dlamantopoulrs (1988) crncludrD that wider market coverage 
was associated with BrCter export performancr.
In studying the influsner of export destination, many rssearchers found 
successful exporters tr Br exporting tr developed countries rather than Developing 
countries. Cluistenstn et al. (1987), in thcir study of Brazilian exporters, found that 
successful exporters were exporting to Dtvtlrped countries while ex-exportsrs wrre 
targeting less DevslrpeD countries. Dis (1994), investigating Indians exporters rsiched a 
similar conclusion. He alsr found that export Destination was a significant discriminator 
between successful rnd unsuccessful exporters. Dominguez rnd Sequeira (1993) pointed 
rut similar results in their study on firms Orrm Central America.
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Although rll rf the studies miiSloied rbove wert eoieieied with ixpoeties farm 
dEveloping counties, theat wrs r study thrS concludid similrr results rn exporters from r 
developed country. Deinis rnd Depelttru (1985) studying Crlad1aa firms found slow 
growth exporters to bi coiiktiSarSing ra less divilopid kruntriis.
Regrading othir elemenSs of export deitiartion, Krynrk nd Kothrri (1983) 
found thrt Both Ameaicra rad Crardira exporters perceived goverlmtaSai baraitri of 
traget mrrkiS to bt tht most impoaSrit problem to bi overcome. Bilkey (1978) found thrt 
the eritikrl obstrelts to exporting piaclivid by U.S. firms rte: insufficient fiiricis, 
foreign govermiiit restrieSirii, insufficiiiS knrwltdge rbout foreign selling 
opportunities, inrdequrSe product distribution abroad, rid r lrck of foreign mrakit
komieeSioii.
3.5. Summary
In this khrpSer, the thtrrtSleai nd empir1cai liStrrSuat aelrSed tr she firm’s expori 
ptafoamrike wrs paesinted. The iaieeist ia firms’ export perfrrmrike btgrn la tht 1^11 
1960s rnd since then r subsSriSlrl 011^1^1 hrs aecumuiated on the suBjeeS. There were 
serious ifforis tr kolsoi1drte rnd IiSigrrte Emplrlcrl export 1^1^^ into r consistent 
concEpturl sSrucSuri. However, no eomprihiisive or widely rceipsid theory hrs yes 
emerged thri IaSigarSes Sht i1teraSual findings nd lxpiaias the firm’s export ixpriilon 
Behrvirue (Leonidru & KrSilkers, 1996). This is due to the muitid1mels1olai, complex 
rnd dyirmie irSuii of r firm’s ixpotS plr’formalee.
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Both objective and subjective measures of firms’ export performance were 
discussed. The three widely used measures of export performance, export intensity, 
export sales growth, and export profitability, were presented. Other measures were 
described and endeavours to develop multi-dimensional measures were presented. 
Unfortunately, finding a generally valid and acceptable export performance measure is 
impossible or at least may not be possible in the near foreseeable future (Madsen, 1998).
Factors influencing firms’ export performance were discussed. There is no 
unanimous agreement on the existence or the influence of certain factors on export 
performance. Gemunden (1991) in his review of fifty export related empirical studies 
identified more than 700 factors. The chapter has presented the literature on widely 
studied factors and compared the different findings. These factors were classified under 
six categories; firms’ differential advantages, export marketing strategy, management 
quality, local market environment, national environment, and foreign market
environment.
Based on the literature review presented in this chapter, the next chapter presents
the research model and hypotheses. It also ouilinst the methodology through which the 
research hypotheses are tested.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESEARCH FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
4.1. Introduction
This chapter presents the research Oramswrrk and methoDology Designed tr 
Determine factors that influence rxprrt performances. Thr review of export literature 
presented in Chapter 3 rsvsaled that firms’ rxprrt prrOormaner is the result of a complex 
interaction of a variety rf internal and external factors. It also Described both subjective 
and objective measures utilised in previrus research to judge export psrformincs.
Ths rest rf ths chapter ir structured as follows. Section 4.2 presents and Discusses 
a proposed model for factors influencing firms’ export performance. Then, Section 4.3 
covers the research hypotheses drawn Orrm the model. It presents six main hypotheses 
followed by related rub-hyprtheses. Thr export performancr measures utilised in this 
study are presented in Section 4.4 and the rationale for using them will be Discussed. 
Section 4.5 outlines ths research Design and discusser thr data collection technique. 
Section 4.6 covers the quertionnAire Development. It discusses ths stages through which 
ths questloMirlrs was Developed and will explain the considerations and techniques ussD 
tr increase thr response rite. The study sample is discussed in Section 4.7. Section 4.8 
Dsrcribsr the vallDity and reliability rf ths Data collrction instrument.
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4.2. Export Performance Model
Based on the literature review discussed in chapter tinee, factors influencing 
export performance were classified into six major groups: three external and three 
internal. The external factors are beyond the firms’ control and are called environmental 
factors. These factors represent local market environment, national level environment, 
and foreign market environment. On the other hand, internal variables are classified into 
three groups: firm differential advantages, export marketing strategy, and management 
quality.
The hypothesised relation between the different variables and export performance 
is represented in Figure 4-1. The developed model for factors influencing export 
performance was based on the work of many scholars (Aaby & Slater, 1989; Cavusgil, 
1976; Cavusgil & Nevin, 1981a; Cavusgil & Zou, 1994; Douglas, 1993; Gemunden, 
1991; Holzmuller & Stortinger, 1996; Louter et al., 1991; Naidu & Prasad, 1994; 
Schlegelmilch & Crook, 1988; Styles & Amber, 1994; Walters & Samiee, 1990).
The environmental variables were classified into three groups. The local market 
variables include local market size, growth, competitiveness, and profitability. These 
variables are hypothesised to influence the manager’s expectations about export 
performance. A small competitive local market would stimulate a manager’s 
expectations about the outcome of exporting to other countries. Similarly, a low profit 
local market would lead the manager to look for a more profitable export market.
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The national variables were hypothesised to influence both the firm’s differential 
advantages and export marketing strategy either positively or negatively. For example, 
government assistance could play a very important role in helping firms succeed in 
exporting through different export promotion programmes. Similarly, low transportation 
costs may give an advantage to a firm in an export market. Some countries are located 
along the international shipping lines or have a large volume of international trade and 
this results in lower shipping costs. On the other hand, shipping from some countries 
may be costly and goods have to be shipped via other countries to reach its destination. 
The national currency exchange rate may be an essential element in export performance 
as a lower exchange rate makes exported goods less expensive and vice versa. Finally, 
the availability of financial institutions which finance and guarantee export transactions 
helps exporting firms provide attractive credit terms and minimise their risk.
The foreign market variables were hypothesised to influence the export 
performance directly (Styles & Amber, 1994) and indirectly through export strategy. 
Export market characteristics such as size, development, or competitiveness influence the 
export performance of a firm either positively or negatively. Exporting to a large market 
may result in higher export volumes, however if the market is very competitive it may 
lead to lower profitability. The availability of trade agreements that lower trade barriers 
and facilitate the movement of goods between countries is expected to lead to better 
export performance. Also, foreign market variables influence export marketing strategy. 
They influence product adaptation, promotion adaptation, price adaptation, and 
distribution adaptation.
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Internal variables, on the other hand, were classified into rhres groups: firm 
differential advantages, export marketing strategy, and management quality. The firm’s 
differential advantages are those unique variables that an individual firm possesses over 
other firms (Pak, 1991). These variables either already exist within the firm such as 
industry, location, and ownership, or are developed with time and give advantage to the 
firm, such as quality and experience. These variables were hypothesised to influence 
export performance directly and tlnough export marketing strategy (Aaby & Slater, 
1989), management expectations, and management commitment (Cavusgil & Nevin,
1981a).
Export marketing strategy represents the means whereby a firm pursues its export 
activities to achieve its export venture objectives. It was hypothesised to reflect the 
management aspirations and commitment and the firm’s competitive advantages (Aaby 
& Slater, 1989; Styles & Amber, 1994). The hypothesis also took into consideration 
foreign market conditions such as cultural differences and competitiveness. Moreover, 
export marketing strategy is likely to take advantage of any government assistance 
programmes or financial support and considers the availability of transportation and 
shipping means and cost.
The third group of internal variables is management quality, which is further 
grouped into four subgroups: management characteristics, aspirations, expectations, and 
commitment. Management characteristics reflect variables such as age, education, 
experience, and language proficiency. Management aspirations reflect managers’ 
business goals, motives, and behaviour. Management characteristics and aspirations are
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viewed as differential advantages of minigsment rnD wers hypothesised tr influence 
export performancr through influencing minagement expretrtirns and commitment 
(CaRurgll & Nsvin, 1981) and export marketing strategy (Styles & Amber, 1994).
Management expectations reflect Minigement prrerptirns ibrut Che outcome of 
export mirksCing aetivitisr (CaRusgll, 1976). Management characteristics and 
aspirations, firms’ differential advantages and lreal market ernDitlons ire predicted to 
influence these expectations. Alsr, management expectations were hypothesised Cr 
influsner export performance tluough influencing management commitment. 
Management commitment refers to the amount of resources allocatsD and management 
actions to pursue export marketing efforts. It is hypothesised that the higher ths 
commitment ths better the export performance. Management commiCmsnC is a reflection 
of MinigsmcnC aspirations and expectations inD firms’ Differential advantages.
Thr mrDrl shows thrrr groups of variables as IntermsDiits rr intervening 
vAriables in the midDle rf the Dligrim, they art surrounded By a Dashed Box. These 
viriables sesm nrt to operate at thr same stags in the causal process with thr other 
variables (Cavusgil & Nevin, 1981a). Other internal variables ire consiDereD background 
virlibler and rslve as antsesDsnts and arc less subject to change in ths short term 
whereas the intervening variaBlcs arc more Dynamic and liable to change in thc short 
term (CaRurgll & Nevin, 1981a). Other ciusil rrlitlrnships between vAriabler can be 
hypothesised, however chsy remain as tentative proposals and require special 
longitudinal studies Co examine thcir validity. At this stage, it ir bsyonD the rerearcT 
scops Co Csst any ciural relationships between thr varlaBles and ths present study is
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limited to the direct influence of the pre-mentioned variables and export performance. 
Also, the model did not include any inverse or learning relations that may exist which 
may be represented by a reverse arrow. Such relations may result with time and influence 
antecedent variables. For example, successful export performance may increase 
management commitment and positively influence export marketing strategy.
4.3. Research Hypotheses
The objective of this research is to determine the internal and external factors 
influencing the performance of an exporting firm and what factors lead to better export 
performance. In the previous section, the research model was presented and discussed. 
Based on the model and the literature review discussed in the previous chapter, the 
following six main hypotheses are developed:
Hi Export performance is influenced by firms' differential advantages.
H2 Export performance is influenced by export marketing strategy..
H3 Export performance is influenced by management quality.
H4 Expor t performance is influenced by domestic market environment.
H5 Expor t p^ifF^iTOa^(^e is influenced by national environment.
H6 Export performance is influenced by foreign market environment.
Each of these main hypotheses will be discussed and related sub-hypotheses will
be developed.
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4.3.1. Hj Firms' Differential Advantages
As discussed in the literature review, many variables related to firms’ differential 
advantages were found to influence export performance. Das (1994) found successful 
exporters to be privately owned firms and Keng and Jiuan (1989) found non-exporters to 
be fully locally owned. The following hypothesis is proposed:
Hu Export performance is influenced by firms' ownership type
Some industries may possess an advantage over other industries. Many studies 
have indicated that the nature of exporting activity varies across industries (Cavusgil & 
Zou, 1994; Louter et al., 1991) and that certain industries are more successful than 
others. For example, Al-Aali (1995) found chemical and petrochemical firms to be more 
export-oriented than food firms. The following hypothesis is proposed:
Hi.2 Export performance is influenced by type of industry
Moreover, the location of the firm within the country may have an influence on 
the firm’s export performance. Saudi Arabia covers a very large area (2.25 million sq. 
km) and firms are located in the Eastern, Western, or Central region. It is hypothesised 
that the location of a firm within the country influences its export performance. The 
Western region is close to Africa and Europe whereas the Eastern region is close to the 
GCC countries and the Far East. The following hypothesis is proposed:
Hi.3 Export performance is influenced by firms' geographical location
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As the type of industry influences export performance, the product type was also 
found to influence export performance. For example, Das (1994) found that successful 
exporters export consumer products. The following hypothesis is proposed:
Hi .4 Export performance is influenced by product type
Firm size is one of the variables that have been extensively investigated in the 
literature of export behaviour, but researchers have not yet reached a firm conclusion 
regarding its impact. Some found a positive relationship, some found a negative 
relationship, and some found no relationship. Other researchers indicated a non-linear 
relationship (Cavusgil, 1976). However, the most common conclusion is that larger firms 
have advantages that enable them to be more effectively involved in exporting (Aaby & 
Slater, 1989). The following hypothesis is proposed:
Hi . s The larger the size of the firm, the better its export performance
There are different measures that have been used in previous studies, and within
those measures there is no consensus on the definition of small or large firms. Some 
researchers used number of employees, some used sales volume, and others used total 
investment. According to Miesenbock (1988), the most often used measure of size is the 
number of employees. It is important to note that different industries have different 
labour and capital intensiveness, which means that a single measure may be misleading. 
For this study both number of employees and size of capital will be used to test 
hypothesis Hi,5. Sales volume will not be considered due to the difficulty in obtaining 
such information in Saudi Arabia as it is considered highly confidential.
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Ths research findings regarding sxprrt performance and thr treTnrlRgieil 
aDvancement of a finn and its products are mixed. Some found a positive relationship 
and others found either a weak relatirnship rr no relationship at all. Aaby and Slatrr 
(1989) inDicatrd that tselniological intensivenrss is consistently OrunD to br related tr 
export psrOrrmincs. For this study the following hypothesis is proposed:
Hl6 The more technologically advanced a firm, the better its export
performance
Product uniqueness his bssn found tr be positively related tr sxprrt performance 
(Beamish et al., 1993). However, Pak (1991) and Bilkey (1982) found nr significant 
relationship. Also, Lrutsr st il. (1991) OounD a negitivs relationship Between export 
intensity and product uniqueness. For this study thr following hypothesis is proposed:
Hu Firms with a unique product perform better in exporting
In thr literature, export performance is consistently found to Be positively related 
tr product quality (CluyssReToiDls, 1993). Kaynak and Kothiri (1984) OounD that 
consistent quality is a major factor in sxprrC performance. Cluistsnsen et al. (1987) 
found export performance Co be poriCiRslL related to product quality. Frr this study ths 
following hypothesis is prrprssD:
Hi.s Export performance of a firm is positively related to its product quality
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A firm’s experience in business and in exporting is thought to be an important 
element in its export performance. This thought is widely supported by research findings 
(Aaby & Slater, 1989; Amine & Cavusgil, 1986; Dominguez & Sequeira, 1993). 
However, Louter (1991) and Krttrkers (1994) found no relation between exporting 
experience and export behaviour. Keng and Jiuan (1989) found no relationship between 
firm age and export involvement. On the other hand, Kirpalani and Macintosh (1980) 
and Das (1994) found that younger firms do better than older firms in exporting. For this 
study tire following hypotheses are proposed:
Hj.9 Export performance of a firm is positively related to the age of the firm
H1.10 Export performance of a firm is positively related to the firm's
experience in exporting
Firms that have a formal structure of export marketing were found to perform 
better in exporting. Walters and Samiee (1990) found that the existence of a formal 
export structure within the firm is positively associated with export performance. There 
seems to be a consistency in this finding. For this study the following hypothesis is
proposed:
Hi . 11 Export performance of a firm is positively related to the existence of a
formal export structure within the firm
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4.3.2. Hg Export Marketing Strategy
Export marketing strategy represents the means of how a firm pursues its export 
activities to achieve its export venture objectives. There is no clear agreed upon 
definition for export marketing strategy (Louter et al., 1991). However, there is general 
agreement on the positive relationship between export strategy and performance (Bilkey 
1982; Christensen et al., 1987; Cooper & Kleinschmidt 1985; McGuinness & Little 
1981; Rosson & Ford 1982). Export marketing strategy includes a group of variables for 
which the firm management has to take decisions to expand their export venture.
The first variable is export policy, which is found to be a very important element 
in export performance. Cavusgil and Nevin (1981a) and Madsen (1989) found a positive 
relationship between export performance and the existence of a formal export policy. 
Finns that have a formal export policy are expected to be more committed to the export 
venture and this will lead to better performance. The following hypothesis is proposed:
H2.1 Firms that have a formal export policy perform better in exporting
than firms that do not have a formal export policy
Similar conclusions were found with regal'd to the relationship between export 
planning and export performance. Many scholars have found a positive influence of 
export planning on export performance (Aaby & Slater, 1989; Madsen, 1989; Samiee & 
Walters, 1990). For this study the following hypothesis is proposed:
H2.2 Export planning positively influences the export performance of a firm
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Marketing mix is an essential part of any marketing plan or strategy and it is a 
combination rf four elements: product, price, distribution, and promotion (Prids & 
Fsrrsll, 1995). There is agreement rn thr importance of marketing mix elements to 
export performance, however thr issue rf whether to stanDardise or adapt is not resrlveD 
yet. Ths issue of standirDlsatlrn versus aDaptatirn was dlseusrsD in chapter three. 
Cavusgil ind Zou (1994), Dominguez and Sequslra (1993), and Kitsikeas (1994) found 
a positive relation between product adaptation and export performance. However, 
Christensen et al. (1987) ind Zou st al. (1997) found that successOul exporters export 
stinDarDisrD product. For this study the following hypothesis is proposed:
H2.3 Product adaptation positively influences export performance
TTe Decision in formulating an export strategy is whether Cr rffsr a standarDiseD 
pries frr ill export markets or tr adapt the pries tr each export mirkeC. Frr this study chs 
following hypothesis is prrposrD:
H24 Price adaptation positively influences export performance
Whether thr price is stanDarDised or adapted for tach sxprrt market, there ire 
firms that arc iBle tr offer competitive export prices, whersar other firms hivs lsrr 
competitive export prices. This coulD happen dur to many reasons such as production 
technology, production efficirney, raw miterial, librur ersts, etc. This hypothesis is 
CRncsrneD with whether firms offering competitive price aDvantigs perform better in 
exporting rr not. TTe export literiture inDicates that firms with a more competitive 
export prlcs tend to perform better in exporting. Thr following hypothesis is prrpossD:
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Hi. s The more competitive the export price, the better the export-
performance of a firm
The debate for standardisation versus adaptation of promotional programmes in
international markets has continued for more than two decades. It is still not clear which
strategy is more appropriate for exporters to follow. Those who argue for adaptation 
generally point to the significant differences among nations in terms of cultures, 
economic development, political and legal systems, and customer preferences. On the 
other hand, proponents of standardisation emphasise the trend toward homogenisation of 
world-markets and the financial benefits of standardisation. For this study the following
hypothesis are proposed:
H2.6 Promotional adaptation positively influences export performance
Distribution charnel is defined as a group of individuals and institutions moving 
products from manufacturers to customers (Pride & Ferrell, 1995). The choice of a 
particular channel depends on firms’ capabilities, local intermediaries, and foreign 
market opportunities. Whether using a standardised channel for all export markets or 
adapting different options for different export markets is associated with better export 
performance needs to be investigated. For this study the following hypothesis is 
proposed:
II2 7 Distribution channel adaptation positively influences export-
performance
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It was also found that conducting market research plays a role in a firm’s export 
performance. Aaby and Slater (1989) concluded that exporters who conduct market 
research are more successful. Dominguez and Sequeira (1993) concluded that higher 
export intensity was related to conducting extensive formal research. For this study the 
following hypothesis is proposed:
M2.8 Market research positively influences export performance
With regard to product line strategy, the previous research findings are not clear 
on whether diversification or concentration strategy will lead to better performance. It all 
depends on the firm resources and risk spreading strategy (Dominguez & Sequeira, 
1993). Diamantopoulos and Inglis (1988) found that diversification strategy leads to 
more success in exporting. However, Kirpalani and Macintosh (1980) found those firms 
with only one or a few products to be more successful. For this study the following 
hypothesis is proposed:
H2.9 Export performance is positively influenced by the number of products
exported
Similarly, findings regarding market diversification versus concentration 
strategies are mixed. Diamantopoulos and Inglis (1988) and Lee and Yang (1991) found 
that exporters who export to a higher number of markets show a higher export level 
compared to those exporting to few markets. On the other hand, Madsen (1989) 
suggested that market concentration strategy might lead to better export performance. 
For this study the following hypothesis is proposed:
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H2.10 Export performance is positively influenced by the number of export
markets covered
How much support the firm offers to its distributors in the foreign markets also 
plays an important role in export performance. The literature suggests that the higher the 
level of support the better the performance. However, some researchers found no 
significant relationship between support and export performance (Koh & Robicheaux 
1988). For this study the following hypothesis is proposed:
H2.11 The level of support provided to foreign distributors/customers 
positively influences export performance
Exporters’ support to foreign ditrribuior/rutromer includes afier-sals services, 
training, provision of catalogues and brochures, and most importantly senior 
management visits. Also, exporters may share promotional costs with their foreign
distributors.
In order for firms to siari and expand their exports, they have to explore new 
markets, new customers, and secure new orders. This issue has received a great deal of 
attention in the export literature, and has mainly been measured by the influence of 
unsolicited orders. Many researchers found that active exporters seek new orders 
rhsmsslvss and do not rely on unsolicited orders, whereas low involvement exporters or 
reactive exporters rely mostly on unsolicited orders for their export transactions and 
involvement (Johnston & Czinkota, 1985). Tradeshows, trade missions, market visits, 
and advertisements in foreign magazines are other means of exploring new markets and
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new orders. A more sophisticated and rrvRlutirnary approach ir the utilisation of the 
Internet Co communicatr with the world and explore nrw opportunities available rn the 
Web and Co br availible frr nsw customers surfing thr Internet (Hamill, 1997). Frr this 
study ths following hypothesis is proposed:
Hz . 12 Export opportunities exploration approach influences export
performance
The last variable in thr export strategy is thr drgrer of management control 
systems tr monitor Che performance rf export activities. It was found that successful 
exporters rely on formal control systems tr monitor performanes in export markets 
(Aaby & Slatsr, 1989). Madssn. (1989) crncludrD that thr elosr monitoring of export 
market changes positively influences export performance. Frr this study the following 
hypothesis is proprssD:
H2.13 Export performance is positively influenced by the degree of
management control systems
4.3.3. Hi Management Quality
TTs Dseisirn maker quality is in important element in a firm’s export behaviour. 
Ths Minagsmsnt cTiricCsrlstlcs, aspirations, expectations, and commitment irs 
slgnlfleint variaBler in Trw thr firm starts and expands its export marketing. Aaby and 
Slitsr (1989), Bilkey (1978), Dir (1994), and other researchers TARe concluDsd that 
minagsmsnt quality is an essential element leading tr export success. One measure of 
minagsMent quality is cTarieCerlstier such as age, experience, and education. There arc
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ample findings to support the influence of managers’ characteristics on export 
performance (Rogers, 1987; Keng & Jiuan, 1989; Das, 1994). For this study the 
following hypothesis is proposed:
H31 Export performance is influenced by management characteristics
There are multiple measures of managers’ characteristics, however in this study 
the following characteristics will be measured and related to export performance to test 
the above hypothesis: age, education, experience in business, experience with the firm, 
experience in current position, foreign language proficiency, frequency of travel, travel 
enjoyability, perception of cultural differences, and nationality. The nationality variable 
was included because in Saudi Arabia the majority of the labour force in the private 
sector is non-national, so it is interesting to know if the nationality of a firm’s executive 
has any influence on its export performance.
The decision-maker aspirations reflect individual preferences for organisational 
goals and the importance he or she places on each goal (Cavusgil, 1984b). Findings 
regarding the influence of aspirations on export performance are mixed. Cavusgil (1976 
& 1984b) classified managers’ aspirations into aspirations for growth, aspirations for 
profit, and aspirations for risk-taking. He found that aspirations for growth and profits 
are correlated but have no influence on export activity, whereas firms where managers 
were security oriented had low export intensity. Other researchers found that aspirations 
are important in the initial stage of export involvement but not in the subsequent stages 
(Rogers, 1987; Ross, 1982). For this study the following hypothesis is proposed:
H/j,2 Export performance is influenced by management aspirations
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Four types of aspiration will be measured to test this hypothesis: aspirations for 
sales growth, aspirations for profit, aspirations for investment security, and aspirations 
for market security.
Likewise, a manager’s expectations reflect his/her past experience, present 
knowledge, and perceptions of future events (Cavusgil 1976; Rogers, 1987). 
Expectations are one of the most important elements of export performance (Aaby & 
Slater, 1989). Many researchers found that favourable expectations will lead to better 
performance (Al-Aali, 1989; Axiim, 1988; Cavusgil, 1976; Cavusgil et al., 1979; 
Johnston & Czinkota, 1985; Rogers, 1987). As reflected by the model presented in the 
previous section, favourable expectations may lead to more commitment that will lead to 
better performance. For this study the following hypothesis is proposed:
H3.3 Export performance is influenced by management expectations of
export marketing outcome
There are many aspects of expectations that could be discussed. The above 
hypothesis will be tested by measuring the influence of managers’ expectations of 
growth, profitability, market security, and firm image improvement on export
performance.
The last element of management quality is commitment to exporting. There is 
general consensus that management commitment is positively related to export 
behaviour (Aaby & Slater, 1989; Cavusgil, 1984b; Douglas, 1993; Walters & Samiee,
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1990). Minagsmsnt commitment refers tr the amount of resources management plicss 
into thr export marketing efforts (Cavusgil, 1984b; CaRusgll & Nevin, 1981a; Ross, 
1982). For this study thr following hypothesis is proposed:
HI3.4 Export performance is positively influenced by management
commitment to export marketing
As management commitment reflects the amount rf resources Devoted tr export 
marketing, in previrur studies Different measures were used tr measure minigsment 
commitment. In this study multiple measures will br incorporated Co msirurs ths 
commitment. Commitment will be measured according tr ths amount of time 
manigemenC Drvrtes to handling export related activitirs and thslr willingness tr allocits 
resources for expanding their export marketing.
4.3.4. Hd Local Market Environment
Local market variables such as sizr, competitiveness, growth, and profitability 
have Bssn found to influence export performanes rf firms either is a stimulus rr is a 
Deterrent (Pak, 1991). Firms with small market size or a highly competitive market will 
rssk new markets for their products, and those that art within steady or Declining 
markets will look for new markets tr mert their growth targets and aspirations. 
Moreover, firms that operate in local markets with low profitiBillty will sssk nsw 
mirkeCs thiC havr higher profitibility. All these vA'liblts play in important role in 
manigemenC expectitlons concerning exporting and will influence the firm’s 
psrORrmincs. Frr this study the following hypotheses are proprssD:
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H4.1 Export performance is influenced by local market size
H4.2 Export performance is influenced by local market competitiveness
H4.3 Export performance is influenced by local market growth
H4.4 Export performance is influenced by local market profitability
4.3.5. Hg National Environment
Government can play a positive and important role in stimulating and supporting 
exporters. On the other hand, it may negatively influence exporting firms. The findings 
on government influence on export performance are mixed. Weaver and Pak (1990) 
found positive influence of government assistance on export performance. Pak (1991) 
and Dominguez and Sequeira (1993) found no significant relationship, whereas Douglas 
(1993) concluded negative influence. For this study the following hypothesis is
proposed:
H5.1 Export performance is influenced by government assistance
Currency fluctuations may motivate or hinder exporters. Pak (1991) found that as 
the currency’s value declines, exports become less expensive and lead to better 
performance. On the other hand, higher exchange rates may make the exports expensive 
and hinder export performance. Al-Aali (1995) found a wide fluctuation in exchange rate 
to be one of the most important obstacles. For this study the following hypothesis is 
proposed:
EI5.2 Export performance is influenced by local currency fluctuations
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Low transportation costs may give an advantage to a firm in an export market. 
Some countries are located along the international shipping lines or have a large volume 
of international trade and this results in lower shipping costs. On the other hand, shipping 
from some countries may be costly and goods have to be shipped via other countries to 
reach their destination. For this study the following hypothesis is proposed:
H5.3 Export performance is influenced by the cost of shipping
The ability of a firm to provide attractive financing depends on the availability of 
financial institutions which support and guarantee export transactions. Bilkey (1978) 
pointed out that insufficient finance is a major obstacle for American exporters. 
Similarly, Al-Aali (1995) found the lack of export guarantee rnsriiurions to be a major 
obstacle for Saudi Arabian exporters. For this study the following hypothesis is 
proposed:
H54 Export performance is influenced by the availability of financial
institutions supporting export transactions
4.3.6. H Foreign Market Environment
The destination of exports is an important element of the export process. There 
are many variables that are related to the foreign market environment, which vary from 
country to country and depend on the industry and type of product exported (Pak, 1991). 
Many researchers found that successful exporters perceive foreign market variables to be
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different from unsuccessful or low involvement exporters. For this study the following 
hypothesis is proposed:
H6.j Export performance is influenced by perceived importance of export
market variables
For this hypothesis the perception of managers will be tested for the following 10 
valuables that are related to foreign markets: 1) high security of payment; 2) low trade 
barriers; 3) availability of information about export market; 4) availability of trade 
agreements; 5) availability of distribution channels; 6) having a large market size for 
firms’ products; 7) having low competition; 8) having well-developed infrastructure; 9) 
being geographically close; and 10) being similar to Saudi Arabian culture.
Export destination has also received great attention in the export literature. 
Christensen et al. (1987), Das (1994), and Dominguez and Sequeira (1993) found that 
successful exporters export to developed countries rather than developing countries. 
Notably, these studies were carried out in developing countries, however even exporters 
in developed countries shown similar behaviour. Dennis and Depelteau (1985) studying 
Canadian firms, found that slow growth exporters were concentrating on less developed 
countries. For this study the following hypothesis is proposed:
H6.2 Export performance is influenced by export destination
This hypothesis will be tested by analyzing the export destination of the sample 
firms to eight regions/countries. The data will be analyzed to find the relation (if any) 
between export performance and export destination. Those regions are GCC countries,
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Arab countries (not including GCC), Japan, Arlan countries (nrn-AraB and not including 
Japan), Western Eurrps, North America, Eastern Eurrps, and Africa (not including Arab
eruntriss).
4.4. Export Performance Measures
In chapter three, the literature of export performance measures was prerentrd and 
Chs dsbiCe regarding how to measure export performance was discussed. In this rrseirch 
five export performance measures wsrs utilised; twr objective and tlure subjective 
measures (Tible 4-1). There now follows a Discussion rf tach measure.
TTs two objective Measures irs export intensity and rxprrt sales growth. Export 
intensity refers Cr annual export sales as a percentage rf a firm’s total annual sales. It 
Measures Trw Deeply a firm is involved in exporting and how successful the finn is at 
exporting (Axirm, 1988). On thr rthsr hand, export salts growth stands for the 
percentage increase rf annual export rales compared with the previous yrir. Export sales 
growth InDleatrs the trend in export sales and the higher the export growth rate the brttsr 
ths export pcrOrrmincs (MohamaD, 1994). Both objective measures wsrs measured By 
asking rcsprnDsnCs tr inDlcate ths rctuil data for srch measure.
TTs three subjective msisurtr ire sxprrt salts volume, export rales growth, and 
export profitability. A flRr-polnt Likert seals was used tr measure export performance rO 
responding firms ranging from fir above expectatirns Co far bslrw expectations.
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Managers were asked to rate their firm’s export performance against each of the three 
export performance measures. Export sales volume measure reflects the management 
satisfaction with the actual export volume. Export sales growth is measured here 
subjectively and managers were asked to indicate how satisfactory their export sales 
growth is. This would incorporate and overcome the limitations of the objective measure 
of export sales growth. The last subjective measure reflects the management evaluation 
of the profitability of their firm’s export performance. These subjective measures reflect 
managers’ evaluation of export performance against historical results, expectations, and 
objectives (Louter et al., 1991).
An important issue related to the performance measurement is the time 
dimension. A one-year performance may not reflect the true performance of the firm. On 
the other hand, it may not be easy for managers to remember their performance after a 
long period of time. For this reason, a three-year time horizon was used as the 
performance measure horizon. Responding managers were asked to answer all 
performance measures for a three-year time horizon (1997-1999). A thrss-ysrr period 
was suggested by Kirpalani and Balcome (1987) and is used by the U.K. Queen’s Award 
and Canada’s Export Award Programmes. A three-year period is expected to reflect a 
more reasonable measure of a firm’s export performance to compare with other firms. It 
may also be difficult for managers to recall data that are more than three years old.
Another issue related to performance msrsm’smsnr is the unit of analysis. Most 
export marketing studies have used the firm as the unit of analysis (Cavusgil & Zou, 
1994). Although this approach has contributed greatly to our knowledge of export
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performance, it has its limitations (Cavusgil & Zou, 1994, Gray, 1997) and there are 
researchers who suggest that individual product-market ventures should be investigated. 
Their argument as discussed in chapter three is that there may be significant differences 
in a firm’s export performance in different markets (Gray, 1997). However, collecting 
information on the product-market venture may not be attainable. Saudi Arabian 
manufacturing firms are mostly small and medium-sized and it is likely that the 
executive manager is responsible for all product-market export decisions. This makes it 
difficult for the manager to evaluate each product-market venture. Also, many firms do 
not have export departments and exporting activities are handled by the marketing 
manager or even directly by the executive manager. The lack of organized export 
structure makes it impossible for many firms to know the details of each export product- 
market venture performance. For this reason, the firm was used as the unit of analysis.
Table 4-1 Export Performance Measures
Measure Type Scale Description
Export Intensity Objective Ratio Percentage of export sales of 
total sales
Export Growth Objective Ratio Percentage increase in annual 
export sales value
Export Sales Volume i Subjective Ordinal
Likert scale (1-5) from far 
above expectations to far 
below expectations
Export Sales Growth Subjective Ordinal
Likert scale (1-5) from far 
above expectations to far 
below expectations
Export Profitability Subjective Ordinal
Likert scale (1-5) from far 
above expectations to far 
below expectations
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4.5. Research . Design
In the previous sections, the objective of the study has been defined, the main 
variables have been identified, and the hypotheses have been discussed. In this section, 
the researcher will discuss the research design through which the hypotheses will be 
tested and analysed. Research design is a complex concept and has several definitions. 
The definitions differ in detail, but they agree that a research design is like a blueprint for 
the research process, from data collection to measurement to analysis, and it is a 
framework specifying the relations between the study variables (Emory & Cooper, 
1991). According to Emory and Cooper a research design may be viewed from at least 
eight different perspectives.
1) The degree to which the research problem has been crystallized (the study 
may be either exploratory or formal).
2) The method of data cotiection (studies may be observational or survey).
3) The of the r(e;s^^r^tier to affecl the variates under stiidy (the two
major types of research are experimental and the ex post facto).
4) The purpose of the study (research studies may be descriptive or causal).
5) Tire time dimension may c3lt^.s5^-^.si^cttt<^lltll or longitudinal).
6) The tc^p^ic^^l scope - breadth and depth - of the study (a case or statistical
study).
7) The research environment (most business research is conducted in a field
setting, although laboratory research is not unusual; simulation is another
category).
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8) The subjects’ perception of the research (do they perceive deviations from
their everyday routines).
There now follows a discussion of the current study based on the above eight 
perspectives.
A study may be either exploratory or formal. The major differences between 
them are the structure and the immediate objective. An exploratory study is loosely 
structured and its immediate objective is to understand the research tasks and develop 
hypotheses or questions for further study, whereas the formal study starts with a 
hypothesis or questions and its objective is to test the hypothesis or answer the research 
questions. This study combines both exploratory and formal forms. The exploratory part 
was covered in chapter four, where extensive preliminary research has been conducted 
by the researcher to become familiar with the research problem. The foimal part will 
cover the testing and analysis of research hypotheses developed in Section 4.3.
Studies are classified based on the data collection method as monitoring or
interrogation. In the monitoring or observational method, the researcher records his 
observation of activities without attempting to obtain responses from anyone, whereas in 
the interrogation method, the researcher questions the subjects and collects their 
responses. The researcher may use personal or impersonal means such as mailed 
questionnaires, self-admrnisrersd questionnaires, telephone conversation, personal 
interviews, or similar means. This study is considered a survey study, in which a mailed 
questionnaire will be sent to a sample of firms and their responses will be collected and
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analyzed. It will also include interviews with a small random sample to get in-depth
responses to research questions.
A study may be experimental or ex post facto depending on the researcher’s 
ability to manipulate study variables (Emory & Cooper, 1991). In experimental studies 
the researcher attempts to control the variables either by causing them to change or 
holding them constant. These studies are appropriate in determining a causal relationship
in which the researcher examines the effect of certain variables on other variables. On
the other hand, in ex post facto studies, the researcher has no control over the variables in 
the sense of being able to manipulate them. The researcher can only report what has 
happened and what is happening and it is important that he must not influence the 
variables. This study is an ex post facto one. The researcher will have no control or 
manipulation over the variables and will report what happened and what is happening.
Studies can be either descriptive or causal. The main difference between them 
lies in their objective. A study is considered descriptive when it is concerned with 
learning the who, what, when, where, and how much (Emory & Cooper, 1991). On the 
other hand, studies concerned with learning how one variable affects another are 
classified as causal. This study is concerned with understanding the who, when, what and 
where of the subject matter, and to find the asymmetrical relationships between the 
independent variables and the dependent variable of the research.
Based on the time dimension, studies can be either cross-sectional or 
longitudinal. Cross-sectional studies are carried out only once over a period of time (e.g.
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days, weeks, or months), whereas longitudinal studies are carried out over a long period 
of time, with the objective of tracking changes happening over time (Emory & Cooper, 
1991). The disadvantage of longitudinal studies is budget and time constraints. This 
study is a cross-sectional study and will be carried out at one point in time to collect the
responses to the study questions.
A study can be either statistical or a case study. Statistical studies are designed 
for broad data collection and their findings can be generalized based on the 
representation of the sample and the validity characteristics of the design. On the other 
hand, case studies are designed for the deep analysis of a limited number of cases that 
allow valuable insights into problem-solving, evaluation, and strategy (Emory & Cooper, 
1991). This study will combine both approaches. Initially, a statistical study will be 
conducted to collect broad data and analyze it to test the hypothesis. Then, a random 
sample of executives will be interviewed to get in-depth details of the subject matter. The 
combination of mail questionnaire and interviews will improve the understanding of the 
subject and enhance the interpretation of the findings.
Research can be done under actual environment conditions (non-contrived 
settings) or under artificial conditions (contrived settings) (Sekaran, 1992). Those studies 
that are conducted under non-contrived settings are called field studies. Alternatively, if 
the study is conducted under simulated or artificial conditions, then it is classified as a 
laboratory study (Emory & Cooper, 1991). This study is a field study, as it will be
carried out under actual enviromnental conditions.
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People involved in the study may affect a well-designed study when they know 
that it is being conducted. “Although there is no widespread evidence of attempts to 
please the researcher through successful hypothesis guessing nor evidence of the 
prevalence of sabotage, when subjects believe that something out of the ordinary is 
happening, they may behave less naturally” (Emory & Cooper, 1991, p. 144).
4.6. Questionnaire Development
Developing an effective instrument for research is a very important task. The 
selected or SsvsIopsS instrument will have a great impact on the validity and reliability 
of the study findings. Therefore, before collecting the data, the researcher should be 
aware of how the instrument will be designed, controlled and implemented.
The mail questionnaire is defined as a preformulated written set of questions 
against which the respondents have to record their answers (Sekaran, 1992). Although 
mail surveys have some disadvantages they have many advantages. Mail surveys’ many 
advantages are (Bourque & Fielder, 1995; Mangione, 1995):
- Low cost (the greatest single advantage of mail surveys compared to other
methods),
- Mail surveys allow very wide geographic coverage,
- Mail surveys allow the researcher to study large samples within a limited budget.
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- Mail surveys make it possible to reach people who are reluctant to talk to 
surveyors either in person or on the phone. It also helps reach people who are too 
busy and difficult to reach,
- Mail surveys can be carried out within a short period of time as the 
questionnaires are sent to all respondents at the same time. This will also help 
reduce the influence of events outside or unrelated to the study,
- Mail surveys give privacy to respondents and encourage them to answer sensitive 
questions they may not be willing to answer on the telephone or in face-to-face
interviews,
- Mail surveys give respondents the freedom to answer them at a time convenient
to them,
- Mail surveys allow visual input rather than merely auditory input, and
- They isolate the respondent from any influence the interviewer may exert on
them.
On the other hand, mail surveys have a number of disadvantages. These will be
discussed in the context of the next section as we discuss the design of the questionnaire
and how to minimize the effect of these disadvantages.
4-6.1. The Questionnaire Design and Testing
In research design, the researcher must understand the full dimensions of the 
subject of study. In this study, the researcher conducted an extensive literature review on
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factors influencing export performance and gained a full understanding of the research 
objective. Then, based on the literature review, the researcher developed a set of 
hypotheses and determined the required information to test them. As the researcher 
selected the mail questionnaire method for collecting the data needed to test the 
hypotheses of this study, in this section the design of the questionnaire will be discussed.
The questionnaire was divided into five parts (See Appendix A). The first part 
covers export marketing strategy and consists of eight questions. The second part 
contains three questions covering the environmental variables, one question regarding 
home market environment and national environment and two questions regarding foreign 
market environment. The third part contains the questions regaining performance 
measures. The questions relating to management quality were placed as the fourth part 
towards the end of the questionnaire as suggested by Bourque and Fielder (1995) and 
comprise fifteen questions. The last part covers firms’ competitive advantages and 
consists of fifteen questions.
To increase the reliability and validity of the questionnaire, the researcher used 
questions that have been used in previous studies. Only in a few cases where there were 
no similar questions, were new questions developed.
In considering the questionnaire’s questions, the researcher carefully avoided 
redundant questions and only questions that will contribute to the testing of the 
hypotheses were included. Questions were written in a brief and clear format, as this 
would encourage the respondents to read and understand them before choosing their
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answers. Definitions for terms were provided as required and abstract and jargon terms 
were avoided. Only questions that the respondent would be capable of answering were 
included. Multiple choice questions were furnished with an exhaustive list of answers to 
cover all possibilities.
Sensitive questions which the respondent could not be expected to answer were 
avoided. Questions regarding firm sales and profits were avoided as this is considered 
sensitive in the Saudi Arabian business environment and may discourage the respondent 
from answering the questionnaire. Only subjective measures of sales and profitability 
were included as discussed in the performance measure section. Skipping over the 
sequence of questions was avoided as this may confuse the respondent. The recall period 
for answering the questions was also considered, as it is sometimes difficult to recall old 
events or decisions. Questions related to the first export order were not included due to
the recall problem.
The first draft of the questionnaire is never perfect and may require rounds of 
revisions (Mangione, 1995). Pretests rely on colleagues, respondent surrogates, or actual 
respondents to evaluate and refine the questiomrairs (Emory & Cooper, 1991). For this 
study the researcher distributed the questionnaire among colleagues to receive their 
evaluation of the questionnairs,s clarity, flow, suitability of measures, exclusivity of 
answers, and time to answer the questionnaire. Based on their feedback the questionnaire
was revised.
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Then it was decided to run a pilot test. A sample of 30 exporting firms was 
randomly selected from the Dundee Business Directory and a questionnaire was sent to 
each of them with a cover letter explaining the objective of the study. Taking the 
feedback from the questiomiaires actually filled out, additional refinements were 
considered and the final questiomiaire version was developed.
After that, the questionnaire was translated into Arabic (the language of the study 
sample respondents) and then translated back into English to ensure a reliable translation. 
The Arabic version was then reviewed by scholars at the King Fahd University of
Petroleum and Minerals and King Faisal University in Saudi Arabia to confirm the 
clarity and appropriateness of the questionnaire. Additional refinement was considered 
based on their feedback (See Appendix B).
4.6.2. Factors Affecting Questionnaire Response Rate
One of the main disadvantages of mail surveys is the low response rate (Bourque 
& Fielder, 1995). Although a higher response rate reflects better representation of the 
sample, Emory and Cooper (1991) argue that mail surveys with a response rate of 30 
percent are often considered satisfactory. In Saudi Arabia, a response rate of 15 percent 
is normal (Alarfaj, 1996). For this reason, a main objective of the researcher was to 
maximise the response rate. The following are the techniques that were considered to 
increase the response rate of this research (Bourque & Fielder, 1995; Emory & Cooper, 
1991; Mangione, 1995).
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A cover letter is the key to encouraging the respondent to cooperate and fill in the 
questionnaire. For this study a cover letter was attached with the questionnaire in both 
Arabic and English (Appendices C and D). It was brief and informative, and explained 
the objective of the study, the importance of the respondent participation, and the 
benefits of the study to his firm. It also explained how the respondents were selected and 
that the information would be treated confidentially and only for the purpose of this 
study. Finally, an appeal was included to encourage the respondent to fill in the 
questionnaire and a phone number was provided for any questions regarding filling in the 
questionnaire. These elements were important to improve the effectiveness of the cover 
letter and increase the response rate.
There is little evidence that a shorter questionnaire will obtain a higher response 
rate (Emory & Cooper, 1991). It is difficult to measure the length of the questionnaire; is 
it the number of questions or the number of pages? There are several confounding factors 
influencing the response rate (Mangione, 1995). For improving the response rate, 
Mangione suggested that a researcher should design a questionnaire that efficiently 
covers the important elements of the study and avoids redundant questions. Also, he 
suggested that the instructions should be precise, short, and clearly visible and 
recommended the use of various formats that aid the respondent through the 
questionnaire such as bold face, boxing, and arrows. These suggestions were adopted in 
designing the questionnaire. Previous research found no significant effect of 
questionnaire size, colour, or reproduction method on response rate. However, it is 
suggested that the copies should be clear.
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Respondents are more likely to respond to surveys that are sponsored by 
respected or official agencies (Emory & Cooper, 1991; Mangione, 1995). For this study,
a letter was included from the chairman of the Eastern Province Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, a highly respected institution serving the private sector (including 
manufacturing firms), stressing the importance of the study and appealing to the 
respondents to respond and fill in the questionnaire (Appendix E). This was of a great 
influence as noted by some firms.
It has been found that the inclusion of a pre-paid return envelope increases the 
response rate (Emory & Cooper, 1991). Questionnaires without a pre-paid return 
envelope attain a minimal response rate as it is unreasonable to expect the respondent to 
fill in the questionnaire, find an envelope, and go to the post office to weigh, stamp and 
send the questionnaire (AlShoaibi, 1998). Also, a stamped return envelope puts subtle 
pressure on the respondent to return the questiomiaire (Mangione, 1995). A pre-paid 
return envelope was included with every questionnaire pack.
Previous research findings show no significant advantage for first class mail over 
third class, stamped mail over metered mail, or for large denomination stamps over 
multiple small denomination stamps (Emory & Cooper, 1991). For this study, first class 
metered mail was used for mailing out the questionnaires and stamps were used for the
return envelopes.
There is no definite advantage in personalising the mailing on improving the 
response rate. For the purpose of the study and considering the need to have the top
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executive manager answer the questionnaire, the mailing envelope and the cover letter 
were personally addressed. This was costly, but it is thought to help ensure that the 
questiomiaire is received by the executive manager and not by his subordinates.
Respondents are more likely to respond when they know that their answers will 
be treated confidentially (Mangione, 1995). In this study, the cover letter assured the 
respondent that their answers would be trsatsd confidentially and the questionnaire did 
not have their names or addresses. Instead, a coding system was used to follow up the 
responses. They were also provided with an additional form for requesting a summary of 
study results. The form could be sent separately from the questionnaire.
Some studies indicated that monetary incentives are effective in increasing the 
response rate, but it may cost more than the value of the added information (Emory & 
Cooper, 1991). Additionally, some surveyors regard data collected from individuals who 
received incentives as unreliable (Mangione, 1995). Considering the high level of the 
respondents, monetary incentives were not considered, instead they were offered a 
summary of the study results.
The use of a deadline date was not found to improve the response rate, however it 
helps to rrcelerats the rate of questiomiaire return. The use of deadline dates gets 
complicated when using reminders, as the researcher does not want to keep reminding 
and changing the deadline every time he follows up. Mangione (1995) suggested the use 
of soft deadlines that had no specific dates such as “Please reply within the next two
weeks”.
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Mailing time proved to affect the response rate as mailing during summer and 
holiday periods produces a lower response rate. The questionnaires were mailed early 
February 2000. This period is considered a good time for conducting research in Saudi 
Arabia as top managers are in the country at this time (Al-Shoaibi, 1998).
Mangione (1995) asserts that “... the single most important technique to use to 
produce high response rate is to send out reminders”. Researchers have used many 
follow-up methods and it is of great importance in achieving higher response rates. 
Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias (1992) suggested the adoption of total design method 
(TDM). TDM follow-up procedures suggest a first reminder after one week, a second
reminder with a replacement questionnaire after the third week, and a third reminder with 
a replacement questionnaire after seven weeks.
Mangione (1995) suggested three reminders to follow the questionnaire mailing. 
The first reminder should be sent two weeks from mailing the questiorniaire followed by
a second reminder after another two weeks and a third reminder after six weeks from
mailing the questionnaire.
In this study, taking into consideration the long time mail takes through the post 
system in Saudi Arabia, a modified approach was adopted. Three weeks after mailing the 
questionnaire, a first reminder was sent asking the respondent to fill in the questiorniaire 
and return it. After another two weeks, a second reminder was sent and a replacement 
questionnaire. A third reminder was sent three weeks after the second reminder.
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4.7. The Sample
A sample is a subset of the population, for which a researcher would like to make 
some inferences, and the population represents the total collection of elements under 
study (Emory & Cooper, 1991). “Sampling is the process of selecting a sufficient 
number of elements from the population so that by studying the sample, and 
understanding the properties or the characteristics of the sample subjects, we will be able 
to generalise the properties or characteristics of the population elements” (Sekaran, 1992, 
p. 226). Sampling is important for many reasons. In a large population it would be 
impossible to collect, test and analyse the data for every element. It is also costly and 
time consuming to study the complete population. Moreover, studying the sample rather 
than the population may result in more reliable findings due to less fatigue and fewer
errors in data collection (Sekaran, 1992).
There are many types of sampling designs, they are mainly classified into 
probability and non-probability sampling. Probability sampling can either be restricted or 
unrestricted. Unrestricted sampling is a simple random sampling where every element in 
the population has a known equal chance of being selected. Whereas unrestricted 
sampling has many different sampling designs such as systematic sampling, stratified 
random sampling, cluster sampling, and double sampling. On the other hand, non­
probability sampling is classified into convenience sampling or purposive sampling 
(Emory & Cooper, 1991).
In this study, all the population listed in the Saudi Export Directory (Third 
edition, 1999) were included. As mentioned earlier, sampling is used when the
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population is large, however in this study the population was only 550 firms. This makes 
it possible to study the whole sample and increase the reliability by minimising sampling
error.
The questionnaire was addressed to the executive manager of each firm. 
However, there is a chance that another manager in the firm would fill the questionnaire 
in and for this reason a question was added in the questionnaire asking the respondent to 
indicate his position. Executive managers were selected to answer the questionnaire 
because they are responsible for their firm’s success and they act on the basis of their 
perceptions and not on objective elements as they exist (Ross, 1982).
4.8. Validity and Reliability
Every instrument has to be tested to ensure that developed measures are 
reasonably good. The two main criteria for ensuring the goodness of a measure are 
validity and reliability. “Validity tests how well an instrument that is developed measures 
the particular concept it is supposed to measure. Reliability tests how consistently a 
measuring instrument measures whatever concept it is measuring” (Sekaran, 1992, p.
171).
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4.8.1. Validity
As defined in previous section, validity is concerned with how well the 
instrument is measuring what it sets out to measure. Basically, there are two major forms
of validity: external and internal validity (Emory & Cooper, 1991). External validity
refers to the ability to generalize research findings across persons, settings, and times, 
whereas internal validity refers to the ability of a research instrument to measure what it
is set to measure.
Internal validity is classified into four forms: face validity, content validity, 
criterion validity, and construct validity. Face validity is based on a cursory review of the 
instrument by untrained individuals to have their opinion about how the instrument looks 
to them (Litwin, 1995). Content validity of an instrument refers to how well it covers the 
topic under study (Emory & Cooper, 1991). The evaluation of content validity is 
judgmental and can be achieved either by the research designer, or by having a panel of 
reviewers who know the subject matters. In both cases, the objective of the evaluators is
how well the instrument covers the subject of study.
Criterion-related validity refers to the measure of success in differentiating 
individuals on a criterion it is expected to predict, which is either concuiTent or 
predictive validity (Sekaran, 1992). Concurrent validity refers to the ability of the 
measure to discriminate individuals who are known to be different, whereas predictive 
validity refers to the measure’s ability to differentiate among individuals based on a
future criterion.
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The last type of validity is construct validity. It refers to how well the results 
obtained from the use of the instrument fit the theories and concepts of the subject matter 
(Sekaran, 1992). Constmct validity is assessed through convergent and discriminate 
validity. Convergent validity implies that two instruments measuring the concept matter 
correlate highly with each other. On the other hand, discriminate validity is established 
when the two variables are predicted to be uucoiTelated and the test results using the
instrument prove so.
In this study the validity is believed to have been achieved by accomplishing the 
following procedures. First, most of the questionnaire questions and measures were 
adapted from previous studies. Second, the instrument was reviewed by colleagues and 
professionals from different fields for the content and coverage of the questromrarre to 
the matter under study. Revisions were made to incoi'porate their comments. Third, 
further revisions were imdertaken by professional researchers in the field of international 
marketing to evaluate the questionnaire coverage of the research topic. They were asked 
to evaluate its appearance, clarity of questions, appropriateness of measures,
exhaustiveness of answers and flow of questions. Based on their comments further
revisions were made. Additionally, a pilot study was conducted to test the questionnaire. 
The valuable feedback from the pilot study was used to refine the instrument questions
and measures.
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4.8.2. Reliability
Reliability of a measure refers to the degree it gives consistent results, it is 
concerned with the degree to which a measurement is free of random or unstable errors 
(Emory & Cooper, 1991). In any survey, there will be some amount of error and the 
researcher's objective is to minimize such error. There are two components of error: 
random error and measurement error (Litwin, 1995). Random error refers to the 
unpredictable error that occurs in the research and may be caused by many variables. 
Primarily, random error is affected by sampling technique and thus increasing the sample 
size can minimize it. Measurement error refers to how well a particular instrument 
performs in a given population (Litwin, 1995).
Reliability is commonly estimated in three forms: tstr-retsst, parallel forms, and 
internal consistency (Emory & Cooper, 1991). Test-retest is achieved by administering 
the survey to the same subjects at two different and appropriate points of time and 
comparing their results. It measures the stability of responses over time. Parallel forms 
uses differently worded forms of the same measure and estimates to what extent they can 
produce the same results. Finally, internal consistency refers to the degree to which the 
questionnaire items are homogeneous and reflect the same underlying construct (Emory 
& Cooper, 1991). In this study, reliability was tested using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient.
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4.9. Summary
In this chapter, the model used in this study for the export performance 
determinants was presented. Factors influencing export performance were classified into 
six groups: internal and external factors. Internal factors were classified into three 
groups: firm’s differential advantages, export marketing strategy, and management 
quality. External factors were grouped under local market environment, national 
environment, and foreign market environment. Based on this classification, six main 
hypotheses were developed followed by relevant sub-hypotheses. Then a presentation 
and discussion of the export performance measures that will be utilised in this study
followed.
The chapter covered the research design through which the data was to be 
collected for testing the research hypotheses. The study utilises both quantitative (a 
questionnaire) and qualitative (interviews) techniques to collect the research data. The 
questionnaire development was discussed from design to testing. Also, the factors 
affecting response rate were presented and what measures were considered to increase 
the response rate were outlined. The study sample will cover all 550 firms listed in the 
Saudi Export Directory (third edition, 1999). Finally, the validity and reliability of the
research instrument were examined.
The survey findings and hypotheses testing based on the framework discussed in 
this chapter will be presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
5.1. Introduction
In Chapter 4, the research methodology was laid out and the data collection 
method was discussed. This chapter covers the description and analysis of data collected 
and presents the statistical results and findings related to hypothesis testing. Given the 
present study covers a large number of variables and utilises three different export 
performance measures, most of the discussion and interpretation of results is deferred to 
the next chapter. This enables us to integrate effectively the findings with the results of 
previous studies.
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 presents the sample 
characteristics. This section includes a discussion of sample representativeness, non­
response bias, early and late response bias, reliability test, and descriptive analysis of 
sample firms. Section 5.3 explains the export performance measures used in this study 
and how they have been operationalised. Section 5.4 covers the statistical analysis of the 
data and hypothesis testing. It consists of six sections, each covering a main hypothesis. 
The six hypotheses cover firms’ differential advantage, export, marketing strategy, 
management quality, local market environment, national enviromnent, and foreign 
market environment. Then, Section 5.5 presents the regression analysis for export 
performance measures. Section 5.6 covers the qualitative results of personal interviews 
with six managers of exporting firms. Finally, Section 5.7 concludes the chapter by 
summarising the main findings.
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5.2. Sample Characteristics
The method of sample selection in the present study was as follows. The 
Quesriomrarrss were mailed on the first week of February 2000 to all 550 manufacturing 
firms listed in the Saudi Export Directory (Third edition, 1999). The Eastern Province 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry sponsored the mailing of questionnaires. 
Questiomrarres were accompanied with a letter from the Chairman of Eastern Province 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry addressed to the firms’ general managers urging 
them to participate in the study and fill in the questiouiarrs. The mailing also included a 
cover letter from the researcher (in Arabic and English) and two forms. One form was a 
request from the participant to receive a summary of the study results that can be sent or 
faxed separately. This was done to increase the confidentiality of the survey and the 
respondents did not have to reveal their names in the questionnaire. The other form was a 
request to receive an English copy of the questionnaire for those managers who do not 
speak Arabic.
Of the 550 questionnaires mailed, only tl■u•ss questionnaires were returned 
undelivernbls. Of the remaining 547 delivered questionnaires, 168 responses were 
received to make up a response rate of 30.7%. However, fourteen Qusstiomirrrss were 
excluded. Seven had many missing items and were considered incomplete. And another 
seven were not filled by an executive manager of the responding firm. This brings the 
total usable questionnaires to 154 representing a response rate of 28.2%.
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After the first mailing, 80 questionnaires were received and the remaining 74 
were received after utilising the follow-up procedures discussed in the previous chapter. 
Table 5-1 presents the response rate analysis.
Table 5-1 Response Rate Analysis
.. N...
Total sample 550
Returned undelivered 3
Total surveyed 547...
Received questionnaires 168
Response Rate 30.7%
Unusable questionnaires 14
Usable questionnaires 154...
Final Response Rate 28.2%
5.2.1. Respondents' Representativeness
The 154 firms participating in the study mainly represent six different industrial 
sectors. The distribution of participating firms according to their industrial sectors is 
presented in Table 5-2. In the questionnaire, there were nine sectors but three sectors 
were added to the ‘others’ category as they had a small number of firms. This brings the 
sectors to five industrial sectors plus ‘others’.
At this stage, it is important to verify that the 154 responses that will be analysed 
represent the population that was covered in this study. A chi-square test was used to test 
the representativeness by comparing the actual number of participants from each 
industrial sector with the expected number based on the total sample. The null hypothesis 
states that there is no significant difference between the number of participating firms
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from each industrial sector and the number of firms who did not participate, based on the
total sample.
The result of a chi-square test produced a chi-square computed value of 2.838 
with df = 5 and a p value of 0.725. Therefore, the null hypothesis could not be rejected 
and concludes that the number of firms participating from each industrial sector is not 
significantly different from the number of fhms who did not participate.
Table 5-2 Industry Classification of Participating Firms
Usable Responses ; Surveyed Sample
...N......j Percent N Percent
Food & Beverages 25 16.2 I 103 2&7
Chemicals & Petrochemicals 20 I3.O 73 20.5
Plastic & Rubber Products 20 13.0 62 17.4
Construction Material, Ceramics & 
Glass
15 9.7 47 13.1
Metal Products, Machinery & 
Equipment
53 34.4 202 56.6
Other 21 13.6 j 63 j 17.7 !
Total 154 ! 100.0 550
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5.2.2. Non-Response Bias Test
A major concern in mail questionnaires is the non-response bias. It is possible 
that non-respondents vary from the respondents and that the sample does not represent 
the surveyed population. There are many reasons for non-response such as: change of 
address, no interest in study, not being available during the survey period, being too busy 
and having no time to reply, or non-cooperative respondents. So it is important to make 
sure that the non-respondents do not differ from the respondents, as this will rnrrsass the 
researcher’s ability to generalise the results on the population.
To test that this survey did not suffer from any non-response bias, the researcher 
selected eleven questions from the questionnaire to survey the non-respondents. These 
questions covered the firm marketing strategy, characteristics and export performance. 
Then, the researcher randomly selected 30 firms from those who did not respond to the 
questionnaire and phoned them to obtain answers for the mini questionnaire. The results 
from those 30 firms were compared to the responses of the 154 pai iicipating firms to test 
if they vary from each other. A t-test was conducted and the results show no significant 
difference between respondents and non-respondents for the 11 questions as presented in 
Table 5-3. This confirms that there is no non-response bias in the data collected.
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Table 5-3 T-Test of Non-Response Bias
Variable T df ; Sig. (2-tailed) ;
Saudi Intermediaries -1.115 ; 58.9 0.269
Saudi Expoif Companies 0.467 181 0.641
Foreign Market Intermediaries -L242 181 0.216
Foreign Distributor/Agent i 0.282 i 181 0.279
Own Subsidiary -1.215 : 77.3 0.228
Direct Sale 0.829 181 0.408
Export Intensity 0.177 * 182 0.859 i
No. of Employees -1.336 ] 62.4 0T86
No. Years in Business 0.751 61.7 0.456
No. Years Exporting &007 j 178 0.995
No. of Countries Exporting to 0.599 177 0.550
Note; A Mann-Whitney Test (non-parametric) was conducted and similar results were obtained
5.2.3. Early and Late Response Bias Test
Another concern related to the follow-up procedures is early and late response 
bias. There is some concern that those who respond early are different from those who 
responded late after being reminded. There could be many reasons for late response such 
as delay or mail being lost while underway % the respondent was out of office when the 
questionnaire arrived or too busy when the questiomiaire was received. The follow-up 
procedures are used to increase the response rate, but some respondents may fill in the 
questionnaire quickly and do not take it seriously. Therefore, umeliable answers may 
exist. The researcher can test this bias by comparing the responses of those who replied 
after the first wave of questiomiaires with those who replied after the follow-up
reminders.
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In this survey, 80 questionnaires were received before starting the follow-up 
procedures and 74 after the follow-up procedures. In order to test if there is any 
significant difference between the early and late respondents, the same questions used in 
the previous section to test non-response bias were used to test early and late bias. The 
answers of both groups to the eleven questions were compared using a t-test. The results 
as presented in Table 5-4 show no significant difference between early and late 
respondents. Therefore, early and late response bias is not an issue in this survey.
Table 5-4 T-Test, Early and Late Bias
Variable t df Sig. (2-tailed) ;
Saudi Intermediaries 1.193 ! 151 0.235
Saudi Export Companies 1.211 j 151 0.228
Foreign Market Intermediaries 0.354 151 0.724
Foreign Distributor/Agent -0.051 151
0.959
Own Subsidiary 0.223
149 0.824
Direct Sale -1.352 151
0.179
Export Intensity 0.757 152 O450
No. of Employees -0.160 '
150 0.873
No. Years in Business 0.938 151
0.350
No. Years Exporting 1.044 148 0.228
No. of Countries Exporting to -0.079 | 147 0.937
Note; A Manii-Whitney Test (non-parametric) was conducted and similar results were obtained
1 Many respondents during the follow up refen-ed to this problem
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5.2.4. Reliability Test
Reliability of a measure refers to the degree it gives consistent results; it is 
concerned with the degree to which a measurement is free of random or unstable error 
(Emory & Cooper, 1991). In the previous chapter, the reliability issue was discussed and 
the measures to improve the reliability were presented. One of the most popular 
reliability tests is Cronbach’s alpha coefficient (Sekaran, 1992). The measure tests the 
consistency of respondents’ responses to all the items in a measure. Cronbach’s alpha 
coefficient ranges from 0 to 1, the closer the value to 1 the higher the reliability. As a 
rule of thumb the result should be more than 0.8 (Bryman & Cramer, 1999). In this 
study, Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was calculated using SPSS, and the result was
0.8849.
5.2.5. Descriptiye Analysis of Data
The descriptive characteristics of responding firms are presented in Table 5-5. 
From the table we find that the metal products, machinery and equipment sector 
represents 34.4 % of the sample. We also note that almost half the sample firms are 
exporting industrial products. With regard to ownership of sample firms, limited liability 
firms represent 67.5% of the sample firms. The majority of sample firms have less than 
500 employees and 60% of the sample firms have less than 200 employees. Moreover, 
firms’ ages reflect the young manufacturing business in Saudi Arabia as 90% of them are 
less than 30 years in business, only one firm had 60 years’ experience in business. 
Similarly, 90% of these exporting firms have been exporting for 15 years or less.
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Table 5-5 Sample Characteristics
Frequency Percent
Industry
Classification
Food & Beverages 25... 16-2%
Chemicals & Petrochemicals 20 13.0%
Plastic & Rubber Products 20 13.0%..
Construction Material 15.. 9.7%
Metal Products, Machinery & Equip. 53 34.5%
Other 21 13.6%...
Total 154 100.0%
Product Type
Industrial Product . 88 57.5%
Consumer Product (Non-durable) 37 24.2%..
Consumer Product (Durable) 28 18.3%
Total 153 100.0%
Ownership Type
Limited Liability 104 ...67.5%...
Sole Proprietorship 28 18.2%
Joint Stock Co. 14 9T%
Other 8 5.2%
Total 154 100.0%
No. of Employees
From 1 - 50 23 ... 14.9%...
51-100 26........i 16.9%
101-200 44 2&6%
201-500 • 35 22.7%...
More than 500 26 16.9%...
Total 154 100.0%
i Size of Capital
From 1 - 5 Million SR 20 13.0%
6-10 Million SR 28 18.2%
11-40 Million SR 45 29.2%
41-100 Million SR 37 24.0%
More than 100 Million SR 24 15.6%
Total 154 100.0%
No. Years in 
Business
From 1 - 5 Years 5 .. 3.2%...
6-10 years 24 15.6%
11-20 years j 76... 49.4%..
More than 20 years 49 31.8%
Total 154 100.0%
No. Years 
Exporting
From 1 - 5 Year's 31 20.1%
6-10 years 61 39.6%
11-15 years 46.. 29.9%
More than 15 years 16 10.4%
Total 154 100.0%
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5.3. Export Performance Measures
In Chapter 3, the literature of export performance measures was presented and the 
debate on how to measure export performance was discussed. There is little agreement 
on a uniform definition of export performance or a measure of export performance. In 
Chapter 4, five export performance measures were discussed and were included in the 
questionnaire; two objective measures and three subjective measures as presented in
Table 5-6.
The two objective measures are export intensity and export sales growth. Export 
intensity stands for the percentage of airnual export sales of a firm’s total annual sales 
and export sales growth stands for the percentage increase of annual export sales 
compared with the previous year. Respondents were asked to fill in the export intensity 
and growth for the last three years, each year separately. Then during coding, the 
averages of three years of both export intensity and export sales growth were calculated 
(this is thought to give a more reliable result rather than asking the respondent to give a 
three-year average).
The tluee subjective measures used are export sales volume, export sales growth, 
and export profitability. A five-point Likert scale was used to measure export 
performance ranging from far above expectations to far below expectations. Managers 
were asked to rate their firm’s export performance for the previous three years (1997­
1999) against each of the three export performance measures.
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Of the five measures, the objective measure of export sales growth did suffer 
some problems. First, there were 36 respondents who did not fill in this measure. 
Second, it was noticed during coding that some respondents were inputting the absolute 
difference in export intensity between two years as the export sales growth, which did 
not reflect the actual rate. For those two reasons, the researcher thought it would not be 
feasible to rely on this measure and therefore it was not included in the analysis. It was 
also found that two subjective measures, namely export sales growth and export sales 
volume, were positively and significantly correlated. The Pearson correlation coefficient 
was 0.813 and significant at O.OI level.
In conclusion, since this research has a large number of variables to be tested and 
related to export performance and since the subjective measures ‘export sales growth’ 
and ‘export sales volume’ were significantly correlated, export sales volume was not 
included in the analysis. This will limit the research to three measures of export 
performance: one objective measure (export intensity) and two subjective measures 
(export sales growth and export profitability). These tluee measures represent three 
distinctive measures that are expected to enhance and widen our knowledge of factors 
influencing export performance. Gemunden (1991) supports the use of those three 
measures. He argued that previous research found no positive relationship between 
export intensity and either export sales growth or export profitability. Thus, he suggested 
that the three measures should be used to develop different models for each dimension. 
In the following analysis, hypotheses will be tested for each of these three measures and 
results will be reported accordingly.
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Table 5-6 Export Performance Measures
Measure Type Scale Description
Export Intensity Objective Ratio
Percentage of export sales of 
total sales
■ ■
Subjcjcti^^e.
1 ■ ■ '
□eiow cxpeciauons
Export Sales Growth Subjective Ordinal
Likert scale (1-5) from far 
above expectations to far 
below expectations
Export Profitability Subjective Ordinal
Likert scale (1-5) from far 
above expectations to far 
below expectations
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5.4. Statistical Analysis of Data and Hypothesis Testing
In the previous sections, the descriptive analysis of data was laid out and the basis 
for export performance measures was discussed. In this section, the data will be 
statistically tested and analysed. Basically, four types of parametric tests are utilised in 
this study: correlation test, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test, t-test, and step­
wise regression analysis. A correlation test is used mainly to test the strength and 
direction of relation between independent variables and export performance measures. It 
is used for interval and ratio scales. The correlation is derived by assessing the variations 
in one variable as another variable also varies. The correlation coefficient ranges from +1 
for perfect positive correlation to -1 for perfect negative correlation.
A one-way ANOVA test is used to test differences in the means of several 
groups. It evaluates whether or not the means of various groups are significantly 
different from one another or not (Sekaran, 1992). It breaks down total variability into 
component parts and uses squared deviation of the variance so that computation of 
distance of the individual data points from their own mean can be summed (Emory and 
Cooper, 1991). Each group has its own mean and all data points from all the groups 
produce an overall grand mean. The total deviation is the sum of the squared differences 
between each point and the grand mean. The total variance of any point is divided into 
between-group variance and within-group variance. The between-groups variance 
represents the deviation of sample means from the grand mean whereas within-group 
variance indicates the deviation of the data points within each group from the sample 
mean summed (Emory & Cooper, 1991). One-way ANOVA is tested by computing F 
ratio which result from dividing between-group variance over within-group variance.
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The computed value is compared to a critical value of F distribution. If the computed 
value is greater than the critical value then the null hypothesis is rejected and it is 
concluded that there are statistically significant differences between two or more pairs of 
means. In this study, one-way ANOVA is used to test hypotheses which have either
nominal or interval scale.
The independent sample t-test is used to test the differences between the means of 
two independent groups. It evaluates whether the mean value of one group differs 
significantly from the mean of the second group. In this study, t-test is used to test 
hypothesis with dichotomous scale (such as yes or no questions). The multiple regression 
analysis helps to explain the variance in a dependent variable (export performance) by a 
set of independent variables. Stepwise regression analysis helps us to understand which, 
among a set of independent variables, is the most important in explaining the variance in 
the dependent variable, which is the next important, and so on (Sekaran, 1992). Among a 
set of independent variables (predictors) it will include only those variables explaining 
some variance in the dependent variable, and will exclude those variables which do not 
explain any additional variance. Moreover, other parametric and non-parametric tests are 
used as required. They are discussed within the context when they are used.
This part consists of six sections: firm, differential advantage, export marketing 
strategy, management quality, local market environment, national environment, and 
foreign market environment. Under each section a different hypotheses will be tested and 
results will be presented.
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5.4.1. Firms' Differential Advantages
Eleven hypotheses related to firm differential advantages were proposed in 
Chapter 4. In this section, those hypotheses will be tested and their results will be 
presented. The first hypothesis is related to the firm’s ownership.
Hi.i Export performance is influenced by the firm's ownership type
The ownership of participating firms was distributed over three categories: sole 
proprietorship, limited liability, and joint stock. Table 5-7 presents the distribution of 
sample ownership and means of their performance measures. Limited liability represent 
two thirds of the sample followed by sole proprietorship and then joint stock firms.
A one-way ANOVA test was carried out to test if there is any significant 
difference in export performance between the different types of ownership. From the test 
results it was found that export intensity and export sales growth have no significant 
difference due to ownership variable. However, there was a significant difference in 
export profitability. This indicate that firm ownership type influences export 
profitability. In order to find which type of ownership type is different, further analysis 
using a post hoc multiple comparison test was carried out. The LSD (Least Significant 
Difference) test shows that joint stock firms are significantly lower in profitability than 
sole proprietorship and limited liability firms. Results are presented in Table 5-8. We 
conclude that export performance is influenced by ownership type when measured by 
export profitability.
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Table 5-7 Ownership Type Analysis
Frequency Percent ExportIntensity
Export
Sales
Growth
Export
Profitability
Sole Proprietorship 28 18.2 18.34 2.64 2.61
Limited Liability ; 104 67.5 24.45 2.34 2.50
Joint Stock Co. 14 9.1 25.17 3.14 2.00
Total 146 lOO.O 22.54 2.38 2,46
One-way ANOVA
F value 2.318 2.846 2.318*
* Denotes 5% level of significance.
Note: A Kruskal-Wallis Test (non-parametric) was conducted and similar results were obtained.
Table 5-8 LSD Post Hoc Comparison Test for Export Profitability
Joint Stock Co. Compared with
Mean
Difference Std. EiTor Sig.
Sole Proprietorship -0.61 0.232........ j . 0.017...
Limited Liability -0.50 0.219 0.024
Hj .2 Export performance is influenced by type of industry
The distribution of responding firms based on their industrial sector and the 
corresponding export performance means are presented in Table 5-9. To test the above 
hypothesis a one-way ANOVA test was carried out to compare the performance of 
different industrial sectors and see if there were any significant differences. The results in 
Table 5-9 show that there is a significant difference in export intensity between different 
industrial sectors. However, a Kruskal-Wallis test showed that there is a significant 
difference only at 0.10 level of significance. Therefore a normality test was conducted 
for export intensity to decide whether to use parametric or non-parametric tests to find
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which sector is different. The normality test showed that the distributions of export 
intensity within each industry sector were not normal. Then a Kruskal-Wallis test was 
conducted and this showed that food sector firms have lower export intensity than other 
sectors but only significant at 0.10 level (Table 5-10). This supports the literature that 
different industries’ export performance is influenced by the nature of the industry.
Table 5-9 Industry Influence Analysis
Frequency Percent ExportIntensity
Export Sales 
Growth
Export
Profitability
Food & Beverages ...25 ....16.2... 14.42 2.48 2A8
Chemicals & Petrochemicals 20... ITO 28.95 2.10 2.60
Plastic & Rubber Products 20 12.0 28.26 2.75 220
Construction Material, 
Ceramics & Glass
15 9.8 30.22 2X7 2.27
Metal Products, Machinery & 
Equipment
53 24.4 19.28 2.55 2A5
Other 21... ...13.6... 22.09 2.02 2X2
Total .. 154... . 100.0... 22.54 2.58. 2.46
One-way ANOVA
F - value 2.255* 1X77 0.528
* Denotes 5% level of significance.
Table 5-10 Kruskal-Wallis Test of Industry Type and Export Intensity
Industry Sector Mean Rank
Food & Beverages 51.18..............
Chemicals & Petrochemicals 76.52
Plastic & Rubber Products ...76.88...
Construction Material, Ceramics & Glass 80.80 =
Metal Products, Machinery & Equipment 62 .24 i
Chi-Square 9.187
df 4
Sig. 0.057...
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Hi.3 Export performance is influenced by a firm's geographical location
Table 5-11 presents the distribution of participating firms in terms of ai ea. A one­
way ANOVA test was carried out to test if a firm’s export performance is influenced by 
the firm’s location within the country. The test results show no significant difference in 
export performance due to firms’ location. Thus the hypothesis is rejected.
Hj .4 Export performance is influenced by product type
Table 5-12 shows the distribution of participating firms according to their product 
type and the means of their export performance measures. Firms producing industrial 
products represent 57.1% of the sample and 42.2% produce consumer products. Within 
the durable consumer product firms 56.9% produce non-durable products, whereas 
43.1% produce consumer products. To test H 1.4, a one-way ANOVA test was carried out 
to compare the performance measures means for firms producing industrial products, 
firms producing durable consumer products, and firms producing non-durable consumer 
products. The test results show no significant difference and thus it was concluded that 
product type has no influence on any of the performance measures.
Table 5-11 Firm's Geographical Location Analysis
Frequency i Percent ExportIntensity
Export
Sales
Growth
Export
Profitability
Eastern Province 59 38.3 22.27 2.64 2.41
Western Province • 45 29.2 24.33 238 233
Central Province 50 1 32.3 21.06 230 2.46
Total 154 100.0 | 22.34 : 238 2.46
One-way ANOVA
F value 0.359 0.263 0.389
Note: A Kruskal-Wallis Test (non-parametric) was conducted and similar results were obtained
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Table 5-12 Product Type Influence Analysis
Export Performance Means
Frequency ; Percent Intensity i Growth j Profitability
Consumer Product 
(Non-durable)
37 2A2 20.47 231 234
Consumer Product 
(Durable) 28
18.3 18.35 2.79 238
Total Consumer 65 423 i 19.38 2.63 230
Industrial Product 88 57.3 2A73 233 235
Total 153 100.0 22.34 238 2.46
One-way ANOVA
F value 0.879 0335 1.617
Note: A Kruskal-Wallis Test (non-parametric) was conducted and similar results were obtained
Hj.5 The larger the size of the firm, the better its export performance
Two measures of size were used, the number of employees and the firm's capital. 
The description of firms’ sizes for both measures and corresponding performance 
measures are presented in Table 5-13 and Table 5-14. In order to test the hypothesis of 
positive relation between firm size and export performance, a correlation test was 
conducted. From the results, we found no significant correlation between export 
performance measures and firm size measured by number of employees. However, when 
firm size is measured by size of capital, a significant correlation was found between firm 
size and both export intensity and export sales growth. The larger the firm in terms of its 
capital, the higher its export intensity and its export sales growth. The size of the firm 
has no influence on export profitability.
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Table 5-13 Firm Size Analysis by No. of Employees
No. of Employees j
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity i Growth ; Profit
From 1-50 22 14.9% 18.20 ; 2.65 2.62
51-100 25 16.2% 22.49 { 2.22 2.40
101-200 44 28.6% 20.28 I 2.55 2.41
201-500 24 22.1% 26.29 2.65 i 2.26
More than 500 28 18.2% 22.2^1 ! 2.71 222
Total 154 100.0 22.54 : 2.58
24.
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient (1-tailed)a 0.097
0.062 -0.076
a A Spearman's rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
Table 5-14 Firm Size Analysis by Size of Capital
Capital
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity j Growth Profit
From 1 - 5 Million 20 12.0% 17.48 i 2.25 j 2.40
6-10 Million 28 18.2% 18.26 2.29 2.27
11-40 Million 45 29.2% 22.90 2.58 2.52
41-100 Million 27 24.0% 25.22 j 2.49 2.41
More than 100 Million 24 15.6% 25.20 : 2.08 j 2.32
Total 154 : 100.0% 2224 I 2.28 2.42
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient ( 1-tailed)a 0.146* 0.154* -0.059 i
* Denotes 5% level of significance.
a A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
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Hi .6 The more technologically advanced a firm, the better its export
performance
Technological advancement of a firm is measured subjectively by two variables. 
The first is product technological advancement compared with the firm’s competitors. 
The second is production systems/machines technological advancement compared with 
the firm’s competitors. Respondents were asked to compare their firm’s technological 
advancement of those two variables with their competitors and indicate on a five-point 
Likert scale whether they agree or disagree that they have a technological advantage over 
their competitors. The responses of those two measures and the means of firms’ export 
performance measures are presented in Table 5-15 and Table 5-16, respectively. To test 
the hypothesis, a correlation test was conducted for both measures of technological 
advancement and export performance measures.
From the correlation test results, we find that product technological advancement 
positively influences export intensity. It has a significant positive correlation at 0.05 
level with export intensity. The other performance measures were not influenced by 
product technology. On the other hand, production technological advancement was 
found to influence both export sales growth and export profitability. It is significantly 
and positively correlated with both export sales growth and export profitability at 0.05 
and 0.01 levels respectively.
In conclusion, the higher the product technological advancement the higher the 
firm’s export intensity, and the higher a firm’s production technological advancement the 
higher its export sales growth and export profitability.
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Table 5-15 Product Technological Advantage Analysis
Export Performance Means
Frequency ■ Percent Intensity Growth Profit
Strongly Disagree j 3 1.9 4.10 ; T67 233
Disagree 16 10.4 19.33 2.56 2.19
Neutral 65 42.2 i 20.64 263 : 2.52
Agree 44 286 2632
2.43 239
Strongly Agree 26 16.9 2535 283 2.63
Total 154 100.0 22.54 2.58 2.46
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient a 0.156* 0.077 0.087
* Denotes 5% level of significance (1-tailed).
® A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
Table 5-16 Production Technological Advantage Analysis
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit
Strongly Disagree 1 0.6 3.00
TOO
1.00
Disagree
19
123 1737 2.26 236
Neutral 65 42.2 | 223 5 2.63 2.45
Agree 49 3L8 22.84 2.55 2.43
Strongly Agree 20 13.0 : 22.93 2.85 : 2.85
Total 154 100.0 j 22.54 | 2.58 2.46
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficienta 8086 0.133* 0.195**
** Denotes 1% level of significance (1-tailed).
* Denotes 5% level of significance (1-tailed).
“ A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
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Hi.7 Firms with a unique product perform better in exporting
Table 5-17 presents the sample responses to whether their product is unique or 
not. A five-point Likert scale that ranges from strongly agree to strongly disagree was 
used. About 70% of the firms do not agree that their product is unique against 13.6% 
who agree that their product is unique. To test the hypothesis that product uniqueness 
influences export performance positively a correlation test was conducted and there was 
no significant correlation between product uniqueness and export performance (Table 5- 
17). Similarly, a one-way ANOVA test was earned out to test if there is any significant 
difference in export performance due to product uniqueness and the results show no 
significant difference. Therefore the hypothesis is rejected and it is concluded that 
product uniqueness has no influence on export performance.
Table 5-17 Product Uniqueness
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit i
Strongly Disagree 35 22.7 17.67 2.69 2.40
Disagree 73 47.4 24.42 2.49 2.41
Neutral 26 169 23.42 2.50 2.62
Agree 17 11.1 18.63 2.59 2.53
Strongly Agree 3 1.9 48.00 4.00 2.67
Total 154 100.0 22.54 ' 2.58 2.46
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient (1-tailed)3 0.096 0.047 0.088
One-way ANOVA
F value 2.122 1.727 0.466
A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
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Hi .s Export performance of a firm is positively related to its product quality
The respondents were asked to indicate whether they agree or disagree that their 
product quality is among the highest in the industry on a five points Likert scale. The 
results are presented in Table 5-18. Although only 2% of the . respondents either strongly 
disagree or disagree that their product quality is among the highest in the industry, a 
con-elation test shows that there is a significant positive relation with all three 
perform ance m e a s u res.
The influence of product quality on export performance is very evident as all 
three performance measures were positively and significantly associated with higher 
product quality. This is a very important finding as firms could improve their export 
performance through improving their products’ quality.
Another two variables that are related to quality were tested. They were the 
existence of a quality control department and ISO 9000 certification. Firms without 
quality control departments indicate lower commitment to quality and higher possibility 
of low quality products. On the other hand, ISO 9000 is a quality certification system 
that has gained high popularity as an important element for exporting firms. Some 
countries/firms mandate their suppliers to obtain ISO 9000 certificates to accept their 
products. Participating firms were asked whether they have an export department and 
whether they have obtained an ISO 9000 certification. A t-test was carried out to test if 
there is any significant difference in export performance between those who did have 
quality control departments and those who did not. The results show no significant 
difference (see Appendix G for test results).
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Table 5-18 Product Quality
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth ! Profit
Strongly Disagree 1 .6 ...2.00.... 1.00 1.00...
Disagree ...2.......... 1.3..... ...14.25 200 2.00 1
Neutral 10 6.3 22.48. 2.40 . 2.30
Agree 74 48.1 22.70 235 ! 2.42
Strongly Agree 67 ...43.3. 22.42 2.90 237.... j
Total 154 ..100.0 2234 i 238.. 2.46
Correlation Test
PealC™fCc,ientf’tion 0.140* 0.269** 0.176* .
** Denotes 1% level of significance (1-tailed). * Denotes 5% level of significance (1-tailed).
" A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
Hi.9 Export performance of a firm is positively related to the age of the firm
To test this hypothesis, respondents were asked to indicate the number of years
their firm has been in business. The data were collected on a ratio scale, but for 
presentation it is summarised in five groups as shown in Table 5-19. About 90% of the 
firms are less than 30 years in business and 68% less than 20 years. There was only one 
firm with 60 years’ experience in business. A correlation test shows no significant 
correlation between a firm’s age and its export performance.
Table 5-19 Firm’s Age Analysis
Export Performance Means j
Frequency ; Percent i Intensity i Growth Profit
From 1-5 Years 5.. ..2.2% 22.40 ; 2.80 2.80 j
6-10 years 24 15.6% 22.60 j 238 . J 2.21...
11-20 years .. 76... 49.4%. ...22.04 .. 1 ...237... 1 235..... ;
More than 20 years 49 31.8% ' 1^.37 ..2.67 j 2.41....
Total 154 100.0% ..2234 238 ; 2.46 .J
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation :
Coefficienta (1 -tailed)
“ A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
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Hi.10 Export performance of a firm is positively related to the firm's
experience in exporting
To test this hypothesis, respondents were asked to indicate the number of years 
their firm has been involved in exporting. The data were collected on a ratio scale, but 
for presentation it is summarised in four groups as shown in Table 5-20. About 90% of 
responding firms have been exporting for 15 years or less. There is only one firm with 30 
years’ exporting experience and one with 25 years, the remaining 152 firms have 
exporting experience of 20 years or less. This reflects the newness of the Saudi Arabian 
manufacturing sector to the exporting arena. The results of a correlation test shows a 
significant positive correlation between a firm’s export experience and export intensity at 
0.01 level of significance. It also shows a significant positive correlation between export 
experience and export sales growth at 0.05 level of significance.
Table 5-20 Firm's Exporting Experience Analysis
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit
From 1-5 Years 31. 20T%i 17.35... 2.35 242
6-10 years 61 39.6% 20.37 2.37
248
11-15 years 46 29.9% 27T4 2.39 : 2.35...
More than 15 years 16 10.4% 28.77 3.00 .. 2.81.....
Total 154 100.0% 22.34 2.38 ...2.46...
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient ® 0.210** 0.129* 0.128
** Denotes 1% level of significance (1-tailed).
* Denotes 5% level of significance (1-tailed).
“ A Spearman's rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
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Hi.ii Export performance of a firm is positively related to the existence of a 
formal export structure within the firm
To test this hypothesis, the export performance of firms that have a separate 
export department was compared with those who did not have a separate export 
department. Almost 50% of the firms did not have a separate export department (Table 
5-21). A t-test was conducted to compare both groups of firms. It shows a significant 
difference in both export intensity and export sales growth between the two groups. 
Firms that have a separate export department have higher export intensity and higher 
export sales growth than those who did not have a separate export department. However, 
the existence of an export department has no influence on export profitability.
Table 5-21 Export Organisation
Having a separate export 
department
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit
No 74 48.i 17.52 2.35 2.45
Yes 80 51.9 27.18 2.79 2.48
Total 154 100.0 22.66 2.59 2.47
T-Test
t - valuea -3.110** -2.684** -0.231
** Denotes 1% level of significance.
a A Mann-Whitney test was carried out and similar results were found.
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Table 5-22 summarises the findings and hypotheses testing of firm differential 
advantages. Firm location, age, product type, and product uniqueness did not show any 
significant influence on export performance. On the other hand, in comparing industrial 
sector performance, the food sector was found to have lower export intensity. This 
finding supports Al-Aali (1995) who found in his study of 58 food and petrochemical 
exporters in Saudi Arabia that petrochemical firms are more export oriented than food 
firms. Also, the analysis of ownership type influence revealed that joint stock firms have 
significantly lower export profitability. Firms’ size when measured by size of capital was 
found to positively associate with higher export intensity and export sales growth. 
However, firm size when measured by number of employees show no significant 
association with export performance.
Product quality and firm’s technological advancement significantly and 
positively influence all the three measures of export performance. This shows the 
importance of those two variables on export performance. Firms’ exporting experience 
and the existence of export department did influence export intensity and export sales 
growth significantly and positively. However both variables did not have any influence 
on export profitability.
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5.4.2. Marketing Strategy
Export marketing strategy represents the means of how a firm pursues its export
activities to achieve its export venture objectives. There is no clear agreed upon
definition for export marketing strategy (Louter et al., 1991). It includes a group of
variables for which the firm management has to take decisions to expand their export
venture. In this section, thirteen hypotheses related to export marketing strategy will be 
y
tested and results will be presented.
H2.1 Firms that have an export policy perform better in exporting than
firms that do not have an export policy
Responding finns were asked to answer whether the firm has a formal policy to 
start and expand exports or not. Table 5-23 presents their answers and corresponding 
means of performance measures. Most of the sample firms have a formal export policy 
and 12 firms did not (representing 13% of the sample).
To test if those firms with export policy have better export performance, a t-test 
was carried out to compare the export performance of both groups. The results are shown 
in Table 5-23. There is a significant difference in export intensity and export sales 
growth. Those firms with an export policy exhibit higher export intensity and export 
sales growth. However, export profitability was not influenced by the existence of a 
formal export policy.
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Table 5-23 Export Policy
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent i Intensity Growth Profit
No Export Policy 20 13.0 ; 8.33 1.^5 230
Have Export Policy 134 87.0 ; 34.67 2.67 2.49
Total 154 100.0 33.66 2.59 2.47 .
T-Test
t vaue^' -5.175** -3.005** -0.994 ;
** Denotes 1% level of significance.
® A Mann-Whitney test was carried out and similar results were found.
H2.2 Export planning positively influences export performance of a firm
Respondents were asked about how frequently they plan their export activities. 
Their answers were depicted on a five-point Likert scale ranging from very frequently to 
never. Table 5-24 summarises their answers and corresponding export performance 
means. To test the hypothesis, a correlation test was conducted, the results of which are 
presented in Table 5-24. The test results show a very significant positive correlation 
between export planning and both export intensity and export sales growth at 0.01 level. 
No correlation was found between export planning and export profitability.
It is concluded that export planning plays a very important role in export 
performance when measured by export intensity and export sales growth. Firms who 
plan their export activities were found to have higher export intensity and export sales
growth.
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Table 5-24 Export Planning
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit
Never 5 3.3 10.60 | 2.20 2.00
Hardly ........8........... ... 5.2..... ... 4.69 J 1.38 ...2.13
Sometimes 37 24.2 12.45 2.46 i 2.68
Quite Frequently .. 51.... 33.3 ..24.51 ..2.65 : ...2.33....
Very Frequently 52 34.0 3L76 2.79 : 2.52
Total 153 j 100.0 22.37 | 2.57 : 2.46
Correlation Test
PeaCoefficiJn71On 0.415** 0.248** 0.060 ,
** Denotes 1% level of significance (1-tailed).
® A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
H2.3 Product adaptation positively influences export performance
Respondents were asked to rate their product adaptation on a five-point Likert 
scale against three product-related aspects, namely product design, product packaging 
and product quality. The scale ranges from no adaptation to major adaptation. Table 5-25 
summarises the responses for the three variables.
To test the hypothesis a correlation test was conducted and the results are 
presented in Table 5-26. From the results it was found that only product packaging is 
positively correlated with export intensity. However, product adaptation cannot be 
isolated from its type. Product type (industrial, consumer-durable, or consumer non­
durable) has a major influence on product adaptation and combining all product types 
may give inappropriate results. To find out the influence of product adaptation on export 
performance for each product type, further correlation analysis was carried out for each 
product type. Table 5-27 shows the correlation test of non-durable consumer products
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and it was found that export perfonnance measured by export intensity is positively 
related to design, package and quality adaptation with a Pearson coefficient of 0.361, 
0.373 and 0.345 respectively, significant at 0.05 level.
Table 5-25 Product Adaptation
Product Design i Product Package Product Quality
Frequency Percent Frequency ; Percent Frequency Percent
None 51 33.3 55 35.9 79 ; 51.3
Minor 27 17.7 15 9.8 . 14 ... 9.1..
Some 45 29.4.... 3.7. 24.2 18 ...11.7....
Moderate 19....... j 12.4 31 20.3 ... 25......  ' . 16.2....
Major 11 7.2...... 15.. 9.8 18... ..11.7 
Total 153 10.0-0 . 153 100.0.. 154 100.0...
Table 5-26 Correlation Test of Product Adaptation
Export
Intensity
Export Sales 
Growth
Export
Profitability ;
Product Design j Pearson Correlation Coefficient 0.055 0.077
0.086 J
Product Package Pearson Con-elation : Coefficient 0.138* 0.074 0.098
Product Quality Pearson Correlation Coefficient 0.101 -0.012 0.057
* Denotes 5% level of significance (1-tailed).
Table 5-27 Correlation Test of Product Adaptation, Non-Durable Consumer 
Products
Export 
Intensity i
Export Sales 
Growth
Export
Profitability
Product Design Pearson Correlation Coefficient 0.361* -0.208 0.045
Product Package Pearson Correlation ' Coefficient 0.373* -0.039 0.220
Product Quality
Pearson Correlation j 
Coefficient 0.345* 0.018 0.149
* Denotes 5% level of significance (1-tailed).
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Table 5-28 Correlation Test of Product Adaptation, Durable Consumer Products
Export
Intensity
Export Sales 
Growth
Export 
Profitability ;
Product Design Pearson Correlation Coefficient 0.060 0.206 -0.026
Product Package Pearson Correlation Coefficient 0.172 ! 0.224 0.003
Product Quality Pearson Congelation Coefficient 0.056 -0.022 -0.373
Table 5-29 Correlation Test of Product Adaptation, Industrial Products
Export
Intensity
Export Sales 
Growth
Export
Profitability
Product Design Pearson Correlation Coefficient -0.032 0.129 0.140
Product Package Pearson Correlation Coefficient 0.049 0.060 0.115
Product Quality Pearson Correlation Coefficient 0322 j -0.019 0.160
The correlation test of export performance and product adaptation for durable 
consumer products is presented in Table 5-28. There is no significant correlation 
between product adaptation and export performance Similarly, Table 5-29 presents the 
correlation test results for industrial product firms, and there is no significant difference 
ill export performance due to product adaptation. For firms producing durable consumer 
products or industrial products, there is no association between product adaptation and 
export performance. Product adaptation was found to be positively associated with the 
export intensity of firms producing non-durable consumer products. All three variables 
of product adaptation were found to significantly and positively correlate with a firm’s 
export intensity. Firms that export non-durable consumer products achieve better export 
intensity when they adapt their product design, packaging, and quality. This may reflect 
the importance of psychological and cultural differences that are more perceptible in 
non-durable consumer goods. This may resolve some of the controversy regarding 
standardisation versus adaptation. Firms may standardise industrial and durable 
consumer products and adapt non-durable consumer products.
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H2.4 Price adaptation positively influences export performance
The respondents were asked to rate the degree to which they adapt their export 
price on a five-point Likert scale that ranges from no adaptation to major adaptation. A 
correlation test was carried out for each product type and there was no significant 
correlation between price adaptation and performance measures (see Appendix G for test
results).
H2.5 The more competitive the export price, the better the export
performance of a firm
To test this hypothesis, respondents were asked to indicate whether they agree or 
disagree that their product export price is competitive in the export market on a five- 
point Likert scale. Table 5-30 presents the responses on the price competitiveness.
To test the hypothesis, a con-elation test was carried out to test the strength and 
direction of any correlation. From test results, it was found that price competitiveness has 
a significant positive correlation with export sales growth at 0.01 level of significance. 
However, price competitiveness did not show any correlation with either export intensity 
nor export profitability. This result may indicate that offering competitive prices in 
export marketing may lead to a better performance in increasing export sales and 
entering new export markets but it is not necessary in achieving a high level of export 
intensity. Moreover, there is no influence of price competitiveness on export 
profitability.
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Table 5-30 Price Competitiveness Analysis
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit
Strongly Disagree 1 0.6 ...230..... 2.00 TOO
Disagree 16 10.4 3T94 2T9 2.75...
Neutral 58 37.7 15.26 230 2.73 i
Agree 62 40.3 2679 2.61 232
Strongly Agree 17 11.0 26.37 332 Z47
Total 154 100.0 2234 238 2A6
Correlation Test
PearsonCorrelalion & 0.209** 0.060
Coefficient
** Denotes 1% level of significance (1-tailed).
“ A Spearman's rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
H2.6 Promotion adaptation positively influences export performance
Two variables were used to test the influence of promotional activities on export 
performance. First, do firms conducting promotional activities in export markets perform 
better than those who do not? Second, do firms adapting their promotional activities to 
export markets perform better than those who do not? Table 5-31 presents the 
respondents’ answers to how frequently they carry out promotional activities in export 
markets. Using a correlation test to test the relation between carrying promotional 
activities in export markets and export performance, a positive significant correlation 
was found with both export intensity and export sales growth (Table 5-32).
Further analysis was carried out to test if product type has any influence on the 
relations found, and the results of a correlation test are presented in Table 5-32. From the 
results, carrying out promotional activities in export markets was found to significantly
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and positively correlate with export sales growth of non-durable consumer product firms. 
It was also found that carrying out promotional activities significantly and positively 
correlates with export intensity of durable consumer product finns. Moreover, for 
industrial product firms, carrying out promotional activities abroad was found to 
significantly and positively correlate with both export intensity and export sales growth. 
However, carrying out promotional activities in export markets has no influence on 
export profitability for all product types.
It is concluded that conducting promotional activities in foreign markets 
significantly and positively correlates with export intensity and export sales growth. 
Although different product types require different promotional activities, it is important 
for firms to conduct promotional activities in order to improve their export intensity and
growth.
Table 5-31 Carrying out Promotional Activities in Export Market
Export Performance Means
Frequency , Percent Intensity Growth Profit
Never 23 15.1 j 14.43 ■ 2.61 j 2.52
Hardly 47 30.7 18.09 | 2.26 i 2.45
Sometimes 53 i 34.6 i 21.12 232 j 2.38 j
Quite Frequently 19 12.4 | 38.19 2.74 j 2.63 :
Very Frequently 11 7.2 ' 40.21 ! 3.09 2.64
Total 153 100.0 22.68 1 2.39 2.47 I
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Table 5-32 Correlation Test - Carrying out Promotional Activities in Export 
Market (by Product)
Export
Intensity
Export Sales 
Growth
Export
Profitability
All Products
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient
0.380** 0.167* 0.042
Non-Durable Consumer 
Product
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient
0.185 0.295* 0.188
Durable Consumer i 
Product
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient
0.477** 0.037 0.107
Industrial Product
Pearson
Con'elation
Coefficient
0.436** 0.185* -0.042
** Denotes 1% level of significance (1-tailed).
* Denotes 5% level of significance (1-tailed).
Note: A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
To test hypothesis 2.6, whether adapting export promotional activities influences 
export performance, the responses for the degree of promotional adaptation are presented 
in Table 5-33. A correlation test was carried out to test the strength and direction of the 
relationship. Table 5-34 shows the correlation test results. Both export intensity and 
export -sales growth are positively associated with promotional activities adaptation. On 
the other hand, promotional activities adaptation has no influence on export profitability.
To test if promotion adaptation influence varies with product type, further 
con'elation tests were carried out for each product type as presented in Table 5-34. From 
the results, it is found that for consumer products, both durable and non-durable, 
promotional activity adaptation has a positive association with both export intensity and 
export sales growth. However, for industrial products, promotional activity adaptation 
has no significant correlation with export performance. This would indicate the
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homogeneity in international markets with regard to industrial product customers and 
that adaptation is not necessary to achieve higher export intensity or export sales growth. 
Firms selling industrial products could benefit from standardising their promotional
programmes.
Table 5-33 Adapting Promotional Activities
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity 1 Growth Profit
None 28 18.2 15.01.. .. 2.32... i ... 2.61.....
Minor 35 ....... ...22.7 j 17.92 ...2.31.... 2.31...
Some 49 31-8 25.47 ...2.63 2.33...
Moderate 27 ..17.5 27.21  ; ...231... ..2.59....
Major 15... 9 3 29.35: ...3.00 j 2.73
Total 154 ...100.0 ...22.54... 2.58.... : 2.46....
Table 5-34 Correlation Test - Adapting Promotional Activities (by Product)
Export
Intensity
Export Sales 
Growth
Export
Profitability
All Products
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient
0.245** 0323** 0.060
Non-Durable Consumer 
Product
Pearson
Conelation
Coefficient
0.389** 0.304* 0.255
Durable Consumer Product
Pearson 
Correlation j
Coefficient
0.471** j 0.661** 0.106
Industrial Product
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient
0346 0.020 -0.060
** Denotes 1% level of significance (1-tailed). 
* Denotes 5% level of significance (1-tailed).
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H2 .7 Distribution channels adaptation positively influences export
performance
To test this hypothesis, respondents were asked to rate the modification they 
make to their distribution channels to suit the export market needs. They were to choose 
on a five-point Likert scale from no modification to major modification. The relation 
between distribution channels adaptation and export performance was tested using a 
correlation test. The results show no significant correlation between distribution channels 
adaptation and export performance (see Appendix G for test results).
Another aspect related to distribution channel influence, is the type of channel. 
To study if the type of distribution channel is associated with export performance, 
respondents were asked to rate how frequently they use different distribution channels 
and their responses are presented in Table 5-35. It was found that the most frequently 
used channel is foreign distributor/agent followed by direct sale.
Table 5-35 Channel Type - Frequency of Usage
Never Hardly Sometimes QuiteFrequently
Very
Frequently
Average
(1-5)
Saudi intermediaries 58.2 22.9 16.3 2.0 .6 1.64I-.-1 :
Saudi export companies 65.4 21.6 11.0 2.0 0.0 1.50
Foreign market 
intermediaries
41.8 20.3 28.3 6.5 2.0 2.06
Foreign
distributors/agents
12.4 5.2 22.2 34.0 26.2 3.56
Own subsidiary 66.3 7.3 ‘ 16.6 5.3 4.6
...........
Direct sale 27.4 11.8 243 17.6 19.0
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H2.8 Market research positively influences export performance
To test this hypothesis, participating firms were asked to indicate how frequently 
they conduct market research before exporting to a foreign market. Their responses were 
measured on a five-point Likert scale that ranges from very frequently to never. Their 
responses are shown in Table 5-36. The relation between frequency of conducting 
market research and export performance was tested using a con'elation test. The results 
show that conducting market research prior to market entry is positively and significantly 
correlated with both export intensity and export sales growth.
Conducting market research before entering a new export market shows to be an 
important task that correlates with higher export intensity and export sales growth. It is 
the first step in exploring a new export venture and was also found to be an important
step.
Table 5-36 Conducting Market Research Prior to Foreign Market Entry
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit
Never 12 7.9 12.38 2.25 2.25
Hardly 16 10.5 10.41 2.31 2.50
Sometimes 38 25.0 18.11 2.42 2.29
Quite Frequently 52 j 34.2 ■ 28.45 2.71 2.54
Very Frequently 34 22.4 27.42 2.68 2.59
Total 152 100.0 22.47 2.55 J 2.46
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient8 0.302** 0.155* 0.124 :
** Denotes 1% level of significance (1-tailed).
* Denotes 5% level of significance (1-tailed).
a A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
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H2.9 Export performance is positively influenced by the number of products
exported
Responding firms were asked to indicate how many main products they export. 
Table 5-37 shows the breakdown of the respondents’ answers. There are 20 firms (13%) 
who export only one product and about 62% of the sample firms export five products or 
less. To test the hypothesis, a correlation test between number of products exported and 
the three export performance measures was performed. However, there were very few 
firms who have many products, which makes the data unbalanced. For this reason, the 
analysis was carried out using the natural logarithm of the actual number of products.
Table 5-38 shows the results of a correlation test. From the results, it can is be
seen that product diversification strategy has a positive and significant correlation with 
export profitability. The more products a firm exports the higher its export profitability. 
However, no correlation was found between number of products exported and either 
export intensity or export sales growth.
Table 5-37 Number of Products Exported
Number of Products Exported Frequency Percent : Cum. Percent :
1 Product 20 133) 13.0
2-5 Products 75 48.3 ; 61.7
6-10 Products 33 21.4 83.1
11-30 Products 21 13.6 | 96.7
31-105 Products 5 3.3 100.0
Total 154 100.0 !
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Table 5-38 Correlation Test - Number of Products Exported
Export
Intensity
Export Sales 
Growth
Export
Profitability
Number of Products 
Exported
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient
0.054 0.131 0.242**
** Denotes 1% level of significance (1-tailed).
Note; A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
H210 Export performance is positively influenced by the number of export
markets covered
Respondents were asked to indicate how many countries their finn currently 
handles. Their responses are shown in Table 5-39. The relation between the number of 
export markets and export performance was analysed using a correlation test. The results 
are presented in Table 5-40. A strong and significant positive correlation was found 
between the number of export markets and both export intensity and export sales growth. 
The more markets a firm handles the higher its export intensity and its export sales 
growth. On the other hand, export profitability has no significant correlation with the 
number of export market a firm handles.
Table 5-39 Number of Export Markets
Number of Export Markets Frequency Percent Cum. Percent ;
1-5 Countries 48 31.2 1 31.2
6-10 Countries 61 3S>.6 ! 70.8 |
11 -20 Countries 34 22.1 92.9
21-60 ' Countries 11 7.1 100.0
Total 154 100.0 '
Note: The data collected as ratio data but grouped in this table for presentation purpose.
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Table 5-40 Correlation Test - Number of Export Markets
Export
Intensity
Export Sales 
Growth
Export
Profitability
Number of Export Markets
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient
0.560** 0.313** 0.073
** Denotes 1% level of significance (1-tailed).
Note: A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
H2.11 The level of support provided to foreign distributors/customers 
positively influences export performance
To test H2.11, five elements of distributor/customer support were selected and 
respondents were asked to rate how frequently they rely on each of them. Table 5-41 
shows these elements and their average response. They were measured on a five-point 
Likert scale ranging from very frequently to never. From the table, we find that 
catalogues and brochures represent the highest element used by Saudi Arabian exporters 
to support their foreign distributors/customers, as its average is 4.07. On the other hand, 
training represents the lowest element with an average of 2.37. The relation was tested 
using a correlation test and the results are presented in Table 5-42. From the results we 
find that all five elements are positively correlated with export intensity. Similarly, 
export sales growth is correlated with all elements except sharing costs of promotional 
activities. On the other hand, none of the elements is correlated with export profitability.
In order to find which of the five elements explain most of the variability in each 
of the export performance measures, a stepwise regression analysis was conducted 
including all elements. Each performance measure was used as a dependent variable and 
the five elements as independent variables (see Appendix G for analysis). Senior 
management visits and after sale services explain 15.6% of export intensity variability.
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Also, senior management visits explain 10.7% of export sales growth variability. Thus, 
senior management visits to foreign markets prove to be an important element in 
supporting foreign distributors/customers. They are positively and significantly 
correlated with export intensity and export sales growth. From the sample firms, there 
were 12 firms whose senior management never visited their foreign 
distributors/customers. The average export intensity and export sales growth of those 12 
firms were 8.10% and 1.92, respectively.
Table 5-41 Support to Foreign Distributor/Customer - Frequencies (Percent)
Never Hardly Sometimes QuiteFrequently
Very
Frequently Average
Senior Management Visits 7.8 11.2 33.6 27.0 20A 3.41
Training 30.5 26.0 21.4 16.2 3.9 2.37
After Sales Services 13.2 11.3 25.2 34.4 15.9
Catalogues & Brochures 4.0 1.3 19.2 34.4 41.1 4 11/
Sharing Costs of 
Promotional Activities
19.9 16.6 30.1 243 8.5 2.85
Table 5-42 Correlation Test - Support to Foreign Distributors/Customers
Export
Intensity
Export Sales 
Growth
Export
Profitability
Senior Management Visits Pearson Correlation Coefficient 0.363** 0.342** 0.101
Training Pearson Correlation Coefficient 0.241** 0.220** 0.133
After Sales Services Pearson Correlation Coefficient 0.329** 0.139* 0.011
Catalogues & Brochures Pearson Correlation Coefficient 0.176* 0.140* 0.026
Promotional Activities Pearson Correlation Coefficient 0.226** 0.050 -0.008
** Denotes 1%o level of significance (1-tailed).
* Denotes 5% level of significance (1-tailed).
Note: A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
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Hz . 12 Export opportunities exploration approach influences export
performance
To test the hypothesis, five export opportunities exploration elements were 
selected and respondents were asked to rate how frequently they rely on each of them. 
Table 5-43 shows these elements and the average response of Saudi Arabian exporters. 
They were measured on a five-point Likert scale ranging from very frequently to never. 
The responses show that the average ranges from 2.25 for Internet advertising to 3.37 for 
sending staff to visit foreign markets. To test the hypothesis and find if any of the 
elements influences export perfonnance, a correlation test was conducted including the 
tlnee measures of export performance. The test results are shown in Table 5-44. It was 
found that export performance measured by export intensity is significantly and 
positively correlated with trade shows, trade missions, and staff visits. Also, export sales 
growth was found to correlate significantly with trade missions and staff visits. Finally, 
export profitability significantly and positively correlates only with trade shows.
In order to find which elements of export opportunities exploration variables 
explain more variations in export performance, a stepwise regression analysis was 
conducted for each export performance measure including the five elements (see 
Appendix G for analysis). It is found that export intensity is explained by staff visits and 
trade shows with adjusted R2 of 0.123. Export sales growth is explained only by staff 
visits with adjusted R2 of 0.123. Finally, export profitability is explained only by trade 
shows with adjusted R2 of 0.023.
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Table 5-43 Export Opportunities Exploration - Frequencies (Percent)
Never Hardly Sometimes
Quite
Frequently
Very
Frequently Average
Unsolicited Orders 7.8 17.6 44.5 22.9 7.2
Trade Shows 9.9 16.4 38.2 263 9.2 X 11'-f
Trade Missions 21.7 27.7 36.8 11.2 2.6 2.45
Advertising in Journals 13.7 2A2 353 19.0 7.8 2.83
Internet Advertisement 35.1 2A7 2A0 12.3 3.9 2.25
Sending own staff to visit 
foreign markets
10.4 9.2 28.3 35.9 15.7 3.3
Table 5-44 Correlation Test - Export Opportunities Exploration
Export
Intensity
Export Sales 
Growth
Export
Profitability
Unsolicited Orders
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient
-0.115 -0.124 -0.040
Trade Shows
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient
0.251** 0333 0.172*
Trade Missions
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient
0.267** 0.171* 0.096
Advertisement in Journals
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient
0.113 0.080 0.089
Internet Advertisement
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient
0.145 0332 0.122
Staff Visits
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient
0.334** 0.261** 0.101
** Denotes 1% level of significance (2-tailed). 
* Denotes 5% level of significance (2-tailed).
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H2.13 Export performance is positively influenced by the degree of
management control systems
To test the hypothesis, two activities of control were selected, and exporters were 
asked to indicate the extent to which they carry each of these activities. The first activity 
was the preparation of export sales targets for each export country and the second was 
how closely they monitor foreign agent/distributor performance. Each variable was 
measured on a five-point Likert scale. The responses and the corresponding performance 
measures are shown in Table 5-45 and Table 5-46 respectively.
A con'elation test was carried out to test the relation between each activity and the 
three export performance measures. Both activities were significantly and positively 
conelated with export intensity and export sales growth. However, export profitability 
was not correlated with any of them. It is concluded that the higher a firm controls its 
export activities by setting sales targets for each export market and monitoring their 
distributors’ performance, the higher its export intensity and export sales growth.
Table 5-45 Preparing Export Sales Targets for Each Export Country
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit
Never ... 11 7.2...... .. 9.07..... .. T91..... ...2.09.... •
Hardly ...21... 13.6 13.36 ...2.48 ... 2.81
Sometimes 30 19.5 18.38 233 2.44 :
Quite Frequently ...49 ...31.8.... ) 28.69.... ...2.71.... 2.51...
Very Frequently 43.. 27.9.. 26.26 2.67 237 I
Total 154 ..100.0... 22.34 ...2.58  j ..2.46....
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficienta 0.294** 0.165* -0.030
** Denotes 1% level of significance (1-tailed).
* Denotes 5% level of significance (1-tailed).
“ A Speannan’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
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Table 5-46 Closely Monitoring Foreign Agent/Distributor Performance
Export Performance Means
Frequency I Percent Intensity Growth Profit
Never 14 9.1 i 1236 1.71 236 .
Hardly 9 5.8 13.73 . ...1.78 233
Sonietimes 34... 22T ...17.38... : 230.. 230
Quite Frequently 47 303..... 21.92... i ... 230.... j 2A9
Very Frequently 50 32.5.. 30.92 j 2.90 j ...2A6....
Total 154 100.0 22.34... .. 238.... 2A6..
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation 0310** 0358** 0.036
Coefficient
** Denotes 1% level of significance (1-tailed).
“ A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
Table 5-47 summarises the findings of hypotheses related to export marketing 
strategy. Export policy, export planning, carrying out and adapting promotional 
programmes, conducting market research prior to market entry, market diversification, 
supporting foreign distributor, and closely monitoring the performance of foreign 
distributor were found to positively associate with both export intensity and export sales 
growth. Product adaptation was found to be important only for non-durable consumer 
products and it was positively correlated with export intensity. Offering competitive 
prices was found to positively influence export sales growth. Exploring export market 
opportunities by sending staff to foreign markets was found to positively influence both 
export intensity and export sales growth. With regard to export profitability, only two 
variables were found to positively influence export profitability: the number of products 
exported and participation in trade shows.
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5.4.3. Management Quality
The decision-makers’ quality is an important element in firms’ export 
performance. Management characteristics, aspirations, expectations, and commitment are
significant variables in how a firm starts and expands its export marketing activities. In 
previous chapter, four hypotheses related to management quality were developed. The 
first was related to management’s characteristics such as age, experience, and education. 
The other three are related to management aspirations, expectations, and commitment. In 
this section each of the hypotheses will be tested and results will be presented.
H3.1 Export performance is influenced by management characteristics
The first hypothesis in management quality suggests that export performance is 
influenced by different management characteristics. There are many characteristics that 
could be studied and related to export performance. However, based on the literature 
reviewed, this study covers the following characteristics: age, education, experience in 
current position, experience with the firm, experience in international business, foreign 
language proficiency, frequency of travel, travel enjoyability, perception of cultural 
differences, and nationality. The nationality variable was included because in Saudi 
Arabia the majority of the labour force in the private sector are non-nationals, so it is 
interesting to know if the nationality of the firm’s executives has any influence on its 
export performance.
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The characteristics of participating managers are presented in Table 5-48. In 
order to test the hypothesis for each variable, a one-way ANOVA test and a correlation 
test were conducted and their results are presented in Table 5-49. The following is a 
presentation of the results for each variable.
From the analysis, it can be seen that manager’s age, experience in current 
position, experience with the film, experience in international business, nationality, 
travel feelings, and feelings about cultural interactions did not have any influence on 
export performance. These variables did not show any correlation with export 
performance measures and there was no significant difference in export performance
measures due to these variables.
On the other hand, manager’s education did show a significant positive 
correlation with export intensity with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.162 
significant at 0.05 level. With regards to export growth, the one-way ANOVA test 
showed a significant difference, however, there was no correlation between export sales 
growth and manager’s education. Further analysis using LSD post hoc tests revealed that
there is a significant difference between export sales growth for managers with a Masters 
or Ph.D. degree and those with a Bachelors degree. Managers with a Masters or Ph.D. 
degree had an average of 2.91 for export sales growth whereas those with a Bachelors 
degree had 2.41. However, there is no trend as firms with managers having a Bachelors 
degree scored the lowest average of export sales growth.
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Table 5-48 Managers’ Characteristics
Frequency Percent Cum. Percent
Age
25 - 35 Years • 36 j 23.8% 23.8%
36 - 45 Years 70 46.4% 782%
46 - 55 Years 34 22.5% 92.7%
56 - 65 Years 11 7.3% 100.0%
Total 151 100.0% i
No. Years in 
Current 
Position
Less than 2 Years 14 9.3% 8.3%
2-5 years 59 39.1% 483%
6-10 years 37 i 24.5% 72.8%
11 -20 years 37 24.5% 97.4%
More than 20 years 4 2.6% 100.0%
Total 151 100.0%
Years with 
the firm :
Less than 1 year 7 4.6 4.6
1-3 years 19 12.4 17.0
4-10 years 60 i 39.2 : 56.2
11-15 years 34 22.2 : 784
16-20 years 22 14.4 92.8
More than 20 years 11 7.2 100.0
Total 153 100.0
International
Experience
Less than 2 years 9 5.8 5.8
2-5 years j 27 17.5 23.4
6-10 years i 44 28.6 51.9
11-15 years 38 24.2 76.6
16-20 years 20 13.0 89.6
More than 20 years 16 10.4 100.0
Total 154 100.0 :
Education i
High School or Below 4 2.6 2.6
Some College/ Diploma 13 8.6 1L2
Bachelors Degree 103 | 67.2 i 729
Masters or Ph.D. Degree 32 21.0 100.0
Total j 152 100.0
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Table 5-48 Continued...
Frequency Percent Cum. Percent
Nationality
Saudi Arabian 84 55.2 55.3
Arab 58 38.2 93.4
Asian 3 : 2.0 95.4
West European/North American 7 4.6 100.0
Total 152 100.0
Travel
Frequency
No travel 5 3.3 3.3
1-5 times 70 45.7 49.0
6-10 times 47 30.7 79.7
11-15 times 18 11.8 91.5 >
More than 15 times 13 8.5 100.0
Total 153 100.0
Travel 
i Feeling
Very boring 3 1.9 1.9 ;
Boring 2 1.3 3.2
Neutral 52 33.8 37.0
Enjoyable 70 45.5 | 82.5
Very enjoyable 27 17.5 1 100.0
Total 154 100.0
Cultural 
Interaction i
Feeling
Very boring 2 1.3 1.3
Boring 0 0 1.3
Neutral 23 15.1 16.4
Enjoyable 86 56.6 73.0
Very enjoyable 41 27.0 100.0
Total 152 100.0
English
Language
Proficiency
Fair 9 5.9 5.8
Good 43 27.9 33.3
Excellent 102 66.2 : 100.0
Total 154 100.0
Number of 
Languages i
1 Language 122 79.2 79.2
2 Languages 27 17.5 96.7
3 Languages 5 3.3 100.0
Total 154 100.0
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Table 5-49 One-way ANOVA and Correlation Test - Managers’ Characteristics
Characteristic Test ExportIntensity
Export Sales 
Growth
Export
Profitability
Age
ANOVA 0.217 0.617 0.942
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient 0.036 -0.008 -0.007
No. Years in 
Current Position
ANOVA 0.386 0.507 0.149
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient -0.134 -0.056 -0.075
Years with the firm
ANOVA 0.430 0.946 0379
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient -0.052 0.032 -0.067
International
Experience
ANOVA 0.177 0.398 0.877
Pearson Con-elation 
Coefficient 0.067 0.038 0.078
Education
ANOVA 0.226 0.034 0327
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient 0.162* 0.017 0327
Nationality
ANOVA 0.783 0.766 0.093
Pearson Correlation ■ 
Coefficient N.A. N.A. N.A.
Travel Frequency
ANOVA 0.015 0.007 0376
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient 0.224** 0.260** 0.063
Travel Feeling
ANOVA 0386 0.131 0351
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient 0.056 0.100 0346
Cultural Interaction 
Feeling
ANOVA 0.917 0324 0354
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient 0.010 0.045 0.031 1
English Language j 
Proficiency.
ANOVA ] 0.010 0.170 0328
Pearson Correlation . 
Coefficient 0.228** 0.151 0.044
Number of 
Languages
ANOVA < 0.049 0.079 0.464
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient 0.191* 0.161* 0.066
** Denotes 1% level of significance (2-tailed).
* Denotes 5% level of significance (2-tailed).
Note: A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found. N.A. Not Applicable
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Managers who travel more frequently proved to have better export intensity and 
export sales growth. A one-way ANOVA test showed a significant difference in export 
intensity and export sales growth among firms due to the travel frequency of their 
management. Further analysis, using a correlation test, showed a significant positive 
correlation between both export intensity and export sales growth and manager’s 
frequency of travel. The higher the travel frequency the better the performance. 
However, travel frequency did not show any influence on export profitability.
Managers’ competence in foreign languages also shows a positive association 
with export performance. This was measured by the manager’s proficiency in English as 
an international language and by the number of foreign languages he/she speaks well. 
English language proficiency was found to significantly and positively correlate with 
export intensity but has no association with export sales growth and export profitability. 
The number of languages a firm’s manager speaks well is associated with export 
performance measured by export intensity and export sales growth. However, it has no 
influence on export profitability. The number of languages was positively and 
significantly correlated with both export intensity and export sales growth. Table 5-48 
shows that 3.2% of the sample managers speak 3 foreign languages and 17.5% speak two 
foreign languages, whereas 79.2% speak only English as a foreign language.
Managers’ education, foreign language proficiency, and frequency of travel were 
found to positively influence export intensity and export sales growth. On the other hand, 
none of the manager’s characteristics showed any influence on export profitability.
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H3.2 Export performance is influenced by management aspirations
There are different types of aspirations a manager may possess. In this study four 
types of aspirations were covered: aspirations for sales growth, aspirations for profit, 
aspirations for investment security, and aspirations for market security. Table 5-50 
presents the results of how important sales growth is to responding managers. It is 
measured in a five-point Likert scale ranging from not important to extremely important. 
None of the managers rated this variable as not important or slightly important. Almost 
70% of respondents rated sales growth as extremely important. To test if this type of 
aspiration influences export performance, a correlation test was conducted and there was 
no significant correlation between sales growth aspirations and export performance. 
Therefore, it is concluded that management aspirations for sales growth have no
influence on export performance.
Table 5-51 presents the sample managers’ evaluation of their profit aspirations. 
None of the managers rated this variable as not important and 65% of them rated it as 
extremely important. A correlation test was carried out to see if there is any correlation 
between managers’ profit aspirations and export performance. From the results, there is 
no correlation between a manager’s profit aspirations on any of the export performance 
measures. The third type of aspiration is investment security aspirations. Managers with 
high investment security aspirations are expected to be reluctant to take high-risk 
decisions. Table 5-52 presents the replies of responding managers about how important 
investment security is to them. Similarly to the previous variables, correlation test results 
show no influence of managers’ investment security aspirations on any of the export 
performance measures.
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Table 5-50 Management Sales Growth Aspirations and Export Performance
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit
Not Important 0 0
Slightly Important 0 0
Important .. 10 6.5 3136 230 2.20
Very Important 35 22.9 2233 2.71 234
Extremely Important 108 703 21.94 232 2.47 '
Total 153 100.0 2232 238 2.47
Comelation Test
Pearson Correlation Coefficient (2-tailed) 9 -0.088 -0.095 0.041
a A Spearman's rho coefficient wos calculated and similar results were found.
Table 5-51 Management Profitability Aspirations and Export Performance
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit :
Not Important 0 0
Slightly Important 1 .7 45.00 i 3.00 2.00 ;
Important ...10 6.5 20.53 i 2.90 2.60.. i
Very Important 43 28.1 22.47 2.63 * 2.37
Extremely Important 99 64.7 22.67 ; 2.53 2.51 .
Total | 153 100.0 22.62 i 2.58 ; 2.47 1
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation Coefficient (2-tailed) a -0.010 -0.095 0.040
■ A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
Table 5-52 Management Investment Security Aspirations and Export Performance
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity : Growth . Profit
Not Important ...1... ....7...... | ...7.00 5.00....j .. 3.00....
Slightly Important 3 2.0 18.67 2.67 j 3.00 i
Important ........ 21........ ... ............ ... 20.81.... ...2.33 j ...2.52.... 9
Very Important 64...... 41.8 23.10 . 2.66 j 2.38
Extremely Important ..... 64......... .. 41.8.... 23.16 2.55... i 2.52. 1
Total | ..153 .. 100.0 . | 22.62 2.58 i 2.47 :
Correlation Test j
Pearson Con-elation Coefficient (2-tailed) 9 0.058 -0.038 -0.032 j
a A Spearman's rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
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Finally, the last type of aspiration is market security aspirations. Managers with 
high market security aspirations are expected to increase the number of markets their 
firm serves to minimize fluctuations in demand. Table 5-53 presents how important this 
type of aspiration is to the sample’s managers. A correlation test was conducted to 
explore any relation between managers’ market security aspirations and export 
performance. The test results show a positive and significant correlation between market 
security aspirations and both export intensity and export sales growth. On the other hand, 
export profitability was not associated with managers’ market security aspirations.
Of the four types of aspirations, only market security aspirations were found to 
positively and significantly correlate with export intensity and export sales growth. 
Managers with high aspirations for securing the markets of their products may be more 
committed and compete to enter more new export markets. This leads with other 
variables to a better export intensity and export sales growth, but not export profitability.
Table 5-53 Management Market Security Aspirations and Export Performance
Export Performance Means
Frequency ■ Percent Intensity Growth Profit
Not Important 3 2.0 4.00 2.33 2.33 :
Slightly Important ... 3.... ...2.0..... ... 5.00 .. 1.33.... ...2.33.... :
Important ...31 ...20.4 .. 20.34 i 2.39...= 2.68 j
Very Important • j 49 32.2 22.24 i 2.59 i 2.37 j
Extremely Important ....66 .. 43.4..... 25.69 2.71.. j 2.45. :
Total j 152 100.0 i 22.65 2.57 j 2.47 ;
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation Coefficient a 0.191* 0.168* -0.049 i
* Denotes 5% level of significance (2-tailed).
a A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
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H3.3 Export performance is influenced by management expectations of
export marketing outcome
There are many aspects of a manager’s expectations. A manager’s export 
expectations refer to what a manager would expect export activities to lead his firm to. 
The above hypothesis will be tested using managers' expectations concerning growth, 
profitability, market security, and firm image improvement. In all of these four variables, 
respondents were asked to rate how strongly they agree or disagree that exports will lead 
to each outcome. Their responses were measured on a five-point Likert scale that ranges 
from strongly agree to strongly disagree.
The first variable is sales growth expectations. Table 5-54 presents respondents’ 
answers to how strongly they agree or disagree that exports will lead to sales growth. 
Most of the sample managers agree (strongly agree and agree) that exports are expected 
to increase firm’s total sales (98.7% of the sample). A correlation test shows no
significant correlation between growth expectations and export performance. Thus, a 
manager’s expectations that exports will lead to firm growth do not influence export 
performance. The explanation for this finding is that almost all managers are expecting 
to increase their firms’ sales tlmough exporting and such expectations do not influence
the export performance.
The second variable in management expectations is profitability expectations. 
Table 5-55 presents the responses of sample managers concerning their profitability 
expectations about exporting outcome and their firm’s corresponding performance 
measures. To test the influence of export profitability expectations on export
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performance, a correlation test was conducted. As shown in Table 5-55 a significant 
positive correlation was found between managers’ profitability expectations and export 
profitability. The higher the profitability expectations the higher the firm’s export 
profitability. Managers’ profitability expectations show no relation with either export 
intensity or export sales growth. This is an interesting finding, as it indicates that when 
managers expect exports to lead to profitability, it does. It could be a result of their 
expectations that they take the decisions that make exports profitable.
Table 5-54 Growth Expectations and Export Performance
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit j
Strongly Disagree 0 ....... 0...
Disagree ; 0 0
Neutral 2 1.3.... | 9.50 j 2.00 • 3.00 :
Agree ............... | ...47.. ... 30.5.....j ... 20.10.. ...2.66.. i 2.40... :
Strongly Agree ..105.......j 68.2.... | ...23.88... ... 2.55.... ...2.48....
Total 154 100-° J ... 22.54 ; 2.58  j ..2.46..... :
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation Coefficient 3 0.109 -0.019 0.009
* Denotes 5% level of significance (2-tailed).
" A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
Table 5-55 Profitability Expectations and Export Performance
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent { Intensity ; Growth: Profit :
Strongly Disagree 0 . 0
Disagree 2 ........ : 1.3...... ...17.00... ...2.00..... .. 1.50...
Neutral 12 7.8 | ..31.94... 2.67... . 2.08 :
Agree .. j 65........ 42.2 i .. 19.87 ... : 2.54 j 1 2.42.. i
Strongly Agree i .........75........ | 48.7 | ...23.49 .. j 2.61... | . 2.59 ;
Total j 154 100.0.. 22.54 j 2.58... 1 2.46..
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation Coefficient 3 -0.009 0.036 0.218**
** Denotes 1% level of significance (2-tailed).
“ A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
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Market security expectations refers to managers’ expectations of whether 
exporting will secure the markets of firm’s products by diversifying in international 
markets. The responses of participating managers are presented in Table 5-56. Most of 
the responding managers expect exporting to lead to market security (about 86 % of the 
respondents agree or strongly agree). On the other hand, only 5% of the responding 
managers did not agree that exporting will lead to market security. A correlation test was 
conducted to find any influence of market security expectations on export performance. 
The results (Table 5-56) show no significant correlation between market security 
expectations and export performance measures.
The fourth variable in management expectations is how managers expect exports 
to improve their firm’s image. Table 5-57 shows the responses of how the sample’s 
managers agree or disagree that exports would improve their firm’s image. A correlation 
test was conducted to find if such expectations would lead to higher or lower export 
performance. The correlation test results (Table 5-57) show both export intensity and 
export sales growth to positively aid significantly correlate with image improvement 
expectations. The higher the management expectations that exports will improve their 
firm’s image, the higher their export intensity and export sales growth. This finding is 
important, as it clarifies the importance of firms’ image expectations on export 
perfonmance. Further research is needed to explore this interesting relation. On the other 
hand, there was no correlation between a firm’s image improvement expectations and 
export profitability.
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Table 5-56 Market Security Expectations and Export Performance
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit
Strongly Disagree 0 0...
Disagree 8 ...5.2 18.50.. ...2.50 2.63
Neutral 14 9.1 19.16... 2.14 ; .. 2.29
Agree 59 38.3 ; 23.94 2-59 2.37
Strongly Agree ..73... 47.4 22.49 2.66... 2.55
Total 154 100.0.. 22.54 2.58 2.46...
Conelation Test
Pearson Conelation Coefficient (2-tailed) a 0.042 0.100 0.062
n A Spearman's rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
Table 5-57 Firm's Image Improvement Expectations and Export Performance
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit
Strongly Disagree 0 ...0
Disagree 4 2.6 14.00.. 1.75.... 2.50 :
Neutral 14 9.2 16-96 2.00 2.50
Agree 55......... i 36.2.... 19-32 . 2.36... 2.35
Strongly Agree 79 | 52.0 25.50 2.85 2.49
Total ...152.. .. 100.0 - 22.18 2.57 2.44
Congelation Test
Pearson Correlation Coefficient a 0.181* 0.311** 0,033 ■
** Denotes 1% level of significance (2-tailed).
* Denotes 5% level of significance (2-tailed).
“ A Spearman's rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
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H34 Export performance is positively influenced by management
commitment to export marketing
Many measures of commitment have been discussed in the export literature. 
Export planning and export organisation are considered by some researchers to be 
elements of management commitment. However, in this study, export planning was 
covered under export marketing strategy and the existence of an export department under 
firm competitive advantage. In this section, two variables of management commitment 
were used to test management commitment influence on export performance; time 
devoted by management to develop export sales and management willingness to allocate 
resources to explore and develop export markets.
The first variable is related to the amount of time a manager devotes to managing 
and handling export activities. This is measured by asking responding managers to 
indicate how many hours per month they spend on developing export sales. Table 5-58 
presents the respondents’ answers. To test the strength of the relation between 
management time devoted to export development and export performance, a correlation 
test was carried out. The results (Table 5-58) show that both export intensity and export 
sales growth are significantly and positively correlated with this variable. The more time 
a firm’s manager spends on developing export sales, the higher the frnn’s performance 
measured by export intensity and export sales growth. There was no significant 
correlation between export profitability and time spent by management.
The second variable in management commitment is their willingness to allocate 
resources to explore and develop export markets. This was measured on a five-point
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Likert scale ranging from completely willing to not willing. The answers of responding 
managers are presented in Table 5-59. A correlation test was conducted to test the 
relation between this variable and export performance measures and the results show that
it has a. significant positive correlation with export intensity.
Table 5-58 Management Time Devoted to Exporting
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth : Profit
Less than 10 hns 28 18.5... 10.32 2.04 i 2.43
10-20 hrs 37 24.5 14.83... j 2.41.. j ..2.46 . :
21-40 hr's 29 19.2 21.94 2.62 . J 2.45 !
41-60 hrs 23 15.2. 28.71 . 2.57 : ... 2.17 . :
61-100 hrs 9... 6.0 39.33 ...3.67. j ...3.00....
More than 100 hrs 25 16.6 35.48 3.04... 2.60 J
Total ..151... ...100.0... 22.35... 2.58.. 2.46 ;
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation Coefficient 3 0.470** 0.345** 0.077
** Denotes 1% level of significance (1-tailed).
“ A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
Table 5-59 Management Willingness to Allocate Resources
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity i Growth Profit ;
Not Willing 5.......... .....3.2..... ...9.94... ...2.60... j .. 2.80...
Slightly Willing 18 11.7 13.09 j 2.06 j ...2.39...
Willing 45......... 29.2 . 19.20.... i .. 2.58.... : 2.49... i
Mostly Willing 44........ ) ..28.6..  ! ...29.58.... : ...2.84.... .. 2.41 j
Completely Willing j 42 27.3 24.28 | 2.52 ■ 2.48..
Total 154 joq.0... ...22.54.... j ...2.58... j ...2.46.... :
Correlation Test
Pearson Corcelation Coefficient 3 0.223** 0.094 -0.024
** Denotes 1% level of significance (1-tailed).
a A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
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Table 5-60 summarises the findings of hypotheses related to management quality. 
Of the 11 variables related to management characteristics, only four variables are shown 
to relate to export performance. Management education, English language proficiency, 
number of languages a manager speaks well, and frequency of travel were found to 
positively and significantly correlate with export intensity. Number of languages a 
manager speaks well and frequency of travel were found to positively and significantly 
correlate with export sales growth. None of the variables has any association with export 
profitability.
With regard to management aspirations, only management aspirations for market 
security was found to positively and significantly correlate with both export intensity and 
export sales growth. Moreover, management expectations for firm’s image improvement 
were found to positively and significantly correlate with both export intensity and export 
sales growth. Both variables of management commitment, management time and 
willingness to allocate resources, were found to positively and significantly correlate 
with export intensity. However only management time devoted to export related 
activities was found to correlate positively and significantly with export sales growth.
It is important to note that there is hardly any relation between management 
quality and export profitability with the exception of manager’s profitability
expectations. It was found that firms with managers having high expectations about 
export profitability realise higher export profitability.
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5.4.4. Local Market Environment
In Chapter 3, the importance of local market variables such as size, 
competitiveness, growth, and profitability was discussed. Some researchers found such 
variables to influence export performance of firms either as a stimulus or as a deterrent 
(Pak, 1991). Firms with small market size or a highly competitive market would look for 
new markets to expand into, and those firms within steady or declining markets would 
look for new markets to grow in. Other firms may seek new profitable markets as the 
profitability in the local market declines. All these variables may play an important role 
in a firm’s export performance. For this study the following hypotheses were proposed:
H4.1 Export performance is influenced by local market size
H42 Export performance is influenced by local market competitiveness
Hl.},3 Export performance is influenced by local market growth
H4.4 Export performance is influenced by local market profitability
To test these hypotheses, managers were asked to rate their local market 
environment on a five-point Likert scale. They were asked to rate from strongly agree to 
strongly disagree against each market condition. For H 4.1, they were asked if they agree 
that the local market for their products is large, and their responses are presented in Table 
5-61. For H4.2, they were asked if they agree that the competition in their local market is 
limited, and their responses are presented in Table 5-62. For H4.3, they were asked if they 
agree that the demand growth for their products in their local market is high, and their 
responses are presented in Table 5-63. And for H4.4, they were asked if they agree that 
the profitability in their local market is high and their responses are shown in Table 5-64.
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A coiTelation test was conducted to test the correlation between local market
variables and export performance measures. The test results are presented in Table 5-65. 
Local market size was found to negatively and significantly correlate with export 
intensity. The larger the local market size the less the export intensity a firm has. Local 
market size was not associated with either export sales growth or export profitability.
Moreover, with the local market competition variable an interesting relation was 
found. A significant negative correlation was found between local market competition 
and both export intensity and export sales growth1. Firms were expected to expand their 
exports as the competition in local markets increased, however it was the other way 
round. Firms who have low market competition were enjoying high export intensity and 
export sales growth. There could be other reasons for this finding, such as product 
related factors that minimise the competition locally and internationally. This will be 
discussed in the next chapter.
Local market growth was found to correlate negatively and significantly with 
export intensity. The higher the local market growth the lower the export intensity. This 
was expected, as firms having high local market growth would tend to concentrate on 
expanding their local market rather than developing new export markets. On the other 
hand, it was found to positively correlate with export profitability. The higher the local 
market growth the higher the export profitability. With regard to export sales growth, 
there was no significant correlation with local market growth.
1 Note the question was reversed, which explains the positive sign of Pearson conelation 
coefficient. The relation is negative as export intensity and growth increase with less competition 
in local market.
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Finally, local market profitability was found to conelate positively and 
significantly with export profitability. Firms that have high local market profitability 
were found to have higher export profitability. However, local market profitability did 
not have any significant correlation with either export intensity or export sales growth.
Table 5-61 Large Local Market Size for Firm’s Products - Frequency Table
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity i Growth Profit
Strongly Disagree 5 3.3 19.70 2.00... . 2.00....
Disagree 23... 15.1... ...36.16.. 2.96 2.43
Neutral 35.. 23.0... ..21.28 2.49... 2.26
Agree 72 47.4... 20.90 2.50 ...2.54
Strongly Agree 17 11.2 16.60 . 2.76..J 2.65
Total 152... 1000 22.77.. ... 2.58 2.45
Table 5-62 Limited Competition in Local Market - Frequency Table
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity , Growth Profit i
Strongly Disagree 60... ...39.5 19.50... ...2.23 , 2.42... ]
Disagree 54 35.5 ; 23.02... ...2.63 2.50
Neutral .. 15 9.9...... 24.09 3.20 2.67
Agree 19 12.5 28.90 2.95 2.32
Strongly Agree 4... .. 2.6..... 34.50 . j ....3.00 2.25
Total 152 100.0... 22.77 2.58 j 2.45
Table 5-63 High Growth in Local Market - Frequency Table
Export Performance Means ;
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit i
Strongly Disagree ..6.... .....4.0.... 1 33.67... j 2.17... 2.33...
Disagree 43 28.5 ! 30.92 2.60 2.40 ;
Neutral ...49 32.4, 19.64 . 2.53 2.29... ;
Agree ...45... 29.8 j .. 18.02 2.56 J .. 2.64...
Strongly Agree 8 5.3 1 19.38 3.25 I 2.87
Total ...151.. 100.0 J 22.91 1 ... 2.58 2.46 !
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Table 5-64 High Profitability in Local Market - Frequency Table
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity i Growth Profit
Strongly Disagree 29 ....19.1..... .. 20.30... .. 2.59.... ..2.28
Disagree 64 42.1 25.60 2.44 2.39
Neutral i 46 30.2 21.53 2.70 2.61
Agree 13 8.6 18.81 2.85 2.62
Strongly Agree .........0.. 0.0
Total . 152 .. 100.0 .. 22.77.. J 2.58... j 2.45
Table 5-65 Correlation Test of Local Market Environment Variables
Export
Intensity
Export Sales 
Growth
Export ; 
Profitability
Large Local Market Size for 
Firm’s Products
Pearson
Conelation
Coefficient
-0.207* -0.015 0.153
Limited Competition in Local 
Market
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient
0.175* 0.283** -0.017
High Growth in Local Market
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient
-0.255** 0.089 0.168*
High Profitability in Local 
Market
Pearson 
Correlation 
Coefficient :
-0.034 0.089 0.161*
** Denotes 1%o level of significance (2-tailed).
* Denotes 5% level of significance (2-tailed).
Note: A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
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5.4.5. National Environment
At the national level, there are many variables that may influence export 
performance. Government programmes, currency strength and stability, shipping costs, 
and financial institutions are examples of national variables. Govermnent can play an 
important role in stimulating and supporting exporters. In Chapter 4, four hypotheses 
related to national level variables were proposed:
H 5.1 Export performance is influenced by government assistance
H5.2 Export performance is influenced by local currency fluctuations
H5.3 Export performance is influenced by the cost of transportation and
slnpphig
H5.4 Export performance is influenced by the availability of financial
institutions supporting export transactions
To test these hypotheses, respondents were asked to indicate their agreement or 
disagreement with each of the following four statements: 1) government assistance for 
export activities is adequate; 2) exchange rate fluctuations negatively influence export 
marketing; 3) shipping costs of our products are expensive; and 4) there are adequate
financial institutions to support export transactions.
Their responses were measured on a five-point Likert scale that ranges from 
strongly disagree to strongly agree. The objective here is to examine how respondents 
view the national environment variables and then test if there is any influence of their 
views on export performance. Table 5-66 presents their view of the adequacy of
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government assistance. Almost half of the respondents disagree (both disagree and 
strongly disagree) that there is adequate government assistance compared with 16.9% 
who agree (both agree and strongly agree). This indicates, as discussed in Chapter 2, the 
lack of govermnent export promotional programmes in Saudi Arabia.
The second national variable is the currency influence on export performance. 
Table 5-67 shows that 64.9% of the respondents do not agree that currency fluctuations 
influence export performance negatively compared to 9.8% who agree. This is 
explainable as 82% of the sample firms’ exports go to GCC and Arab countries. Most of 
these countries’ currencies, as in Saudi Arabia, are fixed to the US Dollar. For this 
reason, there is no major influence of currency fluctuation on export performance.
With regard to shipping costs, 61.4 % of the respondents agree that shipping costs 
are expensive compared with 16.4% who do not agree (Table 5-68). This is line with Al- 
Aali (1995) who found high shipping costs to be one of the most important obstacles 
perceived by Saudi Arabian exporters. The last variable related to national environment 
is the availability of financial institutions to finance export transactions. It is worth 
noting that 46.7% of the respondents do not agree that there are adequate financial 
institutions to finance exports compared with 10,4% who agree (Table 5-69).
To test if any of these four variables has a correlation with export performance 
measures, a correlation test was conducted (Table 5-70). The test results indicate that 
only the expensive shipping costs variable shows a correlation with export performance. 
It is significantly and negatively correlated with export profitability. The higher the
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shipping costs the lower the firm’s export profitability. A possible explanation is that 
firms have to sacrifice their profitability to absorb the high shipping costs as other 
competitors in the export market may not have this disadvantage. The other variables do 
not show any coicelation with export performance.
Table 5-66 Adequate Government Assistance - Frequency Table
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit
Strongly Disagree 41... 26.6 19.33 2.34 2.44
Disagree 38 24.7 2T84 ( 2.34 2.37
Neutral 49 31.8 22.43 2.39 2.45
Agree 23 14.9 2A53 2.91 2.70
Strongly Agree .. 3 2.0 3633 ; 3.33 j 233
Total ..154 100.0.. | . 22.34 J 2.58 j 2A6
Table 5-67 Negative Influence of Currency Fluctuation - Frequency Table
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity : Growth Profit
Strongly Disagree 51 33T 18.37 237 2.47
Disagree ..49 .. 31.8 ...22.68 2.61 239
Neutral 39 253 26.99 239 234
Agree .. 14 9.1.. 2T43 ; 236 : ...230
Strongly Agree i 1 0.7 ..45.00 3.00 : ...230
Total 154 100.0 22.34 ..2.38 2 A 6 :
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Table 5-68 Expensive Shipping Costs - Frequency Table
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit
Strongly Disagree 5 ..... 3.3 19.40 ; 2.43 3.00
Disagree ; 20... 13.1 ..2135 j 230 235
Neutral 34 22.2 2034 2.41 2.41
Agree i 67.. ..43.3 24.84 i 2.75 i 2A9
Strongly Agree ...27.........j ...17.6 21.10 2.41 2T9
Total ; ...153........ j ...100.0 | ...22.64 2.53 . 2.43
Table 5-69 Adequate Financial Institutions Supporting Export - Frequency Table
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit
Strongly Disagree .... 29......... .... 18.8... 21.41 238 24^1
Disagree ... 43... ... 27.9.... ...2136 ...2.42... 2.49
Neutral . 66........... | ...423  i 23.78 > 2.76 ■ 2.48
Agree 16 10.4 : 2131 l 233 237 :
Strongly Agree ■ ...0... ... 0....
Total ...154... 100.0 j ..22.54 .. 2.58 2.46
Table 5-70 Correlation Test of National Environment Variables
Export
Intensity
Export Sales 
Growth
Export
Profitability
Adequate Government 
Assistance
Pearson
Conelation
Coefficient
0.102 0.143 0377
Negative Influence of 
Currency Fluctuation
Pearson 
Correlation j 
Coefficient j
0.130 0.153 0.019
Expensive Shipping Costs
Pearson
Conelation
Coefficient
0.041 0.019 -0.178*
Adequate Financial 
Institutions Supporting Export I
Pearson )
Correlation j 
Coefficient )
0.033 0.133 0302
* Denotes 5% level of significance (2-tailed).
Note: A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
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5.4.6. Foreign Market Environment
The destination of exports is an important element in the export process. An 
export market is where the products will be sold and marketing activities will take place. 
Many researchers found successful exporters to perceive foreign market variables 
differently from unsuccessful exporters. For this study the following hypothesis was
proposed:
Hf,.i Export performance is influenced by perceived importance of export-
market variables
To test the hypothesis, ten variables related to export market environment were
selected and respondents were asked to rate how important each of these variables was to 
their firm’s decision to develop an export venture in a country. Table 5-71 shows those 
variables and their average importance. The importance was measured on a five-point 
Likert scale ranging from not important to extremely important. The higher the average 
the more important the variable. It was found that the most important variable is security 
of payment followed by low trade barriers and information availability. On the other 
hand, the least important variable is cultural similarity.
To test if there is any significant difference in export performance due to 
perceived importance of these variables, a stepwise regression analysis was carried out. 
Each independent variable is entered in the model if its significance level is less than 
0.05 and the variable is removed when its significance level becomes more than 0.10. 
Table 5-72 presents the results of the stepwise regression analysis. It is found that only 
the ‘geographically close’ variable could explain the variability in export intensity. It has
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a negative relation, the more important a firm considers the export market to be 
geographically close the less its export intensity. This will be explained when discussing 
the next hypothesis regarding export destination. On the other hand, none of the variables 
was related with export sales growth. Finally, an interesting result was found, in that 
export profitability was negatively related to the perceived importance of large export 
market size. Those firms who place higher importance on large export market size realise 
lower export profitability. It could be that larger export markets are more competitive 
and thus less profitable.
Table 5-71 Export Market Variables - Response Average’
Variable Average response
Having high security of payment 4.64 j
Having low trade barners 330
Availability of information about export market 3.74
Availability of trade agreement 3.32
Availability of distribution chamiels for our products 3.27
Having large market size for our products 3T5
Having low competition for our products • 3T4
Being geographically close 233
Having well developed infrastructure 2.61
Being similar to Saudi Arabian culture 132
* The question was “How important is each of the following elements about an export market in 
your firm’s decision to develop an export venture in any country?” It was measured on a five- 
point Likert scale ranging from 1= Not important to 5= Extremely Important.
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Table 5-72 Stepwise Regression Analysis - Export Market Variables
Constant Standardised Beta value 
of Independent Variables Entered
Adjusted
R square
Export Intensity ■ 32.271 -0.204 * Geographically Close 0.035 j
Export Sales Growth None
Export Profitability 2.820 -0.171 * Large Market Size 0.022
The second hypothesis in foreign market enviromnent is related to export 
destination. The objective is to test if the export performance is influenced by the 
destination of exports. Some researchers found that successful exporters are exporting to 
developed countries rather than developing countries (Christensen et al, 1987; Das, 1994; 
Dominguez & Sequeira, 1993). For this study the following hypothesis was proposed:
H6.2 Export performance is influenced by export destination
Respondents were asked to indicate the percentage of their firm’s export sales 
that goes to each of nine regions/countries. Table 5-73 presents the number of firms 
exporting to each region and the average sample of exports to that region. It is worth 
noting that 58% percent of sample firms’ exports go to GCC. There is an explanation for 
the higher percentage of exports to these countries as they are geographically close and 
have the same traditions and cultures. Moreover, GCC countries are governed by an 
agreement to exempt local manufactures from any custom duties. The next highest 
region in receiving exports is other Arab countries with 24% of exports. After that, Asia, 
Africa, and Western Europe with 4.26%, 4.76%, and 4.13% respectively.
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To test the hypothesis of whether firms exporting to different markets vary in 
their export performance, a stepwise regression analysis was carried out. Each variable is 
entered if it has a significance of 0.05 or less and is removed if it has a significance of 
0.10 or more. The results are shown in Table 5-74. "Three regions could explain 37.8% of 
export intensity variability, namely Asia, Africa, and Western Europe. The higher a firm 
exports to these regions the higher its export intensity. Also, export sales growth was 
negatively associated with export destination as those firms exporting to GCC countries 
have lower export sales growth. Export profitability was not associated with export
destination.
Further analysis using the Hierarchical Cluster method was conducted to test if 
participating firms could be classified by their export destination. After a few trials with
different numbers of clusters, it was found that the most distinct classification was with
three clusters. Table 5-75 shows the three generated clusters and their average exports to 
each region/country. Each cluster has a dominant feature of export destination. However, 
it is important to note that exports to GCC are high for all firms (58.2% of all sample) 
and thus represent a significant destination in all clusters. Cluster 1 is dominated by GCC 
exports and Arab countries, 80.7% goes to GCC and 12.8 to Arab countries. This could 
be classified as GCC destination flims. Cluster 3 is dominated by exports to Arab 
countries, 63.3% goes to Arab countries and 33.7 to GCC. This could be classified as 
Arab destination firms. The last cluster is the one that shows great outward destination. 
Cluster 2 exports goes to all regions, and GCC and Arab exports represent only 44.2% of 
Cluster 2 exports. Firms in Cluster 2 export beyond the regional boundaries and target 
countries beyond their geographical and cultural boundaries, so they could be classified 
as world exporters.
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Table 5-73 Export Destination - Statistics*
Destination
Number of Firms 
Exporting To the 
Region/Country
Sample Average 
Percentage of Exports 
to the Region/Country
Gulf Countries (GCC) 146 58T7 94
Arab Countries (non-GCC) 127 24.20 %
Japan 4 0.29 %
Asian countries (not including Japan) 45 4.26 %
Western Europe 33 4T3 94
North America 20 E98%
Africa (non-Arab) 58 4.76 %
Eastern Europe and USSR 13 0.31 %
Other countries 24 T.47%
* Respondents were asked to indicate the percentage of their firm’s total exports that goes to each 
region/country. The total for each firm should be 100%.
Table 5-74 Regression Analysis - Export Destination
Constant Standardised Beta value 
of Independent Variables Entered
Adjusted
R square
Export Intensity 15.014
0.4758 * Aria
0.255 * Western Europe
0.117 * Africa j
0.378
Export Sales Growth 2.903 -0.170 * Gulf Countries 0322
Export Profitability None
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Now it is important to find if those three groups differ in their export 
performance. Table 5-75 shows the export performance of each group. A one-way 
ANOVA test was carried out to test if there is any significant difference in export 
performance between the tfnee groups and the results are presented in Table 5-76. It was 
found that there is a significant difference in export intensity between the tlnee groups. 
World exporters (Cluster 2) have significantly higher export intensity than the other two 
groups. This would explain the finding related to He.i when export intensity was found to 
be negatively correlated with geographical closeness. Firms exporting to geographically 
close mai'kets are not world oriented and have lower export intensity. With regard to 
export sales growth and export profitability, there is no significant difference between 
the three groups.
Table 5-75 Cluster Analysis* of Export Destination (Percentage of Exports)
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
Gulf Countries 80.7 24.6 33.7
Arab Countries (non-GCC) 12.8 19.6 63.2
Japan 0.0 1.2 0.0
Asian countries (not including Japan) 2.2 12.5 0.1
Western Europe 0.7 15.6 0.1
North America 0.3 6.8 0.8
Africa (non-Arab) 2.0 13.7 1.7
Eastern Europe and USSR 0.6 0.7 0.0
Other countries 0.7 j 4.2 0.4
Export Intensity 18.9 j 36.1 15.2
Export Sales Growth 2.5 2.7 2.6
Export Profitability 2.4 2.4 2.5
Number of firms in the cluster 85 36 29
* Cluster analysis grouped using Ward Method
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Table 5-76 One-way ANOVA Test of Export Performance between Clusters
df F Sig.
Export Intensity j 2 14.811 : 0.000
Export Sales Growth 2 0.371 0.690
Export Profitability 2 0.233 0.792
Note: A Kruskal-Wallis Test (non-parametTic) was conducted and similar results were obtained
Table 5-77 summarises the findings of hypotheses related to environmental 
variables. Local market size and growth were negatively related with export intensity. 
Export profitability was positively related with .local market profitability. On the other 
hand, limited competition in local market was positively related with export intensity and 
export sales growth. Moreover, export profitability was negatively related with shipping 
costs. For export market environment variables, export intensity was positively related 
with exporting world-wide, especially to Asia, Western Europe, and Africa. Export sales 
growth was negatively related with exporting to Gulf countries. Finally, export 
profitability was positively related with exporting to Arab countries and negatively with 
exporting to large export markets.
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5.5. Regression Analysis
In the previous section, data were analysed and research hypotheses were tested. 
Some of the hypotheses were supported and others were rejected. The findings are very 
important for an understanding of the export success determinants. However, at this 
stage and before we begin to discuss the findings, it is very important to digest these 
many variables using appropriate statistical analysis.
The way the hypotheses were tested relied mainly on testing the relation or 
association between each variable and each export performance measure. This was 
necessary to understand the direct association of each variable with export performance. 
It was also important to find results comparable with previous research, as this is helpful 
in strengthening the export literature by accumulating our understanding of each export 
determinant. However, in real life no single variable could be isolated from the 
environment and from other variables' interactions. This means that there could be many 
variables influencing export performance, however they are intercorrelated.
There are many statistical methods available to the researcher to relate the large 
number of independent variables to the dependent variable and estimate the contribution 
of these factors in explaining a firm's export performance. Step-Wise Multiple 
Regression Analysis, Multiple Classification Analysis1, and Automatic Interaction
’ Multiple Classification Analysis examines the relation between several independent variables 
and a single dependent variable. The technique provides a mean value of the dependent variable 
for each subclass of the independent variable and deviation from the grand mean that are adjusted 
simultaneously for effects of all other variables considered in the intercorrelations. It determines 
the effects of each predictor before and after adjustment for inter-correlations with other 
predictors in the analysis. (Emory and Cooper, 1991)
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Detection’ are some examples. Moreover, the researcher could utilise Cluster Analysis 
technique to classify the cases into different homogeneous groups and then conduct 
multiple regression or other statistical analysis for each group. In this study, we have 
used a step-wise multiple regression analysis to estimate the contribution of various 
factors in explaining the variability of different export performance measures. Other 
alternative ways of analysing the data are suggested in the last chapter of this thesis for
future research.
In this section, step-wise multiple regression analysis is utilised to create a model 
for each export performance measure using variables tested in this study. Each 
independent variable is entered in the model if its significance level is less than 0.05 and 
the variable is removed when its significance level becomes more than 0.10. The 
objective of this test is to single out the most important variables explaining the 
variability in the dependent variable, in this case export performance measures. In other 
words, the model will help us understand how much of the variance in each export 
performance measure is explained by a set of predictor variables. Variables that could be 
explained by more powerful variables or cannot explain any additional variance in export 
performance will be eliminated.
1 Automatic Interaction Detection is a sequential partitioning procedure that relates a set of 
predicting factors with a specified dependent variable. It searches among the predicting factors for 
best single division according to each predictor, choose one, and splits the sample into two 
groups. The objective is to maximise the reduction in the unexplained sum of squares of the 
dependent variable. The two subgroups are then split into two separate samples for further 
analysis. The process continues to find the variable that makes the next largest contribution to the 
reduction of unexplained variations in each subgroup. (Emory and Cooper, 1991)
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5.5.1. Data Considerations
In order to utilise step-wise multiple regression, there needs to be an appropriate
relation between the number of observations and the number of variables entered in the
model. Based on the previous section’s findings and using principle-component factor 
analysis and correlation tests, the number of variables to enter in the regression analysis 
was simplified to 52, representing all six categories of export determinates. Table 5- 78 
shows the variables that are entered in the regression model. Specifically, 7 variables 
represented firm differential advantage, 12 variables represented marketing strategy, 16 
variables represented management quality, 4 variables represented local market 
environment, 4 variables represented national environment, and 9 variables represented 
foreign market environment.
Another issue related to multiple regression is the goodness of fit, or how 
perfectly the model predicts the dependent variable. This issue was tested using residual 
analysis. Normally, the developed model will not produce results exactly to the actual 
observations, as there will be some discrepancy. This discrepancy is called residuals and 
the analysis of residuals is a very useful way of determining how good the model is 
(George & Mallery, 1999). Each of the models developed was tested for goodness of fit 
using residual analysis.
Table 5- 79 presents the step-wise regression analysis results for each
performance measure. The regression model results of each performance measure are 
discussed in the following sections.
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Table 5- 78 Variables Related to Export Performanee
—
Independent Variables
Firm Differential Advantages
VI Number of Employees
V2 Size of Capital
V3 Technological Advancement
V4 Price Competitiveness
V5 Product Quality
V6 Exporting Experience
V7 Export Department
Export Marketing Strategy
V8 Export Planning
V9 Product Adaptation
VIO Price Adaptation
Vll Carrying out Promotional Activities
VI2 Promotional Adaptation
V13 Distribution Channel Adaptation
V14 Market Research
V15 Number of Products Exported
V16 Number of Export Countries
V17 Support to Foreign Distributor/Customer
V18 Unsolicited Orders
V19 Export Opportunities Exploration
Management Quality
V20 Manager Age
V21 Education
V22 Travel Frequency
V23 Travel Enjoyability
V24 English Language Proficiency
V25 Number of Foreign Languages
V26 Sales Growth Aspirations
V27 Profitability Aspirations
V28 Investment Security Aspirations
V29 Market Security Aspirations
V30 Sales Growth Expectations
V31 Profitability Expectations
V32 Market Security Expectations
V33 Firm Image Improvement Expectations
V34 Management Time Spent on ExportRelated Activities
V35 Willingness to Allocate Resources
Independent Varif&lw 
Local Market Environment
V36 Large Local Market Size 
V37 Low Competitiveness in Local Market 
V38 High Local Market Growth 
V39 High Local Market Profitability
National Environment
V40 Adequacy of Government Assistance 
V41 Influence of Currency Fluctuations 
V42 High Cost of Shipping 
V43 Adequacy of Financial Institutions
Eoreign Market Environment
V44 Geographically Close Export Market
V45 Large Export Market Size
Export Destination
V46 Gulf Countries (GCC)
V47 Arab Countries (non-GCC)
V48 Asian countries
V49 Western Europe
V50 North America
V51 Africa
V52 Eastern Europe and USSR
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Table 5- 79 Multiple Regression Analysis of Export Performance Measures
Independent Variables ExportIntensity
Export
Sales
Growth
Export
Profitability
Firm Differential Advantages
Size of Capital -0.318**
Product Quality 0.264**
Exporting Experience C196**
Export Marketing Strategy
Export Planning 0.161*
Product Adaptation 0.150*
Price Adaptation -0.199**
Price Competitiveness 0.l74*
Carrying out Promotional Activities 0.163*
Number of Products Exported 0.137*
Number of Export Countries 0.204**
Management
Investment Security Aspirations -02111**
Sales Growth Expectations -0.318**
Export Profitability Expectations 0.472**
i Firm Image Improvement Expectations 0.213**
Management Time Spent on Export Act. 0.214** 0.307**
Local Market Environment
Large Market Size 0.202**
Low Market Competition 0.130* 0.215**
i High Local Market Growth -0.267**
: Foreign Market Environment
\ Large Market Size -0.221**
Arab Countries 0.245** I
Asian countries 0.243**
Adjusted R2 0.592 0.270 0.352 :
F Value 21.449 8.825 9.605
Significance 0.000 0.000 0.000 i
** Denotes 1% level of significance. * Denotes 5% level of significance. ® Denotes 10% level of 
significance
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5-5.2. Export Intensity
From Table 5- 79 we find that only nine variables were entered in the model from 
the 52 variables. These nine variables explain 59.2% of the variance in export intensity. 
Five variables were related to export marketing strategy: export planning, product 
adaptation, price adaptation, carrying out promotional activities in the foreign market, 
and the number of export countries handled by the firm (market diversification). Export 
intensity was positively related with export planning, product adaptation, carrying out 
promotional activities in the export market, and exporting to a larger number of 
countries. However, export intensity was negatively related with the adaptation of export 
price. This indicates that firms offering different prices to different markets have lower 
export intensity than those with a standard export price. Having five variables related to 
export marketing strategy explaining export intensity shows the importance of export 
marketing strategy to export intensity.
Interestingly, only one variable related to management was entered in the model, 
that is management time spent in handling export related activities. This shows the 
positive relation between management time devoted to exporting and export intensity. 
This relation could be the other way round, meaning that as a result of high export 
intensity managers tend to give more attention and devote more time to export activities. 
Also, this positive relation emphasises the importance of management commitment to
exporting performance.
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Two variables related to local market environment were entered, local market 
competition and growth. High local market growth is negatively related with export 
intensity. This is logical as firms having high local market growth would tend to 
concentrate in the local market rather than exploring and expanding their export markets. 
However, low competition in the local market was positively associated with export 
intensity. This contradicts the export literature (e.g. Madsen, 1989) that low 
attractiveness of the local market leads to better export performance.
The last variable was related to foreign market enviromnent and specifically to 
export destination. Export intensity was positively associated with exporting to Asian 
markets. This indicates the importance of export destination in explaining the variance in 
export intensity. This supports Hgz finding that export destination is an important 
determinants of export performance. Finally, none of the firm differential advantages 
variables was entered in the model. This indicates that export intensity is mainly a 
function of export marketing strategy and local market pressures.
The model was tested for goodness of prediction using residual analysis, the 
residuals were found not to be normally distributed. Therefore, a ranlk regression was 
performed to overcome the normality issue. The results of rank regression confirmed the 
above model with slight changes in the coefficients of product adaptation and price 
adaptation. However, both the strength and direction of relation were similar.
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5.5.3. Export Sales Growth
Similarly to the previous model, 52 variables were entered in a step-wise 
regression analysis as independent variables and export sales growth as a dependent 
variable. Table 5- 79 shows the regression analysis results where six variables were 
entered in the final model. The six variables explain 27.0% of the variability in export 
sales growth. This is not as good as the export intensity model where 59.2% of the 
variance was explained. However, there may be other factors influencing export sales 
growth that were not covered by the factors included in this study.
Of the six variables that were in the final model, three variables were related to
management quality. Manager’s time devoted to exporting and his/her expectations that 
exporting will improve the firm’s image were positively associated with export sales 
growth. On the other hand, manager’s aspirations for investment security were 
negatively associated with export sales growth. Management investment security 
aspirations may influence his/her decision in expanding export activities as exporting is 
more risky compared to the local market with which they are very familiar.
The other three variables entered in the model were price competitiveness, 
number of products exported, and local market competition. Price competitiveness was 
positively associated with export sales growth. This suggests that firms exporting 
competitively priced products have a better opportunity to penetrate export markets and 
expand their exports. Also, the number of products exported was positively associated 
with export sales growth. This indicates that firms exporting a wide range of products
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have higher export growth. Exporting more products could increase the chances of 
successfully penetrating the export market compared to exporting fewer products.
On the other hand, low competition in the local market was positively associated 
with export sales growth. This was unexpected, as local market pressures tend to push 
firms to expand their exports, and low competition was expected to attract firms to 
concentrate on the local market. However, since price competitiveness was positively 
associated to export sales growth, and price competitiveness is positively correlated with 
product quality and technology, a reasonable explanation would be that firms with high 
quality products and competitive prices tend to have less competition in both local and 
export markets.
In conclusion, export sales growth was found to be mainly associated with 
managers’ quality as three variables out of six explained it. Also, price competitiveness 
and number of products exported were important internal determinants of export sales 
growth. However, the model explained only 27.0% of the variance in export sales 
growth. The model was tested for goodness of prediction using residual analysis and it 
was established that the residuals were normally distributed.
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5.5.4. Export Profitability
The last model was to predict the export profitability; 52 variables were entered 
as independent variables and export profitability as a dependent variable. Table 5- 79 
presents the regression model variables in which eight variables were entered, explaining 
35.2% of the variance in export profitability.
Three variables relating to firm differential advantages were entered in the model 
explaining export profitability. Product quality and exporting experience were positively 
associated with export profitability. Firms having high quality products could charge a 
higher price for their products, thus generating higher profits, and as firms get more 
experience in exporting they start to realise more profitable transactions. Exporting 
experience could be a result of a market penetration strategy, as firms at their early stages 
of exporting try to sacrifice profits to gain a share in the export market and later they 
start adjusting their profit margins. Another explanation is that experienced finns may 
have absorbed most of their export development costs and started realising more profits. 
On the other hand, the size of capital was negatively associated with export profitability. 
Larger firms in terms of capital were found to have less export profitability. It could be 
that larger firms are more concerned with volume and are willing to sacrifice profit to 
volume, whereas small firms may not have large capacities and thus are more sensitive to 
profits rather than volume.
Management expectations were influential on export profitability as expectations 
for export profitability and expectations for sales growth were entered in the model, and 
they had the largest standardised Beta coefficients. Those two variables were working in
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opposite directions, profitability expectations were positively associated with export 
profitability whereas export sales growth expectations was negatively associated with 
export profitability. In explaining this finding, it could be argued that managers who 
expect exporting to be profitable would attempt to increase their profit margins to make 
it profitable. On the other hand, managers seeking growth and higher sales volume would 
tend to sacrifice profits to achieve their growth objective.
Export profitability was positively associated with large local market size. Firms 
having large local market size for their products realise more profits from exporting. This 
finding integrated with growth and profitability expectations and the positive relation 
between export sales growth and price competitiveness, would lead to the conclusion that 
firms aiming at increasing their export sales and penetrating export markets offer more 
competitive prices and sacrifice profitability. On the other hand, small firms and firms 
with large local market size are not attracted to exporting and when they export they set 
their prices to make exporting profitable. They have no reason to sacrifice profitability 
when they have an attractive local market.
The last two variables were related to foreign market environment. Exporting to 
Arab countries was found to be positively associated with export profitability. In Chapter 
2, the importance of the Saudi role within Islamic and Arab countries was discussed. 
Therefore, a reasonable explanation would be that Saudi Arabian products are highly 
accepted and appreciated in Arab countries and Saudi exporters may benefit from this to 
realise higher profitability. The second variable related to the export market was the 
importance of large export market size to the Saudi Arabian exporters. It was found to
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have a negative influence on export profitability. Firms giving high importance to large 
export markets were found to have less profitability. This could be explained by growth 
expectations, as firms expecting high growth will tend to look for large export markets 
and would offer competitive prices with lower profitability to penetrate the export large 
markets and achieve higher export sales growth.
Finally, 35.2% of export profitability was explained by eight variables related to 
firm differential advantages, managers’ expectations, local market attractiveness, and 
export market. Surprisingly, none of the export marketing strategy variables was entered 
in to the export profitability model. This may indicate that export marketing variables 
were represented by more influential variables such as managers’ expectations. The 
model was tested for goodness of predictability using residual analysis and the residuals 
were found to be normally distributed.
5.6. Qualitative Results (Interviews)
As discussed in Chapter 4, personal interviews with six executive managers of 
exporting firms were carried out. The objective of the interviews was to obtain in-depth 
details about issues that may not have been possible to collect through a mail 
questionnaire. Each of the six interviews will be discussed in a separate section 
describing all information related to the firm and its exporting activity. For reasons of 
confidentiality, no names are disclosed, however each firm is referred to by the letters A
to F.
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5.6.1. Firm A (Medical Products)
The firm was established in 1982 with a capital of SR 12 million to produce 
medical syringes. The main objective of setting up the project was to supply the 
government with its needs of syringes. They have about 130 employees. Initially, they 
did not have any problem in selling their product to the government, as they were 
bidding and getting contracts. However, as the competition increased in the 1 ocal market 
they started thinking about reducing their costs. By early 1996, they had completed a 
massive expansion in their manufacturing facilities with the objective of minimising their 
manufacturing costs.
The firm management thought about exporting only after they had completed 
their expansion and found that they had more than the local market can contain. Even at 
that time the firm did not organise their export activity, but relied on unsolicited orders 
coming to them from neighbouring countries. In some export markets, the institutional 
customers were asking for a local agent to deal with them, so the firm assigned a local 
agent in those markets. They export one product to 10 countries, all of them being Arab 
countries including GCC countries. They offer a competitive price and credit terms.
The executive manager is too busy and devotes less than 10 hours a month to 
export development and since they do not have an export department/division, export 
activities are being handled by the marketing manager. They have no export policy and 
no export planning and they do not monitor the performance of their foreign 
distributors/agents. Even though they express an interest in developing exports, they 
continue to fill the unsolicited orders they receive rather than exploring new markets.
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They are exporting 5.6% of their total sales and they rate their export sales as far 
below expectations, however they find their export profitability to be as expected. They 
find the local market to be more profitable, although they price their export sales slightly 
higher than local market prices.
5.6.2. Firm B (Mechanical oil and air filters)
This firm was established in 1989 with a capital of SR 14 million to produce 
mechanical oil and air filters. They have 125 employees. They had an agreement with a 
large American manufacturer to use their brand name. The installed production capacity 
was 18 million filters. Exports were in their initial plan, as the local market can take up 
to 8 million filters only. However, they suffered critical problems with their products’ 
quality, which they managed to overcome by 1992. They installed a fully equipped 
laboratory to help them overcome quality problems and improve their products.
In 1992 the firm started exporting with a clear policy of expanding their exports. 
In 1993, they appointed an export sales representative to handle export activities and 
report directly to the general manager. Then the unit was expanded and new staff was 
added as exports increased. Based on their agreement with the American company, they 
can sell under the American brand name only to Arab countries. However, they can sell 
under other brand names to anywhere in the world. They started exporting by assigning 
foreign distributors in Gulf countries and some other Arab countries. They adapt their 
prices to the foreign market based on the competition, at the same time formulating their
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price basically to cover variable costs. They started exporting to Europe under a separate 
agreement with the American company, the American company agreed to supply some 
of its European customers from firm B’s factory in Saudi Arabia under the American 
company brand name and they started exporting to Italy. This gave them confidence in 
their products and opened their eyes to the European markets. They started contacting 
large customers and manufacturers in Europe to sell them their products under private
labels.
They do plan and monitor export activities and distributor performance. They 
also visit their distributors and share promotional costs with them. They have been 
participating in trade shows to explore export opportunities, and have recently set up an 
Internet Web site that is showing good response. They are showing a great connnitment 
and expect exports to help their firm grow and achieve economy of scale.
Their export performance has shown a steady increase with export intensity of 
45%, and they believe that export sales are above expectations, whereas growth and 
profitability are as expected. About 45% of their exports go to Gulf countries, 18% to 
other Arab countries, 15% to Western Europe, and 15% to Africa. They are now 
exporting to 21 foreign markets.
5.6.3. Firm C (Chewing Gum)
This firm was established in 1984 with a capital of SR 4.2 million to produce 
different kinds of chewing gum. Initially, their business was established as a joint- 
venture with a Korean firm as a provider of the know-how. However, in 1987, after they
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had completed their first expansion, the two partners had a dispute. The Saudi Arabian 
partner wanted to expand their exports to utilise the available production capacity, 
whereas the Korean partner wanted them to concentrate on the local market. The Korean 
partner has production facilities in Korea through which they export to most of Asia. 
Ultimately, based on this dispute, they ended their relation and the Saudi Arabian partner 
bought the Korean share. This transaction was considered a critical point in their export
activity.
Their first export order was received from Bahrain (a neighbouring GCC country) 
and they filled it. However, they continued concentrating on the local market and filling 
export orders as they come. After their expansion in 1987 and after they purchased the 
Korean share, they started concentrating on exports. Their first participation in an
international trade show was in Thailand in 1988, then in London in 1989. Thereafter,
they continued to participate in 3-4 international trade shows per year.
In 1991, they underwent another major expansion to double their production 
capacity. The firm commitment to expand exports was notable after their second 
expansion. Their export intensity increased from 20% in 1990 to 60% in 1999. Currently, 
they are exporting to 25 countries. In most of their export markets they assign a 
distributor. They have also opened their own offices in Dubai through which they can 
expand their exports to Russia and Asia, and they opened another office in Egypt to 
expand their exports to North Africa. They sell in most of their markets under their own 
brand name except in Germany where they sell under a private label. They believe that
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their experience in selling to Germany has helped them a great deal to develop their 
products to meet customer specifications.
They had two bad experiences in Lebanon and Australia where they failed to
qualify their assigned distributor. They assigned the first customer who contacted them 
as a distributor, however in both countries the distributor damaged their market and 
dumped their products. They are still not able to enter those two markets. For the 
Australian market, they hired a consultant to make a study for them on how to re-enter 
the market. Although they are careful after those negative experiences, they do fill
unsolicited orders from countries where they do not intend to enter.
They have had a separate export department since 1992 and they do prepare 
export plans, however they do not have a good system of monitoring their distributors’ 
performance. They are satisfied with their export sales growth and profitability, however 
they believe that they are not well enough organised to grasp all the export opportunities
available.
5.6.4. Firm D (Power Generation Equipment)
The firm was formed in 1978 as a limited liability company with a capital of SR 
25 million to manufacture power generation equipment and other diesel engine driven 
products. It has an agreement with a leading American manufacturer of diesel engines to 
provide the firm with engineering expertise and teclmical know-how. The firm has 200
employees.
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They started exporting in 1995 when the demand in the local market stalled to 
decline. Currently, they export about 10% of their sales to four Arab countries. Their 
senior management is interested in exporting, however they do not show a high 
commitment as they do not explore export opportunities and have not set up an export 
department. They do not prepare any plans for export activities and their executive 
manager hardly devotes any time to developing exports. They recently hired a marketing 
manager for the local market and he will be handling export activities.
Their expectations about exporting are high, they expect exports to help them 
grow and achieve market security. However, they do not expect exports to be more 
profitable as they find the local market more profitable. They have a quality control 
department and they have acquired the ISO 9000 certificate. They are working at only 
50% of their production capacity and control 25% of the Saudi Arabian market.
5.6.5, Firm E (Roof Insulation Materials)
The firm was established in 1983 with a capital of SR 100 million to produce roof 
insulation materials. It has about 250 employees and controls 40% of the Saudi Arabian 
market. The firm has gone through three expansions since its establishment.
The firm started exporting in 1987, however it was not until 1994 that they made 
a strategic decision to develop and expand their exports. They established a separate 
division for export operations and hired and trained professional export staff. Then they
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started exploring and studying export markets and successfully appointed distributors in 
30 countries. They have achieved high growth in their export sales and their exports 
intensity grew from 20% in 1994 to 52% in 1999. About 60% of their exports go to Gulf 
countries, 20% to Arab countries, and 15% to Asia.
In their pricing strategy, they calculate the export price based on hill costing and 
they adapt it to each export market. They conduct a wide range of promotional activities 
abroad such as running advertisements in professional magazines and offering technical 
seminars in export countries. Also, they back up their distributor with a range of services, 
training, catalogues, and technical support in bidding contracts. Senior management 
frequently visits their distributors. Also, they have established a roofing academy within 
their premises to train and develop their distributors' sales and technical staff. Three 
years ago they started holding an annual conference for their distributors where they 
update them on their new products and discuss their problems. Also, during these 
conferences they give excellence awards for best distributors.
The firm management continues to explore new export opportunities and they 
send their staff to explore and study new markets. They recently appointed a regional 
export manager for Latin America and the Caribbean with the objective of developing 
exports to that potential new region. The management is satisfied with their export 
performance and profitability and hold very high expectations about exporting. They 
continuously improve their products’ quality and develop new products.
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5.6.6. Firm F (safety and military shoes)
The firm was established in 1982 with a capital of SR 8 million to produce safety 
and military shoes. The firm has about 105 employees and controls 65% of the safety 
shoe market and 10% of the military shoe market in Saudi Arabia. Their main objective 
was to supply large local oil companies with their needs for safety shoes.
They started ad hoc exporting in the early 1990s with a first order to Bahrain. 
But, as the growth in the local market slowed, they started thinking of expanding their 
exports. In 1994, a decision was taken by the executive management to develop exports. 
They started expanding their exports to neighbouring countries and now they export to 6 
countries. They assign distributors in almost every export market, but sometimes only an 
agent. They do plan their export activity and monitor their distributor’s performance, but 
they do not provide any support to their distributors or conduct promotional activities 
except for supplying them with catalogues. Recently, they started exploring European 
markets and are conducting some feasibility studies to enter the market with private
labels.
The firm has no export department and the sales department handles all export 
activities. They provide competitive prices and credit terms. In 1999 they exported 11% 
of their sales and their exports were 12% less than 1998 exports. They are not satisfied 
with their exports growth and volume, but are happy with their exports’ profitability.
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5.7. Summary
This chapter examined the survey analysis and hypothesis testing. First, the 
sample characteristics were discussed. The data were collected from 154 Saudi Arabian 
exporting firms resulting in a response rate of 28.2%. Then sample representativeness, 
non-response bias, early and late response bias, and reliability tests were examined. After 
that the three export measures utilised in this study were presented: export intensity, 
export sales growth, and export intensity.
After that each of the main hypotheses and related sub-hypotheses were tested. 
For firms’ differential advantages, firms size measured by size of capital, firm 
technological advancement, product quality, firm exporting experience, and the existence 
of export department were found to positively associate with export intensity and export 
sales growth. Firms’ technological advancement and its product quality were also found 
to be positively associated with export profitability. Export marketing strategy variables 
were also found to be important for firms’ export performance. Export policy, export 
planning, carrying out and adapting promotional activities, conducting market research, 
market diversification, supporting foreign distributor, and closely monitoring the 
performance of foreign distributors were found to be positively associated with both 
export intensity and export sales growth. Export profitability was found to be positively 
influenced by the number of products exported and by participation in trade shows.
In analysing management quality variables, management education, English 
language proficiency, number of languages a manager speaks well, and frequency of 
travel were found to be positively and significantly correlated with export intensity.
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Management aspirations for market security, management expectations for firm’s image 
improvement, and management commitment were also found to be positively and 
significantly correlated with both export intensity and export sales growth. Management 
profitability expectations was the only variable in management quality that showed a 
positive association with export profitability.
Small local market size and low growth rate were positively influencing export 
intensity, whereas export profitability was positively associated with high local market 
profitability and high local market growth. Interestingly, low local market competition 
was found to positively influence export intensity and export sales growth. At the 
national level, only cost of shipping was found to be negatively correlated with export 
profitability. With regard to export destination, firms exporting to geographically close 
markets were associated with low export intensity and export sales growth. Oil the other 
hand, world exporters who export to geographically distant markets such as Western 
Europe, Asia, and Africa were found to have significantly higher export intensity.
The chapter also covered qualitative analysis. Six interviews carried out with 
managers from different exporting firms were presented. These in-depth interviews were 
aimed to strengthen the findings of the quantitative analysis and to provide deeper 
explanations of some of the findings. Next chapter will cover the discussion and 
interpretation of the present study findings. The findings will be compared with previous 
research findings throughout the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE DETERMINANTS OF EXPORT 
PERFORMANCE: AN EXTENDED DISCUSSION
6.1. Introduction
The objective of this study is to identify the variables and elements that are 
associated with better export performance. This chapter builds on the results of the 
analysis in the previous chapter. It discusses the findings and their interpretation, and 
compares them with findings from previous studies.
Internal determinants of export performance are discussed in the first three 
sections. Section 6.2 discusses findings related to firms’ differential advantages and 
export performance. Section 6.3 presents the findings of export marketing strategy 
variables and their influence on export performance. Section 6.4 covers factors related to 
management quality and their association with export performance.
After that, external determinants of export performance are discussed. Section 6.5 
presents the findings related to local market factors and their relation with export 
performance. Section 6.6 discusses national environment factors and their influence on 
export performance. Section 6.7 covers factors related to export market enviromnent and 
their association with export performance. Finally, Section 6.8 summarises the findings 
of this chapter and presents profiles of successful exporters based on each measure of 
export performance.
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6.2. Firms’ Differential Advantages
Firms' differential advantages refer to any feature a firm has that may give it an 
advantage over other firms (Pak, 1991). These features may have existed since the
founding of the firm or have been developed over time. Eleven hypotheses related to 
firms’ differential advantages were proposed and tested, the following is a discussion of 
the hypothesis testing and its results.
With regard to ownership, apparently there was no connection between type of 
ownership and export intensity or export sales growth. This is not consistent with Das’ 
(1994) findings which established that privately owned firms have higher export 
intensity while those with lower intensity were more likely to be public limited 
companies. However, joint stock companies were found to have lower export 
profitability. Further discussion of ownership and export profitability will be presented
later within the context of firm size.
There was no significant difference in export performance between different 
industrial sectors with the exception of food sector firms. Food sector firms were found 
to have significantly lower export intensity. This finding is consistent with Al-Aali 
(1995) who found in his study of58 food and chemical exxorting firms that chemical and 
petrochemical firms were more export-oriented than food firms. The location of the firm 
within the country did not indicate any influence on export performance. Firms from 
three regions were compared to see if location gives any advantage. The results show no 
tignificnnt difference in export performance due to location. This does not support the 
argument of Wiedersheim-Paul et al. (1978) that the location of the firm within the
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country is an important factor in export performance. Their argument was based on the 
availability of transportation means and the flow of information. This may apply to 
remote locations in rural areas. However, the three areas compared % although 
geographically far away from each other have similar a infrastructure and access to
transportation and information.
In addition, product type exerted no influence on export performance and both 
consumer products and industrial products firms have a similar potential for export 
success. This does not support previous research findings that product type influenced 
export performance (Cavusgil and Zou, 1994). Also, this finding disagrees with Das 
(1994) who found firms exporting consumer products to have higher export intensity and 
export sales growth.
With regard to firm size, there is a general belief as discussed in Chapter 3 that 
larger firms have a size advantage and tend to perform better in exporting. In this study a 
positive association was found between firm size measured by size of capital and both 
export intensity and export sales growth. This aligns with Al-Aali (1989), who found in 
his study of 83 exporting and non-exporting Saudi Arabian firms that exporters were 
larger in size (measured by paid-in capital). However, firm size measured by number of 
employees has no association with export performance. This is consistent with Cooper 
and Kleinschmidt (1985), yet, this contradicts studies that found a positive association 
between size (measured by number of employees) and export performance (Cavusgil and 
Naor, 1987; Christensen et al., 1987; Harcar, 1993; Reid, 1983).
1 Eastern region, Central region, and Western region.
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Moreover, export profitability was negatively influenced by size of capital and 
firms having large capital showed lower profitability. This should be linked to the 
ownership type finding that joint-stock firms have a lower profitability. Joint-stock 
companies are significantly larger in size of capital than limited liability and sole 
proprietorship1. This leads to the conclusion that joint-stock firms that are significantly 
large in size of capital exhibit low export profitability. This finding needs further studies 
to explain the low profitability ofjoint-stock firms.
Product quality, uniqueness, and technological advancement were hypothesised 
to positively influence export performance. Both product quality and technology were 
positively associated with all export performance measures. However, in regression 
models, product quality was entered to positively predict the export profitability model. 
As product quality and technological advancement were significantly and positively 
correlated, it was obvious why technological advancement did not enter into the 
regression model of export profitability. None of the firms’ differential advantages were 
entered in the regression models of either export intensity or export sales growth. A 
reasonable explanation is that export intensity is a function of strategy rather than 
differential advantages. With regard to product uniqueness, no association with any 
export performance measure was found.
Price competitiveness, which was positively correlated with technological 
advancement and product quality, is an important predictor of export sales growth. Firms 
entering new markets and expanding within their existing markets would do better with a
1 Average capital ofjoint-stock firms is SR 337 million compared with SR 63 million for sole 
proprietorship firms and SR 56 million for limited liability firms.
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competitive price. Also, product quality was found to be an important element for export 
profitability, as firms with high-quality products would face less competition and be able 
to charge a premium for quality superiority. However for export intensity other variables 
are more important than product quality. Export intensity reflects long term efforts, and 
export marketing strategy variables were found to be more important in providing an 
explanation.
The importance of product quality was also supported by qualitative data. Firm 
B, which produces mechanical filters, has suffered from quality problems that hindered 
its export performance in both local and export markets. They only succeeded in 
exporting after they installed a fully-equipped laboratory that helped them diagnose and 
solve their product quality problems. Christensen et al. (1987) found that exporters 
exporting low quality products were switching from market to market because of non­
repeat orders.
This finding supports previous research findings that both product technology 
and quality are important variables in export performance. Cooper and Kleinschmidt 
(1985) found technological advancement to be positively related to export intensity and 
growth. Walters and Samiee (1990) found export technological intensity to be positively 
correlated with export profitability. Beamish and Munro (1987) found higher product 
technology to be associated with higher export intensity and profitability. Kaynak and 
Kothari (1984) found that product quality is a major determinant of export performance 
for both consumer and industrial goods.
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Although the importance of technological advancement is widely supported 
(Aaby and Slater, 1989), there are other researchers who found either a weak relationship 
or no relationship at all. Cavusgil and Naor (1987) found technology intensivei^s to be 
a weak discriminator between exporters and nfn-exporiert. Similarly, Aximi (1988) 
found no significant association between technology and export intensity. Harcar (1983) 
in his study of the Turkish textile industry found high ieclmflfgy to be a weak 
discriminator between exporters and non-exporters. The findings of this study 
amalgamate these conflicting results as the study concludes that product quality and 
technological advancement are important for export growth and profitability but not for 
export intensity.
Exporting experience was found to be positively associated with export 
performance. Using a correlation test, exporting experience positively correlated with 
both export intensity and export sales growth, however when the regression models were 
developed, exporting experience was positively associated with only export profitability. 
It could be that exporting experience that has accumulated over time was reflected in 
other variables, such as marketing strategy influencing export intensity and management 
quality influencing export sales growth.
Amine and Cavusgil (1986) found tha export intensity improved with higher 
export experience. They used a correlation test to reach this conclusion and therefore 
their finding is supported by this study. Similarly, Dominguez and Sequeira (1993) found 
export experience to be positively associated with export intensity. On the other hand,
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Louter et al. (1991) found no association between exporting experience and export
performance.
The positive association between export experience and profitability is not 
consistent with Bilkey (1982) who found that export profitability was negatively
associated with export experience. This could be explained by two reasons. First, 
exporting firms may offer very competitive prices at the beginning of their exporting 
venture and, as they establish themselves in the export market, they start adjusting the 
prices to be more profitable. Second, the cost of entering and expanding export markets 
is high and may be depreciated in the early years of exporting. However in later years, 
experienced firms do not have to spend money to develop these markets and realise more 
profits.
Firm age was not found to have any association with export performance. This is 
similar to Keng and Jiuan (1989) who found no significant difference in age between 
exporters and non-exporters. However, other researchers found those successful 
exporters to be younger (Das, 1994; Kirpalani and Macintosh, 1980; Ursic and Czinkota,
1984).
The formal structure of export marketing activity within a firm, measured by the 
existence of a separate export department, was found to positively correlate with both 
export intensity and export sales growth. It is not clear whether the formal structure 
resulted in export expansion or was a result of it. The former relationship is supported by 
the qualitative data. Firms B, C and E had established export divisions before they
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realised high export intensity of 45%, 60%, and 60% respectively. On the other hand, 
firms A and D, although very interested in and having high expectations of exporting, 
showed very low export intensity and growth. They did not have an export department 
responsible for export activities, and this could be a reason for the low performance. 
With regard to export profitability, formal structure of export marketing activity was not 
entered in the regression model. This does not support Bilkey’s (1982) finding that the 
existence of an internal export unit was related to higher export profitability.
It is also important to note that there is a very significant positive correlation
between the existence of an export department and management commitment measured 
by management willingness to allocate resources and by management time devoted to 
exporting. This would explain why the existence of an export department did not enter 
the regression models of export intensity and export sales growth. In both models, 
management time devoted to exporting was a positive predictor of export intensity and 
export sales growth. In the export literature, formal structure has received limited 
attention. Walters and Samiee (1990) found support for the positive association between 
the formal structure of export activity and export intensity.
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6.3. Marketing Strategy
Export marketing strategy represents how a firm pursues its export activities to 
achieve its export venture objectives. There is no clear agreed-upon definition for export 
marketing strategy (Louter et al., 1991). This includes a group of variables for which 
management has to take decisions to expand their export venture. In this study, it was 
found that export marketing strategy is an important determinant of export intensity. 
From regression models, it was found that product adaptation, market diversification, 
and carrying out promotional activities were positively associated with export intensity 
and export sales growth, whereas price adaptation was negatively associated with export 
intensity. Price competitiveness and the number of products exported were positively 
associated with export sales growth. Interestingly, none of the marketing strategy 
variables was entered in the regression model of export profitability.
Export policy was found to be positively associated with both export intensity 
and export sales growth. Although 87% of the sample firms had an export policy, there 
was a significant difference in export intensity and export sales growth between them. 
Those who have an export policy had a significantly better export performance. This 
finding supports the positive association between export policy and export performance 
found in the research literature (Koh, 1991; Madsen, 1989). Moreover, export policy was 
significantly and positively correlated with export planning. This is logical, as those who 
do plan export activity would have an export policy.
Similar to export policy, export planning was positively correlated with both 
export intensity and export sales growth. This positive relationship between export
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planning and export performance is widely supported in the export literature (Aaby and 
Slater, 1989). Madsen (1989) and Samiee and Walters (1990) found a significant positive 
relationship between export planning and export performance. The interviews held with 
exporting firms confirm this finding. Firms A and D who do not prepare plans for their 
export policy had a low export intensity and export sales growth.
There was also a positive correlation between management control, measured by 
setting sales targets for export markets and monitoring distributor performance, and both 
export intensity and export sales growth. At the same time, management control was 
highly correlated with export planning. In other words, those firms who do plan their 
export activity tend to have management control over their export activities. This is 
associated with higher export intensity and growth. This finding is in line with Kirpnlnni 
and Macintosh (1980) and Madsen (1989) who found a positive association between 
management control and monitoring of export markets and export performance. Aaby 
and Slater (1989) in their review of export performance studies concluded that effective 
export control is an important factor in export performance.
Marketing mix elements are the base of any marketing plan or strategy. The issue 
regarding these elements as discussed in Chapter 3 is whether to standardise or adapt 
them to the export market. It was found that product and promotion adaptation are 
positively associated with export intensity, whereas price adaptation showed a negative 
association. Price competitiveness was positively associated with export sales growth. 
Distribution channel adaptation had no association with export performance.
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Product adaptation was found to be more important for firms selling non-durable 
consumer goods to achieve higher export intensity. As discussed earlier in this chapter, 
export intensity reflects long-term success, and this finding about product adaptation 
supports the finding of Cavusgil and Kiipalani (1993) that initial product adaptation is 
not important, however subsequent adaptation according to market needs positively 
relates with export performance. The positive association between product adaptation 
and export performance is widely supported in the literature (Cavusgil and Zou, 1994; 
Dominguez & Sequeira, 1993; Katsikeas, 1994).
No relation was found between product adaptation and export profitability, which 
supports the findings of Koh and Robicheaux (1988). However, it contradicts Walters 
and Samiee (1990) who found a positive relationship between export profitability and 
product adaptation. It could be the sample they used and the measure of export 
profitability that led to this result. They conducted their study on small firms that have 
less than 100 employees and they used after-tax export profit margins as the profitability 
measure rather than management perception of exporting profitability.
With regard to price adaptation, a rather unexpected result was found. It was 
negatively associated with export intensity. Further analysis and qualitative data indicate 
that both high and low performers make some modifications to their export price but 
probably low performers make larger modifications. In the export literature, there is 
notable support for a positive association between export performance and competitive 
price, however the relation between price adaptation and export intensity needs further 
investigation.
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With regard to price competitiveness, it was entered in the regression model of 
export sales growth. This would indicate the importance of competitive pricing for 
market entry and growth but not for export intensity. It is notable that price 
competitiveness and product quality were highly correlated, and that firms offering 
quality products are able to offer them at a competitive price. Quality is not always 
related to higher price, as it could be a result of more advanced production technology 
that enables the firm to produce high-quality products at a lower cost. This reasoning is 
supported by Christensen et al. (1987) who argued that successful exporters relied on 
internationally competitive prices and are more concerned with internal factors for 
pricing such as production costs.
In the export literature, price competitiveness was found to positively influence 
export performance (Kaynak and Kothari, 1984; Kirpalani and Macintosh, 1980). 
However, Madsen (1987) found a marginal effect of price competitiveness on export 
performance and that a low price will lead to buyer uncertainty. At the same time he 
argues that product quality increases buyer certainty. It could be concluded that price 
competitiveness was found to positively correlate with product quality and firms do not 
have to sacrifice quality to offer a competitive price.
Promotional activities adaptation was positively correlated with export intensity 
and export sales growth. This relationship is more influential in the case of consumer 
product firms. This could be the result of different markets’ cultures and languages 
where consumer products are sold. However, when it comes to industrial product
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customers, the differences would diminish since customers share a similar professional
understanding.
Yet, promotional adaptation was not entered in export performance regression 
models. Carrying out promotional activities in the export market was found to be more 
important in explaining the variance in export intensity. Carrying out promotional 
activities abroad and adapting them to market needs were significantly and positively 
correlated with both export intensity and export sales growth. The finding of a positive 
relation between canying out promotional activities and export performance aligns with 
the findings of Kirpalani and Mncinifth (1983). However, findings about adaptation of 
promotional activities were mixed. Cavusgil (1983) and Cavusgil and Kaynak (1982) 
found a positive association between promotion adaptation and export success, whereas 
Cavusgil and Zou (1994) found a negative relation.
The last variable of the marketing mix is distribution channel adaptation. This 
was not found to be important to any of the performance measures. It was also found that 
Saudi Arabian exporters mainly rely on two channels: a foreign distributor/agent and 
direct sales. Both consumer products and industrial products firms hardly use any other 
hennnelt and industrial products firms were found to utilise a direct sales channel more 
than industrial products firms. This finding is consistent with Bell (1997) finding that the 
use of distributor/agent was the best ranked market entry strategy for Finnish, Irish, and 
Norwegian exporters. Similarly, this finding supports Koh and Rfbihheaux’t (1988) 
conclusion that exporters of industrial products perceive performance to be better when 
they sell directly to the final customer.
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Although the channel adaptation was not related to export performance, it is
important to note that distributor selection is important for successful exporting. This 
was mentioned by some of the managers interviewed. Some of them have withdrawn 
from some markets because they had chosen an unqualified distributor. For example, 
firm C has withdrawn from both the Australian and the Lebanese markets because they 
gave the distributorship to the first contact without investigating their capabilities. 
Cavusgil and Zou (1994) found that one of the poor performance factors was poor choice
of distributor.
With regard to market research, although there is a tremendous amount of free
and easily-accessible information, some firms enter export markets on an almost 
impulsive basis without taking advantage of this information (Lee & Brasch, 1978). In 
this study, market research prior to foreign market entry positively correlates with export 
intensity and export sales growth. This finding supports other research findings of a 
positive relationship between export market research and export performance 
(Christensen et al., 1987; Dominguez & Sequeira, 1993; Hart and Tzokas, 1999). 
However, other scholars found no relationship (Amine and Cavusgil, 1986; 
Diamantopoulos and Inglis, 1988; Madsen, 1989). It is worth noting that in the 
regression models market research did not enter in any of the performance measure 
models. This could indicate that other variables explain the variance in export intensity 
and export sales growth being stronger than market research. Market research is 
positively and significantly correlated with management time devoted to exporting which 
explains both export intensity and export sales growth.
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The number of products a firm exports was positively associated with export 
performance in terms of export sales growth. The finding supports other scholars’ 
findings that product diversification strategy leads to better performance (Christensen, et 
al., 1987; Diamantopoulos and Inglis, 1988). However, this finding does not support 
findings that concluded a positive relationship between number of products exported and 
export intensity (Beamish and Munro, 1987; Beamish et al., 1993). Export profitability 
was positively correlated with the number of products exported.
The number of products exported helps the firm succeed in entering and 
expanding within existing markets, as the failure of one or more products would not 
restrict the other products from being accepted and sold. However, firms with one, or 
only a few, products would be more sensitive to the failure of any products. Likewise, 
firms with a wider product range were more profitable. It could be that a wider product 
range enables the company to realise higher profitability from some products and 
sacrifice profits from other products without reducing their overall profitability. 
However, firms with only a few products may not have such flexibility.
Market diversification strategy was also found to positively correlate with both 
export intensity and export sales growth. However, in regression analysis the number of 
export countries was entered only in the export intensity model. This finding supports the 
idea that export intensity is positively associated with market diversification (Cooper and 
Kleinschmidt, 1985; Diamantopoulos and Inglis, 1988; Dominguez & Sequeira, 1993; 
Lee and Yang, 1991). Also it supports Lee and Yang’s (1991) finding that there is no 
relationship between export profitability and market diversification strategy.
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Furthermore, there was a positive and significant correlation between firms’ 
support to foreign dittributfrs/huthomers and both export intensity and export sales 
growth. All the variables tested showed a high positive correlation: senior management 
visits, training, after-sale services, catalogues and brochures, and sharing promotional 
costs, although the last variable did not show any correlation with export sales growth. 
Previous literature indicated similar conclusions. Cunningham and Spigel (1971) and 
Moini (1995) found that a personal visit by company executives to their overseas clients 
represents an important factor for successful exporters. Also, Amine and Cavusgil (1986) 
found that personal contacts and visits to foreign distributors were an important element 
in export success. Moreover, Kaynak and Kothari (1984) concluded that 10x^1^ 
services are n significant element contributing to success in exporting for both consumer
and industrial products.
On the other hand, no relationship between support to foreign
ditiribuiort/hutiomert and export profitability was found. This finding aligns with Koh 
and Robicheaux’s (1988) findings. However, it does not support Beamish et al. (1993) 
who found a positive relationship between firm’s attention to customer service and 
export profitability. Also, there was n significant positive correlation between support to 
foreign distrlbutfrs/huthomers and management commitment measured by time and 
resources allocated to exporting. This would explain why none of the variables related to 
foreign dittributor/huttomer support entered in the regression analysis.
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The last element in export marketing strategy was export opportunities 
exploration and how firms acquire new orders and discover new markets. The most 
widely discussed element is unsolicited orders. Many researchers found that active or 
aggressive exporters seek out their orders, while passive or reactive exporters wait to 
receive unsolicited orders. However, in this study the reliance on unsolicited orders was
not found to be associated with export performance, although there was a negative 
correlation sign, it was not significant. This could be explained as previous scholars 
found that unsolicited orders are important as a stimulus for starting exporting (Cavusgil, 
1983; Kaynak and Kothari, 1984) and this study sample were already all exporters.
With regard to other export exploration means, export intensity was positively 
associated with participation in trade shows and trade missions and with sending staff to 
explore foreign markets. Also, export sales growth was positively associated with 
participation in trade missions and staff visits. This supports Moini’s (1995) finding that 
successful exporters systematically explore export opportunities and that active or 
successful exporters are proactive in their search for new orders and new markets. This is 
also consistent with Ax inn (1988) and Denis and Depelteau (1985) who concluded that 
participation in trade fairs and missions is very important and associated with higher 
export intensity. Another very interesting finding is the positive association between 
participation in trade shows and export profitability. This finding agrees with Burton and 
Schlegelmilch (1987) who found profitable exporting to be associated with participation 
in international trade fairs. It could be that through participating in trade shows, a firm 
can receive a large number of orders that minimise the cost per order and increase the 
demand on the firm’s product. This may make them selective and ask for higher prices 
for their products.
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6.4. Management Quality
Management characteristics, aspirations, expectations, and commitment are 
significant variables in how a firm starts and expands its export marketing activities. 
Ross (1982) concluded that managers are the decision-makers within the firm and their 
decisions are responsible for the firm’s success or failure in the international markets, 
and that their decisions are influenced by their own personal characteristics. In the export 
performance literature, there are many studies that have concluded positive associations 
between export performance and a number of managers’ characteristics (Aaby and 
Slater, 1989).
In this study, manager’s age, experience with the firm and in the position, 
international experience, education, nationality, travel frequency and enjoyability, 
perception of cultural interactions, and foreign language proficiency were studied. It also 
covered managers’ aspirations, expectations, and commitment. In regression models of 
export performance, only management commitment, measured by a manager’s time 
devoted to exporting, was entered to explain the variance in export intensity. 
Management export expectations of the firm’s image improvement and management 
time devoted to exporting were positively associated with export sales growth. On the 
other hand, management aspirations for investment security were negatively associated 
with export sales growth.
This interesting finding, that management quality explains export sales growth 
rather more than it explains export intensity, aligns with findings by Reid (1983). He 
found that managerial quality was significant in explaining export entry but had little
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association with continuing exporting. Entry and growth require different characteristics 
such as risk taking and travelling frequently, whereas export intensity depends, as 
discussed earlier in this chapter, on marketing strategy variables to sustain high export
involvement that would reflect long-term success.
No relationship was found between a manager’s age, experience with firm, 
experience in current position, or international experience and export performance 
measures. This does not support the positive relationship found in previous research 
between age and export performance (Rogers, 1987; Pak, 1991) and international 
experience and export performance (Axinn, 1988; Harcar, 1993). Dns (1994) found a 
negative relation between export intensity and n manager’s experience in exporting. So, 
the relation of management age and experience with export performance is not clear yet 
and this study could not support any trend in this relationship.
Further analysis with regard to management experience using cluster analysis 
(Appendix F) produced a very interesting conclusion. It was found that those managers 
who have been with their firms and in their current position for a long time have the 
highest international experience. However, this group oO managers has the lowest 
education, travel frequency, market security aspirations, and market security 
expectations. They also indicated the lowest willingness to allocate resources to 
exporting and devoted the least time to exporting. Moreover, their firms had the lowest 
export intensity. A possible justification for this finding, with regard to management 
quality, is that those managers who had the highest iniernahifnnl experience have been
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promoted not because of their qualifications but rather because of the time they had spent
with the firm.
Management education, frequency of travel, and foreign language proficiency 
were positively correlated with export intensity and export sales growth. However, none 
of the management characteristics shows any association with export profitability. This 
supports previous studies. Pak (1991) found that manager’s frequency of travel 
positively affects export attractiveness. Rogers (1987) concluded that a manager’s 
education and extent of travel are important determinants of the firm’s export 
involvement. Keng and Jiuan (1989) concluded a positive relation between managers’
education and export performance. Also, Cheong and Chong (1988) and Harcar (1993) 
found that managers in exporting firms have better foreign language skills.
With regard to management aspirations, if was found that management 
aspirations for market security were positively correlated with export intensity and 
export sales growth. On the other hand, aspirations for investment security were 
negatively associated with export sales growth. Aspirations for growth and profitability 
were not related to export performance. These findings support findings by Cavusgil 
(1976) who established that exporting is hindered by stronger aspirations for investment 
security. Also, he found (1984b) that aspirations for profit and aspirations for growth are 
highly correlated but bear no relation to export activity. Additionally, Ali and Swiercz 
(1991) indicated that export success seems to be facilitated by patience, flexibility, and 
willingness to take additional risk. Simmonds and Smith (1968) found a positive relation 
between export performance and high degree of risk taking and aggressive drive.
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Management willingness to take risk is an important determinant of export sales 
growth as firms enter and expand into new markets, however as the management gains 
experience in exporting they perceive exporting to be less risky and their security 
aspirations become less important. These findings explain the gradual and evolutionary 
approach in export performance (Ross, 1982).
Positive management expectations that exporting will improve the firm’s image 
were positively correlated with both export intensity and export sales growth. Other 
expectation variables did not show any association with either export intensity or export 
sales growth. This finding is very interesting. A firm’s image improvement expectations 
were a more important and significant determinant of export intensity and growth than 
growth, profitability, and matket security expectations. This finding supports the positive 
relation between favourable management expectations of exporting and export 
performance found in the literature (Al-Aali, 1989; Axinn, 1988; Cavusgil, 1976; 
Cavusgil et al., 1979; Johnston and Czinkota, 1985; Rogers, 1987). It gives a more 
specific dimension of management expectations that influence export intensity and 
growth. Expectations about a firm’s image improvement need further research to reveal 
the rationale behind their influence on export performance.
Export profitability was positively associated with management export 
profitability expectations and negatively with sales growth expectations. This result 
supports Gomez-Mejia’s finding (1988) that export profitability positively associates 
with management export profitability expectations. It is logical that managers expecting
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exporting to lend to sales growth would act to commit more resources and provide 
competitive offers to achieve sales growth. On the other hand, those who expect 
profitability will tend to act to make exporting profitable by charging higher export
prices.
In the export intensity regression model, none of the management expectations 
were entered to explain the model, whereas two dimensions of expectations were entered 
to explain the export sales growth model. It is possible that favourable expectations are 
important nt the initial stage of exporting when resources must be allocated and risk must 
be accepted. Following export activities would be built on the initial experience and 
more commitment would develop as t result of an accumulated positive experience. 
Also, it is possible that favourable expectations are a result of greater export activity 
rather than a cause of greater export activity (Cavusgil, 1984b) and that the Oavournble 
profitability expectations were n result of experience in exporting and not a cause of 
export profitability.
The last variable in management quality is management commitment. Measured 
by management time devoted to exporting activities, it showed a very positive 
relationship with both export intensity and export sales growth. Management time was 
not associated with export profitability. Similarly, Beamish and Munro (1987) and 
Beamish et nl. (1993) found that the higher proportion of the president’s time devoted to 
exporting the higher the export intensity. Also, management willingness to allocate 
resources for exporting activities was positively correlated with export intensity.
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In the literature of export performance there is strong support for a positive 
association between management commitment and export performance. However, as 
discussed in Chapter 3, management commitment has been measured by many variables
in the literature. Some researchers used time and resources allocation where others used
export planning and product modification. Also, some researchers measured commitment 
by the fonnal structure of export activity.
In this study, management commitment was found to be a very significant 
determinant of export intensity and export sales growth. Management time, export 
policy, export planning, and export formal structure were positively related with both 
export intensity and export sales growth. Management willingness to allocate resources 
to exporting activity was positively associated with only export intensity. This is in line 
with previous research findings (Cavusgil and Kiipalani, 1993; Cavusgil and Nevin, 
1981a; Dominguez & Sequeira, 1993; Rogers, 1987).
6.5. Local Market Environment
Local market variables such as size, competitiveness, growth, and profitability 
can be either incentives or obstacles (Pak, 1991). Adverse local market conditions would 
push firms to direct their attention to exporting as they searched for better opportunities. 
In this study, local market conditions were found to be an important determinant of 
export performance. Local market size and growth were negatively comelated with
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export intensity, whereas local market growth and profitability positively correlated with 
export profitability. Unexpectedly, local market competition negatively con-elated with 
export intensity and growth. In other words, those firms with low competition in the 
local market enjoyed better export intensity and growth.
Large local market size was negatively associated with export intensity and 
positively associated with export profitability. Firms who had a large local market for 
their products were less involved in exporting as they were occupied with the local 
market. Cavusgil (1984b), Rabino (1980), and Kaynak and Kothari (1983) found similar 
results. Cavusgil (1984b), in explaining the low percentage of American firms who are 
involved in exporting, suggested that it could be the large size of the American market 
that has deterred them from seeking new markets abroad. Rabino (1980) and Kaynak and 
Kothari (1983) found the large US market to be a barrier to exporting.
Similarly, local market growth was found to be negatively associated with export 
intensity and positively associated with export profitability. Firms witnessing high local 
market growth will tend to concentrate on the local market, however when exporting 
they will not sacrifice profitability. They are not concerned with expanding or 
penetrating their export markets and profitability has a higher priority in their export 
decisions. This aligns with previous research results. Schlegelm^! and Crook (1988) 
found a significant negative relationship between export intensity and domestic market 
growth and concluded that a saturated local market is a primary motive for exporting, 
regardless of the degree of domestic market penetration. Pak (1991) and Madsen (1989) 
found a negative association between local market attractiveness and export sales.
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Sullivan and Bauerschmidt (1988) and Karafakioglu (1986) found decreasing 
opportunities in the local market to be essential motives in export involvement. It is 
concluded that local market size and growth attract manufacturing firms to concentrate in 
local markets and negatively influence their export intensity while positively influencing 
their export profitability.
An interesting relationship was found between local market competition and 
export intensity and growth. The lower the local market competition, the better the 
export performance. This was unexpected because the low competition would attract the 
firm to the local market rather than the export market. It was also found that local market 
size, growth, and profitability were positively and significantly correlated, however low 
market competition was only correlated with local market profitability. A possible 
explanation is that firms with low competition in the local market would also have low 
competition in the foreign market. This finding needs further investigation.
6.6. National Environment
At the national level, four variables were studied: government assistance, 
currency fluctuation, shipping costs, and financial institutions. Of these four elements, 
only shipping costs showed an association with export performance. It was found that 
expensive shipping costs aie negatively associated with export profitability. It is notable 
that shipping costs are relative, as low-price products will have relatively higher shipping 
costs compared with their price. In some cases, such as snacks, shipping costs may
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comprise half the CIF’ costs. However, for expensive materials, such as advanced 
compact electronics, shipping costs are marginal. Also, shipping could be expensive to 
certain countries because of the unavailability of direct lines and goods leaving to be 
shipped via a third port. For example, when shipping from Saudi Arabia to North Africa, 
goods have to be shipped via Italian ports or southern European ports (Al-Anli, 1995).
Contrary to Al-Aali (1995), who found in his study of 58 Saudi Arabian exporters 
that fluctuations in foreign exchange were a major obstacle, this study found no 
relationship between currency fluctuations and export performance. About 60% of the 
sample exports go to GCC countries whose currencies have very marginal fluctuations 
with the Saudi Riyal, ns most of their currencies are fixed with the U.S. Dollar. This 
explains why there is no relation and that 65% of the sample do not agree that currency 
fluctuations negatively influence their exports, compared with 10% who agree. This 
variable is country and time specific, meaning that it differs from country to country and 
within the same country from time to time. So, different research results within the same 
country may have different results because they were conducted at different times.
Again, perception of the adequacy of government assistance was not related to 
export performance. Almost half of the sample do not find government assistance 
adequate compared to 17% who see it to be adequate. As discussed in Chapter 2, Saudi 
Arabia has no official export promotion programmes or government agencies responsible 
for export promotion. There is nn export development centre that was established by the 
private sector but it is severely under-funded (Al-Aali, 1995). hi the export literature, 
findings about govermnent assistance were mixed. Pak (1991) found no significant
* CIF refers to cost, insurance, and freight.
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relation between government assistance and export performance and Christensen et al. 
(1987) found that information supplied by government was less effective and that 
successful exporters did not rely on this information. They also found that there was no 
correlation between export performance and government export incentives. Also, 
Karafakioglu (1986) pointed out that export incentives are not perceived as important 
factors in export initiation. On the other hand, Weaver and Pak (1990), in their research 
into the export performance of Korean firms, found that aggressive promotion efforts by 
the government have created a positive attitude toward exporting. The mixed findings 
could be a result of different govermnent programmes and thus be a country specific
finding.
In this study, no relation was found between the adequacy of financial institutions 
supporting export transactions and export performance. Almost half the sample did not 
agree that there are adequate financial institutions supporting export transactions, 
compared to 19% who agree. As discussed earlier in Chapter 2, there are no government 
agencies specializing in export financing and insurance, even though a few multilateral 
programs are available to Saudi Arabian exporters, with certain conditions and
limitations (Al-Aali, 1995).
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6.7. Foreign Market Environment
In the export performance literature, there is general agreement on the importance 
of foreign market characteristics on firms’ export performance. Export market conditions 
may pose both opportunities and threats for exporters. In this study, two hypotheses were 
tested, one was related to the importance of export market characteristics and the other to 
export destination.
Ten variables related to export market characteristics were tested for their relation 
with export performance. Only two variables were found to have a relation. First, firms 
who emphasised more importance on geographically close export markets had lower 
export intensity. This is consistent with previous research findings. Boukersi (1991) 
found market distance expressed by psychological or physical distance to have a 
negative influence on export performance. Also, Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1985), Denis 
and Depelteau (1985), and Diamantopoulos (1988) concluded that wider market 
coverage was associated with better export performance. Findings related to export 
destination, as will be discussed later in this section, support this conclusion.
Second, firms who emphasise the importance of large size of export market had 
lower export profitability. There were no previous studies comparing export profitability 
with export market size, but it could be that firms looking for large market size are 
willing to sacrifice profitability for volume. This is consistent with findings discussed 
earlier that export profitability was negatively associated with management growth 
expectations. A logical link between those findings is that managers who expect
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exporting to lead to high growth are looking for large export markets and sacrificing 
profitability to achieve growth.
The second hypothesis was related to the influence of export destination on 
export performance. In other words, do firms exporting to certain regions/countries differ 
in export performance from firms that do not export to those destinations? In general, the 
answer was found to be in the affirmative. Export intensity was positively associated 
with exporting to Asia, Western Europe, and Africa, whereas export sales growth was 
negatively associated with exporting to the GCC countries. Also, export profitability was 
positively related with exporting to Arab countries.
A cluster analysis was conducted to group sample firms based on their export 
destination markets. Three groups were generated: GCC exporters, Arab exporters, and 
World exporters. World exporters had significantly higher export intensity than the other 
two groups. The findings regarding export intensity align with findings by Cooper and 
Klernsklmridt (1985) and Diamantopoulos (1988) who concluded that wider market 
coverage was associated with higher export intensity. This is also consistent with the 
previous discussion that firms who emphasise the importance of the geographic 
closeness of export markets had a lower export intensity. There was no evidence that 
exporting to developed or industrialised countries was associated with better export 
performance as found by Christensen et al. (1987), Das (1994), and Dominguez and 
Sequeira (1993). Rather, findings support the belief that successful firms were world 
oriented and exporting to both developed and developing countries.
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The last finding about export destination was the profitability of Arab countries. 
Exporting to Arab countries was positively associated with export profitability. It could 
be that Saudi Arabian products are highly accepted in Arab countries and have a high 
image. In addition, it could be n result of the trade agreements’ that Saudi Arabia has 
with many Arab countries. These agreements would Onhiliiaie Saudi Arabian products to 
enter these markets, some of which are highly protected, at lower tariffs. Those two 
reasons could result in a more competitive position for Saudi Arabian products in Arab 
countries that would result in better prfOiinbllliy. Bilkey (1982) who found that export 
profitability varies among export countries suggested another possible explanation. He 
argues that the comparative advantage of manuOahiured goods may be a function of 
comparative competition. In other words, firms having comparative advantage in their 
export market would face less competition and thus realise more profits. This conclusion 
could be extended to Saudi Arabian exporters exporting to Arab countries ns they have 
comparatively more developed industries.
In conclusion, foreign market variables were associated with export performance. 
Export intensity was positively associated with world marketing. Export sales growth 
was negatively associated with exporting to neighbouring GCC countries. At the same 
time, export profitability was positively related with exporting to Arab countries and 
negatively associated with exporting to large size export markets.
* These agreements are being eliminated by the enforcement of the Free Trade Arab Market Agreement. 
The agreement was affected on 1/1/1998 and tariffs are reduced by 10% every year to reach a free trade 
market within 10 years.
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6.8. Summary
This chapter presents the study discussion on the variables and elements that are 
associated with better export performance. Three measures for export performance were 
used: export intensity, export sales growth, and export profitability. The study 
hypotheses were tested for each export performance measure and results were presented. 
This study has covered an uncommonly large number of variables, as it included both 
internal and external settings.
A major finding of the study, based on the development of the three export 
performance models, was that each performance measure is basically explained by a 
different set of variables. This finding supports the conclusion reached by Gemunden 
(1991) that export performance measures are unrelated and it makes no sense to develop 
only one model which explains all three variables. This finding also weakens the 
argument that a unified export performance measure would solve the controversy 
surrounding the key determinant of export performance (Zou et al., 1998). It rather 
clarified the fact that for every export objective, there are different key determinants of 
success. Export intensity was the best explained performance measure based on the 
variables covered in this study. On the other hand, export sales growth and export 
profitability had less variability explained. It could be that export sales growth and 
profitability have other variables that are not covered in this study.
Table 6-1 summarises the characteristics of a successful exporter and the 
environmental variables influencing their performance. Next chapter covers a summary 
of the main findings, limitations of the study, and suggestions for further research.
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Table 6-1 Summary of Factors associated with successful exporting
Export Intensity Export Sales Growth Export Profitability
Firm Differential Advantages
* Large firms in terms of size of capital
* Exports high quality product that has a 
technological advancement
■ Has a formal export organisation 
(department/ or division)
* Has been exporting for a long time
Firm Differential Advantages
* Large firms in terms of size of capital
■ Exports high quality product that has a 
competitive price
■ Utilises high technology production 
systems
• Has a formal export organisation 
(department/ or division)
■ Has been exporting for a long time
Firm Differential
Advantages
■ Small firm in terms of capital 
size
■ Exports high quality product
* Utilises high technology 
production systems
* Has been exporting for a long 
time
Export Marketing Strategy
■ Has an export policy and plans export 
activities
■ Adapts its products to export markets 
requirements and offers a more 
standardised export price
■ Carries out promotional activities and 
adapts them to export market needs
* Conducts market research prior to 
exporting
■ Exports to a large number of countries
■ Senior management frequently visits 
foreign distributors/customers
■ Provides after sales services, training, and 
catalogues to distributors/customers
■ Explores new opportunities through trade 
shows, trade missions, and staff visits to 
export markets
■ Has a management control system that 
sets targets for foreign distributors and 
monitors their performance
Export Marketing Strategy
■ Has an export policy and plans export 
activities
■ Offers a more standardised export price
■ Carries out promotional activities and 
adapts them to export market needs
* Conducts market research prior to 
exporting
* Exports a large number of products
■ Exports to a large number of countries
■ Senior management frequently visits 
foreign distributors/customers
■ Provides after sales services, training, and 
catalogues to distributors/customers
■ Explores new opportunities through trade 
missions, and staff visits to export markets
■ Has a management control system that 
sets targets for foreign distributors and 
monitors their performance
Export Marketing Strategy
• Exports a large number of 
products
■ Explores new opportunities by 
participation in trade shows
Management
• Executive manager has higher education, 
travel more frequently, and speaks English 
fluently
■ Executive manager devotes more time to 
exporting activities and is willing to 
allocate resources to export development
■ Executive manager has high aspirations 
for market security and high expectations 
that exports will improve firm image
Management
- Executive manager travels frequently, and 
speaks more foreign languages
• Executive manager devotes more time to 
exporting activities
■ Executive manager has low aspirations 
for investment security and high 
aspirations for market security
• Executive manager has high expectations 
that exports will improve firm image
Management
■ Executive manager has high 
export profitability 
expectations and low sales 
growth expectations
Local Market Environment
■ Has a low-growth and small size local 
market
■ Faces low competition in local market
Local Market Environment
■ Faces low competition in the local market
Local Market Environment
■ Has a high-growth and large 
size local market
Foreign Market Environment
■ World exporters, exports to Asia, Western 
Europe, and Africa and not concerned 
with geographic or psychological distance
Foreign Market Environment Foreign MarketEnvironment
■ Exports to Arab countries
■ Exports to small size export 
markets
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CHAPTER SEVEN-
SUMMARY, LIMITATIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
7.1. Introduction
The Study was conducted to explore and relate the determinants of firms’ export 
performance using n large number of internal and external variables. An empirical review 
of export performance literature was reviewed nnd n ieefriiihtl framework for firms’ 
export performance wns proposed. Then, n set of hypotheses was developed and tested 
using cross-sectional data collected from n sample of Saudi Arabian exporters. The 
results of hypothesis testing were presented nnd discussed nnd profiles of exporters were 
suggested using three different export performance measures.
This chapter presents n summary of the present study. Section 7.2 outlines the 
main findings of the study organised by performance measure. Section 7.3 discusses the 
theoretical implihatifnt of this research. Section 7.4 presents the managerial implications 
of ieit study nnd how managers can improve their firms’ export performance. Section 7.5 
describes the policy implicniifnt nnd provides suggestions on how policy makers can 
formulate export promotion programmes that lead to better export performance by 
manufacturing firms. Section 7.6 discusses the limitations of this study and Section 7.7 
outlines suggestions for further research.
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7.2. Summary of Main Findings
The empirical work of this study was carried out in Saudi Arabia based on a mail 
questionnaire. The sample frame constituted all 550 exporting firms listed in the Saudi
Export Directory (Third edition, 1999) and the survey resulted in 154 usable 
questionnaires representing a response rate of 28.2%. The respondents comprised a cross­
section of firms covering food, chemical and petrochemicals, plastic and rubber, 
machinery and equipment, construction material, and other industrial sectors. The study 
also included six personal interviews conducted by the researcher with executive 
managers of exporting firms to obtain an in-depth understanding of the study variables in 
relation to export performance.
One of the most important conclusions of this study is that export performance 
measures are basically explained by different sets of variables and that it may not be 
viable to develop one model to explain all three variables. It was also found that 
variations in export performance could be explained, to a substantial degree, by 
differences in internal firm and management characteristics. Export intensity was the best 
explained performance measure as 59.2% was explained using multiple regression 
analysis. Export sales growth and export intensity were less explained, as adjusted R 
square estimate were 0.270 and 0.352, respectively.
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The present study also reveals very important findings. These findings are 
presented in the following sections based on the performance measure classification. 
Under each performance measure, the findings related to it are discussed.
7.2.1. Export Intensity
Export intensity was the best explained export performance measure. It was 
significantly and positively associated with product adaptation, carrying out promotional 
activities, the number of export markets, management time devoted to exporting, and 
exporting to Asian countries. On the other hand, it was negatively and significantly 
associated with price adaptation and high local market growth. There were also other 
variables that were found to correlate with export intensity.
In general, firms with higher export intensity were found to be exporting high 
quality products that have a technological advantage and they had been exporting for a 
long time. Also, they had a formal export organisation represented by an export 
department or division. Those firms have a clear export policy and they prepare plans for 
their export activities, they also set targets for their export markets and monitor their 
distributors’ performance. They conduct market research prior to export market entry and 
explore new opportunities through trade shows, trade missions, or through sending their 
own staff to export markets. They export to a large number of markets and adapt their 
products to export markets’ needs, however they offer a more standardised export price 
for their export markets. They conduct promotional activities in their export markets and
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adapt them to the needs of each individual market. Moreover, firm distributors/customers 
are frequently visited by the senior management and are provided with training, 
catalogues, and after sales services.
In addition, senior management of high export intensity firms were found to have 
higher education, travel more frequently, speak English fluently, and devote a large part 
of their time to export activities. They held high aspirations regarding market security, 
high expectations that exporting would improve firm image, and had a high commitment 
to exporting. Managers of these firms were not concerned about the geographical or 
psychological closeness of export markets, rather their exports were world oriented. It is 
also notable that the local market of these firms was small and had slow growth.
7.2.2. Export Sales Growth
Basically, export sales growth was significantly and positively associated with 
price competitiveness, number of products exported, high expectations about firm image 
improvement, management time devoted to exporting, and low competition in the local 
market. On the other hand, it was negatively and significantly associated with 
management investment security aspirations. In addition, other variables were found to 
correlate with export sales growth.
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Firms that have higher export sales growth export high quality and competitively 
priced products, probably through utilisation of high technology production systems. 
They have an export policy, plan their export activities, monitor their 
distributors’/customers’ performance, and have a formal export organisation. They 
conduct market research prior to market entry, export a large number of products to a 
large number of countries, conduct promotional activities and adapt them to export 
market needs. Also, they offer a more standardised export price and explore their export 
opportunities through sending staff to export markets and participating in trade missions. 
In addition, distributors/customers are provided with training, catalogues, and after sales 
services and are visited by the firm’s senior management more frequently.
Senior managers of high export sales growth firms devote more time to export 
activities, travel more frequently, and speak more foreign languages. They also hold high 
aspirations for market security, high expectations of their firm’s image improvement, and 
low aspirations for investment security. Those firms face low competition in the local
market.
7.2.3. Export Profitability
Factors explaining export profitability were significantly different from those 
explaining export intensity and export sales growth. Firms that realise higher export 
profitability are smaller in terms of capital size and have been exporting for a long time. 
They utilise high technology production systems and export a large number of high
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quality products. In addition, they participate in trade shows to explore new opportunities 
nnd secure new orders. Their management holds high profitability expectations about
exporting nnd low sales growth expectations.
Moreover, the local market of high export profitability firms displays high growth 
nnd is highly profitable. This indicates that products ieni are profitable locally would also 
be profitable when exported. These firms direct n major portion of their exports to Arab 
countries nnd their managers do not target large size export markets.
7.3. Theoretical Implications
This study found ient different export performance measures have different 
determinants and there is n risk of losing valuable information if they are combined in n 
single unified measure. Although export intensity nnd export sales growth share many 
common variables, export profitability has more diverse determinants. The findings also 
confirmed that determinants of Saudi Arabian exporters’ performance (a developing 
country) are similar to many export determinants found in developed countries.
The present study has subttnntiaied the empirical link between firm differential 
advantages, export marketing strategy, management quality, local market conditions, and 
export environment nnd export performance. The study has also contributed to a more 
comprehensive understanding of the export performance factors in export marketing.
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The study highlights the important effect local market pressures have on export 
performance. It shows that export profitability is positively associated with local market
profitability. It also added a new interesting finding to the export literature that low local 
market competition is positively associated with export intensity and export sales growth. 
One possible reason for this is that firms with low competition in local market possess 
some advantages that would also make them face low competition in the export market.
The;, study supports the importance of product quality and participation in trade 
exhibitions for export performance. More importantly, it relates product quality and 
participation in trade shows to higher export profitability. It also reveals the significance 
of technological advancement in export performance and that through advanced 
machinery firms could be able to produce high quality products at more competitive
prices.
The findings on export destination led to important conclusions. Higher export 
intensity is not only associated with exporting to developed or industrialised countries as 
much research has indicated, rather it is associated with the world orientation in exporting 
to both developed and developing countries that are not geographically close. It also 
revealed that exporting to certain markets (in this study Arab countries) could be more 
profitable than other markets.
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7.4. Managerial Implications
The results of this study provide valuable guidelines for firms’ managers, 
especially Saudi Arabian managers. Managers of exporting firms should follow these 
guidelines to help them achieve better export performance. However, the guidelines are 
general. Managers should evaluate the appropriateness of these guidelines to their firm’s 
specific characteristics and environment. They should also bear in mind that many of 
these factors work simultaneously with other factors, thus implementing one single 
guideline may not result in a better performance.
Management commitment is a very important element in export success. Senior 
managers of exporting firms should commit themselves, make exporting a central 
objective, plan export activities, formalise export activity by setting up an export 
department, and devote adequate time and resources to exploring and developing foreign 
marketing opportunities. This will drive export operations to cultivate international 
competence and ensure consistent commitment to export activity.
Firms should seek competitive pricing to maintain an advantageous position in the 
export market. They should also continue to improve the quality of their products, as this 
is important for export intensity, growth and profitability. Product quality and 
competitive price could be achieved with high technology production systems. Managers 
should consider this factor when upgrading their machinery or setting up new production
facilities.
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Managers should consider adapting their products to export market needs nnd 
offer a more standardised price for export markets. Product adaptation is important only 
for non-durable consumer products. Mnnngers also have to consider carrying out 
promotional nhiivitiet in the export market, ns these nre positively associated wiie better 
export performance. These activities need to be adapted to the export market 
environment. In adapting promotional activities, managers should take into consideration 
the cultural values, legal aspects, the media availnbility, nnd level of consumer education
in different countries.
Managers should follow market nnd product diversiOicniifn strategies. The more 
export countries n firm services the better the export performance. The firm has to be 
careful not to expand beyond its manngerinl nnd production capabilities, this mny lend to 
failure not only in new markets but also in existing export markets. Similarly, a larger 
number of products is associated with better export sales growth and profitability, so 
firms should consider developing new products nnd extending their product ranges.
Managers are advised to develop n network of competent foreign distributors nnd 
strengthen their nbility to perfo^m marketing, distribution, nnd customer semces. They 
should visit them and evaluate their capabilities in handling their product range. They 
also have to consider the local customs nnd regulations nnd evaluate the dittributor’s 
capabilities of handling them.' Proper selection of distributors minimises the risk of 
exporting and makes the firm management more willing to allocate resources. Senior 
managers’ visits to foreign ditiributort/hutifmers were found to be very important for
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success. Similarly, staff visits to export markets were found to be helpful in exploring 
export opportunities. Managers should frequently visit foreign distributors/customers and 
send their staff to explore export opportunities.
Management should systematically explore new opportunities through 
participation in trade shows and trade missions. Participation in trade exhibitions was 
found to be very important in export performance and positively related with export 
profitability. Managers should also conduct market research prior to export market entry, 
as this is important to support management decisions related to export marketing and to 
minimise the risk of failure in an export venture. The Internet, although it was not 
significant in this study, has been recently introduced in Saudi Arabia and has not been 
around long enough to be able to reflect on its influence. However, managers should 
consider being abreast of the competition in this area and exhaust all the potential 
provided by the new technology.
Managers should balance their expectations of export profitability and growth, as 
they point in conflicting directions. Those who expect growth may sacrifice profitability. 
A balanced and realistic view of exporting could be a low profit strategy at the early 
stages of market entry followed by a gradual adjustment after having achieved a 
reasonable penetration.
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Managers should not be content to select foreign markets that are convenient, a 
nearby market, both geographically and psychologically, as results show that world 
orientation leads to a considerably higher export intensity and somewhat higher export 
sales growth. A strategy of convenience may result in missed opportunities. Exporting to 
Arab countries was found to be profitable and managers are encouraged to investigate the 
feasibility of entering new Arab markets.
7.5. Policy Implications
As a developing country that is looking to diversify its exports’ composition and 
minimise its reliance on oil exports, Saudi Arabia needs to develop a national policy for 
export promotion. Saudi Arabian policy makers would benefit from the results of this 
study to formulate a more effective policy. The following recommendations are based on 
the study’s findings on a sample of Saudi Arabian firms.
To accomplish substantial improvement in private sector exports, government 
programmes would be more effective if they were designed to make a positive impact on 
management attitudes and expectations concerning export marketing. Government 
programmes should stimulate exports by increasing the perceived relative advantages of 
exporting. Conferences, seminars, and advertising campaigns that explain the benefits of 
export marketing and publicise success stories of exporting firms, and the dissemination 
of material describing the basics of exporting would be very helpful. The export 
development centre established by the private sector lacks the financial resources to 
pursue this role. There is a need for an official body responsible for export promotion.
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There is a need to consider mechanisms to improve the overall environment for 
exporting through financial support for product and market development activities.
Macro-level measures need to be combined with efforts aimed at individual firms. Given
the importance of firms’ participation in trade exhibitions, the government should 
encourage, support, and facilitate the participation of Saudi Arabian firms in international
trade exhibitions.
Government should benefit from the Internet in export assistance especially in 
providing information to exporters and as a means of disseminating export procedures. 
With the evolution of the Internet, it will be more accessible for Saudi Arabian firms to
obtain orders, however government should work hard to facilitate shipping as it is a 
major obstacle in electronic trading.
The government should facilitate the outward movement of Saudi Arabian exports 
through trade agreements and participation in regional trade markets and international 
agreements and organisations. It should give special attention to the Free Trade Arab 
Market Agreement. The study indicated that exporting to Arab countries is more 
profitable, and also indicated that Saudi Arabian exporters have the advantage of having a 
more developed industrial sector compared with other Arab countries. Thus, Saudi 
Arabian exporters would gain substantial benefits by implementation of this agreement.
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Given the need to minimise exporting risk nnd increase payment security, the 
government should consider n national agency for export finance nnd insurance. 
Although Snudi Arnbin is n member of n few regional programmes, these programmes 
promote exports between member countries nnd nre designed to support less-developed 
countries. These programmes mny not accommodate Snudi Arabian exporters’ needs. A 
national body for financing nnd guaranteeing Snudi Arabian exports would provide 
schemes suitable for Snudi Arabian exporters and would plny nn important role in nny 
government export promotion programme.
7.6. Limitations of the Study
The present study, like nny research, has its limiiatifnt. These limitations should 
be kept in mind when interpreting the research findings. The study sample represents 
Snudi Arabinn exporting manufacturing firms nnd caution must be taken in generalising 
the findings nnd implications beyond the study sample. Also, the crfss-teciifnnl nature of 
the study does not enable the researcher to delve into the issues of causality. Although 
various managerial, organisational, and environmental variables have been shown to 
correlate with export marketing nctivity, the causality question remains unanswered. It is 
to be hoped that future longitudinal studies will provide us with more insight into the 
dynamic aspects of firms’ export behaviour.
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This study was conducted at the firm level and there could be differences at the 
market-venture level. Although the reasons for the study were explained earlier, further 
studies at the venture level, especially for export marketing strategy in developing
countries, would add substantial information to the export literature. Also, firms may
have different products at different stages of the product life cycle.
The main source of the study data was based on executive managers’ views and 
perceptions. There is a possible bias of over-reporting of export performance and under­
reporting of management wealcnesses. Although the carefully drafted cover letter 
emphasises the confidentiality of their responses and they were not asked to report their 
names, there can be no guarantee that this bias has been fully eliminated.
Although widely used in the export performance literature, some measures of 
export performance factors are not explicit. Product quality, product uniqueness, and 
price competitiveness are examples. In this research, as in most studies reviewed, these 
factors were operationalised subjectively by asking respondents to compare their products 
with their competitors’ products, however, it lacks objectivity and thus could be 
interpreted differently by different managers. It is to be hoped that future research will 
focus on developing more objective measures of these variables.
In light of these limitations, the results should be regarded as being advisory
rather than definitive and the conclusions as tentative.
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7.7. Suggestions for Further Research
The limitations of this study suggest various avenues for future research. Also, 
during the course of this study, several findings indicated the need for further 
investigation. This study was unusual in that it investigated the influence of a large 
number of internal and external variables on the export performance of Saudi Arabian 
exporting firms. Future research duplicating this study's variables and performance 
measures would be important. Such studies, if conducted on Saudi Arabian exporters, 
would confirm the findings of this study and if conducted within other developing 
countries would confirm the generalisability of these findings.
The study utilised regression analysis to assess the contribution of various 
independent variables identified in the survey under main categories in explaining the 
export performance measures. Future research can also be directed to assess the 
contribution of these main categories in explaining the export performance using cluster 
analysis. Such analysis can also be applied to compare different clusters of export 
markets; e.g. Arab and non-Arab.
This study was a cross-sectional one and could not delve into the issues of 
causality. It is to be hoped that future longitudinal studies will provide us with more 
insight into the dynamic aspects of firms’ export behaviour. Moreover, The study used 
the firm as the unit of analysis, which did not enable the research to investigate the 
success of different ventures within the firm. Although information on export ventures is 
difficult to obtain in many developing countries, future research should consider the
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possibility of this ptriihultr tpprface, in order to provide more insight into export; 
perOfrmnnhe de termintnit.
Although tlTis study has covered many internal nnd external variables, there nre 
many further variables ient cnn be studied in-depth nnd related to export performance: 
variables related to marketing strategy such as product adaptation, promotional activities, 
distribution channels, pricing, nnd distributor support, especinlly nt the product type level. 
The study includes only exporting firms and findings may be limited to the study sample. 
However, one would like to see studies ieni investigate the determinants of non­
exporters’ involvement in exporting within the Saudi Arabian environment.
In this study low competition in the local market wns found to be positively 
related with export performance. This finding is interesting ns local market attractiveness 
is thought to hinder export performance. However, this finding, in addition to uncovering 
the positive relation between local market profitability nnd export profitability, indicates 
teai successful firms within the local market mny be successful in exporting. This 
assumption needs to be investignted in future research.
As the Internet wns recently introduced into Snudi Arabia, one would like to see 
future studies investigating the influence of the Internet on export success, especially in 
market research, opportunities exploration, customer support, and distributor support.
This study found that different measures of export performance are explained by 
different sets of variables and led to the conclusion that aggregating these measures in a
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single unified measure nullifies many important variables. This finding needs further
investigation before researchers develop unified measures of export performance.
7.8. Concluding Remarks
It is believed that the objectives of the present study have been achieved. Many 
factors were determined to be associated with successful Saudi Arabian exporters. Some 
are similar to those in other developed and developing countries, and some are different. 
Three export performance measures were used. Profiles of successful Saudi Arabian 
exporters were drawn for each measure. Theoretical, managerial, and policy implications
were discussed.
It is the researcher’s belief that the development of Saudi Arabian manufactured 
exports is a fundamental determinant of any economic development in Saudi Arabia. This 
belief led the researcher to carry out this study. It is hoped that this work will light the 
way for Saudi Arabian exporters to improve their export performance and compete 
worldwide. It is also hoped that this work will help policy makers develop effective 
export promotional programmes.
Finally, it is hoped that this work will provide a basis for future research in export
performance, especially in developing countries, and that the results of this research will
help scholars in their endeavour to develop a theory of the firm’s export performance.
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APPENDIX A
THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Part One - Export Marketing Strategy |
(Please circle your choice)
Ql. Does your firm have a formal policy to start and expand exports? YES / NO
(Do you cany out exporting activities based on management instruction as an important function)
Q2. For each of the following statements, please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree?
strongly
Disagree
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree
a. Our products’ quality is among the highest in the mdustry 1 2 3 4 5
b. Our products are unique 1 2 3 4 5
c. Our products’ export prices are very competitive i 2 3 4 5
d. Our export credit terms are very competitive 1 2 3 4 5
e. Our distribution network fully covers the Saudi market 1 2 3 4 5
f. Our staff who handle export activities are very 
professional and knowledgeable
1 2 3 4 5
g- Compared with our competitors’ products, our products 
have a technological advantage over tliem
I 2 3 4 5
h. Compared with our competitors, our production 
systems/machines are very advanced
1 2 3 4 5
i. Our firm has ample unutilized production capacity 1 2 3 4 5
j- Our finn has adequate financial resources to hivest in 
developing export markets.
1 2 3 4 5
Q3. Please indicate the extent to which your firm carries out the following activities?
Very
Frequently
Quite
Frequently
Sometimes Hardly Never
a. We prepare plans for our exporting activities 5 4 3 2 1
b. We meet our distributor/customer delivery dates 5 4 3 2 1
c. We conduct detailed market research before exporting to a 
foreign market
5 4 3 2 1
d. We rely on our staff in doing export market research 5 4 3 2 1
e. In our export market research, we rely on reports 
published by public agencies (e.g. government, chamber 
of commerce, export development center).
5 4 3 2 1
f. Our firm explores new export opportunities in foreign 
markets
5 4 3 2 1
g- Our firm prepares export sales target for each export 
counhy
5 4 3 2 1
h. We closely monitor the performance of our distributors in 
export market
5 4 3 2 1
i. Our export price is higher than local market price 5 4 3 2 I
j- We carry out promotional activities in export markets 5 4 3 2 1
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Q4. Please indicate to what extent, if at all, modifications are made to the following elements to suit the 
export market requirements.
M^or Moderate Some Minor None
a. Product logo or brand name 5 4 3 2 1
b. Product design /specifications 5 4 3 2 1
c. Product package 5 4 3 2 1
d. Product quality 5 4 3 2 1
e. Product price 5 4 3 2 1
f. Distribution channel 5 4 3 2 I
g- Credit terms ' 5 4 3 2 1
h. Promotional activities 5 4 3 ' 2 1
Q5. Please indicate the extent to which your firm relies on each of the following elements in pricing for 
an export venture?
Very
FrequenUy
Quite
Frequently
Sometimes Hardy Never
a. Full cost plus profit margin 5 4 3 2 1
b. Variable cost plus profit margin 5 4 3 2 1
c. Pricing by reference to competitors price 5 4 3 2 1
d. Judgnuoit of what the market will bear 5 4 3 2 1
e. Offering quantity discounts 5 4 3 2 1
Offering extaided credit terms 5 4 3 2 1
g. Other (please specify) 5 4 3 2 1
Q6. Please indicate the extent to which your firm relies on each of the following elements in exploring 
new opportunities for export venture?
Very
Frequency
Quite
Frequently
Sometimes Hardy Never
a. Unsolicited ordehs 5 4 3 2 1
b. International trade shows and exhibitions 5 4 3 2 1
c. Trade missions 5 4 3 2 1
d. Advertising in trade journals and di^ectwies 5 4 3 2 1
e. Internet adve^is^i^i^t and publicity 5 4 3 2 1
£ Sending our staff to visit overseas markets 5 4 3 2 1
g. Other (please specify) 5 4 3 2 1
Q7. Please indicate the extent to which your firm relies on each of the following channel of distribution 
in exporting vour products?
Very
Fiequendy
Quite
Frequently
Sometimes Hardly Never
a. Saudi intermediaries 5 4 3 2 i
b. Saudi export companies 5 4 3 2 1
c. Foreign market intermediaries 5 4 3 2 1
d. Foreign distributors/agents 5 4 3 2 1
e. Our own subsidiary (foreign brandi) 5 4 • 3 2 1
£ Direct sale to final customer in export market 5 4 3 . 2 I
g- Other (please specify) 5 4 3 2 J
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Q8. Please indicate the extent to which your firm relies on each of the following means in supporting 
vour foreign distributor/customer?
Very
Frequently
Quite
Frequently
Sometimes Hardy Never
n. Senior managemiaii visit our foreign 
hustomert/dlttributors
5 4 3 2 1
b. Provide training for our foreign distributfrt 5 4 3 2 1
c. Provide after sales services to our export markets 5 4 3 2 1
d. Provide catalogues nnd brochures 5 4 3 2 1
e. Share costs of promotional activities 5 4 3 2 1
o. Other (please specify) 5 4 3 2 1
Part Two - Environmental Variables
Q9. For each of the following statements regarding the Saudi environment, please indicate the extent to 
which you agree or disagree?
Strai^y
Disagree
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree
n. The Snudi market size of our products is vary large 1 2 3 4 5
b. The competition in local market is very limited 1 2 3 4 5
c. The demand growth of our products in the Snudi market 
is very high
1 2 3 4 5
d. The profitability of Saudi market sales is vary high 1 2 3 4 5
e. Government tstitianhe fw export activities is adequate 1 2 3 4 5
o Snudi Riynl exchange rate fluctuations nre negatively 
influencing our export marketing
1 2 3 4 5
g. It is easy to thip/irnnspori our exports to foreign markets 1 2 3 4 5
h. Shipping costs of our froducts are expensive 1 2 3 4 5
i. There nre adequate export intermediaries in Saudi Arabia J 2 3 4 5
j- Export procedures in Snudi Arnbin nre simple 1 2 3 4 5
k. There nre adequate local fnancinl instliuiifnt to support 
export transactions
1 2 3 4 5
Q1O. How important each of the following elements about an export country in your firm’s decision to 
develop an export venture to that country?
Not
Important
Slightly
Important
Important Vcty
Important
Extremely
Important
SL Having low irnde barriers 1 2 3 4 5
b. Being geographically close 1 2 3 4 5
c. Having well developed inffattructure 1 2 3 4 5
d. Having huge market size fuu our products 1 2 3 4 5 .
e. Availability of distribution channels for our products 1 2 3 4 5
£ Availability of informntion nbmit export market 1 2 3 4 5
g. Being similar io Snudi culture 1 2 3 4 5
h. Having higd security ofpnyment 1 2 3 4 5
i. Availability of trade agreonenh 1 2 3 4 5
j- Having low competition for our products 1 2 3 4 5
Qll. For each of the following regions, please indicate the percentage of your 1999 exports sales that 
goes to each of them?
Region Percentage of Export 
Sales
a. Gulf Countries %
b. Arab Countries (non GCC) %
c. Japan %
d. Asian countries (non Arab and not including Japan) %
e. Western Europe %
f. North Ammica %
g- Africa (Non Arab) %
h. Eastern Europe and USSR %
i. Other countries %
Part Three - Performance Measures I
Q12. On average, how would you rate your firm's performance during the last three years (1997,1998 
and 1999)?
Far
Above
Erqeecattons
Moderately
Above
Expectations
As Expected
Moderately
Below
Expectatioos
Far
Below
Expectations
a. Export Sales Volume 5 4 3 2 1
b. Export Sales Growth 5 4 3 2 1
c. Export Profitability 5 4 3 2 1
Q13. What was your firm's export sales percentage of total sales in the last three years?
Year Exports as a percentage of total sales
1999 %
1998 %
1997 %
Q14. What was your firm's annual export sales increase (decrease) in the last three years?
Year Export sales increase (decrease) over previous year
1999 % more (less) than 1998 exports
1998 % more (less) fban 1997 mpOrts
1997 % more (less) than 1996 exports
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Part Four - Manager Characteristics I
Q15. What is your current position?
Q16. How long you have been in this position?_________________ years
Q17. What is your Age? ________________ _ years
Q18. What is your highest formal education?
High School or 
below
Some college 
/Diploma or 
equivalent
Bachelor
Degree
Masters Degree 
or Equivalent
Ph.D. or 
Equivalent
Odiers
(__________ )
Q19. How many years have you been involved in international business (either in this firm or in your 
previous career positions)?
Less than 2-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 More than
2 years years years years years 20 years
Q20. How many years you have been worldng with this firm?
Less than 1-3 4-10 11-15 16-20 More than
a year years years years years 20 years
Q21. What is your Naticnality?
Saudi Arabic
(Non-Saudi)
Asian
(Non-Arab)
West European or 
North American
Others
Q22. On average, how many times per year do you travel outside the country (For both business and
leisure)?
Never 1-5 6-10 11-15 More than
times times times 15 times
Q23. How do you feel when travelling for business?
Very Boring Neutral Enjoyable Very
Boring Enjoyable
Q24. How do you see interaction with other cultures and their customs?
Very Boring Neutral Eajoyable Very
Boring Enjoyable
Q25. How many hours per month approximately do you spend in developing your export sales?
Less than 10-20 21-40 41-60 61-100 More than
10 hours hours hours hours hours 100 hours
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Q26. How is your foreign language? (Circle One choice for each language)
Don’t Speak poor Fair Good Excellent
n. English 1 2 3 4 5
b. French 1 2 3 4 5
c. German 1 2 3 4 5
d. Spanish 1 2 3 4 5
e. Other language (specify ) 1 2 3 4 5
Q27. How important is each of the following objectives to your firm? (Circle One choice for each 
objective)
Not
Important
Sllghtly
Important
Important Very
Important
Extremely
Important
n. Increasing the firm sales (Growth) 1 2 3 4 5
b. Increasing the firm profitability (Profitability) 1 2 3 4 5
c. Reducing investment risk (Security) 1 2 3 4 5
d. Spreading over many markets io minimize the risk 
of market fluciuniiont.
1 2 3 4 5
e. Other (specify) 1 2 3 4 5
Q28. As an executive manager of the firm, how do you evaluate your willingness in handling the 
following issues? (Circle One choice for exh issue)
Not
Willing
Sillily
Willing
WOling Mostly
Willing
Completely
Willing
n. Devoting your time to develop export venture 1 2 3 4 5
b. Allocating resources to oxplcro nnd expand export markets 1 2 3 4 5
c. Training nnd developing export staff 1 2 3 4 5
d. Recruiting professional staff to handle export nciivliiet 1 2 3 4 5
e. Investing in market research to explore new export 
opportunities
1 2 3 4 5
f. Decrease export sales to meet Icxnl market demand 1 2 3 4 5
Q29. How do you expect exporting to help your firm? (Circle One choice for each element)
StTOgly
Disagree
Disagree Neutral Agree Stroo^y
Agree
n. Exports could increase our firm's total sales 1 2 3 4 5
b. Exports could increase our firm’s prffiablliiy 1 2 3 4 5
c. Exports will help minimize the risk of relying on 
local market
1 2 3 4 5
d. Exports could improve our firm nnd brand image 1 2 3 4 5
e. Exports could help us achieve economy of scale by 
increasing our prc>duction nnd reducing our rests
1 2 3 4 5
f Other (specify) . 1 2 3 4 5
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Part Five - Firm Competitive Advantage
Q30. In what industry is your firm classified? (Choose One
1. Food and beverages □ 6. Plastic and rubber products □
2. Textiles, apparel and leather □ 7. Construction materials, Chinaware, 
Ceramics and Glass □
3. Wood and wood products □ 8. Metal products, machinery and 
equipment
□
4. Paper products, printing and publishing □
□
9. Others □
5. Chemicals and petrochemicals
Q31. Which best describes your principal product? (Choose One Si
1 Consumer product (non-durable) j  i
A product bought by final customers for personal 
consumption (consumed in one or few uses).
3. Industrial product □
A product bought by individuals and organizations for 
further processing or for use in conducting a business.
2. Consumer product (durable) [ [ 4. Other____________________ □
A product bought by final customers for personal 
consumption (used over extended period oftime and 
survives many uses).
Q32.
1.
2.
What best describes your firm ownership? (Choose One S
Sole Proprietorship or partnership 
Limited Liability Company
□
□
3. Joint Stock Company
4. Other (Please specify)
□
□
Q33. What is the foreign investor share (if any)? ___________  % Nationality _____________
Q34. How many people does your firm employ? ___________ Employees
Q35, How much is the capital of your firm? ___________ Million SR
Q36. How many years have your firm been in business? _____ ______  Years
Q37. How many years since your firm started exporting? ________  ___ Years
Q38. Please indicate approximately your firm's market share in the Saudi market? ___________ %
Q39. Please indicate how many product' lines your firm currently exports? ________ Products
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Q40. Please indicate to how many countries your firm currently exports?
Q41. Does your firm have a separate export department/division 
that handle export activities?
Q42. Docs your firm h;av; a qiuilii^ ccjnttro <.I<ijpinrtimM^t (01* cfii^iiii>ii))?
Q43. Docs your firm have any ISO-9000 ceertficate?
Q44. Docs your firm haw a Web (sit' cin (the fine erne?
________ Countries
YES /NO
YES / NO
YES / NO
YES / NO
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR -YOU TIME AND SUPPORT
Please mail the completed questionnaire in the enclosed self-addressed envelope tu the following address:
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APPENDIX C
February 5, 2000
To: The General Manager
Dear Sir,
Your firm has been selected to participate in this important study which 
investigate the determinants of export marketing success in international 
markets. The study is carried out under the supervision of Prof. Mo. Malek, chairman 
of department of Management. University of St. Andrews. Your firm was randomly 
selected from the Saudi Export Directory 1999, and your opinion will represent the 
opinion of thousands of people like yourself.
Your participation is very important as this study aim to provide firms’ managers a 
guide for best strategies and practices to adopt and implement in their export ventures. 
In addition. the study will help policy makers identify the right elements of export 
success and formulate better polices to promote Saudi exports and assist exporters. 
You can receive a summary of the study findings upon its completion.
Enclosed please find a copy of the questionnaire. I hope that you take the time to 
complete and return the questionnaire to me in the enclosed pre-paid self-addressed
envelope before February 23, 2000. The information you provide will contribute to 
an important study that will help every exporter. It might take you 30 minutes to fill 
the questionnaire nevertheless its benefits will reflect on you and all Saudi exporters.
Your responses will be treated in strict confidence and the information provided will 
not be disclosed or used beyond the objective of this study.
For more information or to get the summary of findings, please contact me on the
address below.
Many thanks in advance,
Sincerely yours,
Bassam Boodai
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APPENDIX F
Cluster Analysis* of Management Quality
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4
Age 32.83 55.06 49.86 41.87
No. Years in Current Position 3.75 8.61 18.73 6.35
Years with the firm 2.69 3.61 4.73 3.57
International Experience 2.50 : 4.00 4.73 3.59
Education 3.00 3.28 2.73 3.16
Travel Frequency 2.90 2.72 2.27 2.82
Travel Feeling 3.57 4.06 3.68 3.81
Cultural Interaction Feeling 4.10 4.22 4.00 4.03
English Language Proficiency 4.57 4.72 4.32 4.68
Sales Growth Aspirations 4.60 4.61 4.86 4.63
Profitability Aspirations 4.64 4.61 4.57 4.51
Investment Security Aspirations 4.50 4.28 4.19 4.04
Market Security Aspirations 4.43 i 4.17 3.67 4.10
Sales Growth Expectations 4.69 4.78 4.59 4.65
Profitability Expectations 4.29 4.61 4.32 4.40
Market Security Expectations 4.38 4.50 3.82 4.31
Firm Image Improvement Expectations 4.38 4.28 4.29 4.42
Cost Reduction Expectations 4.37 4.67 4.24 4.46
Management Time Spent On Export Related 
Activities
3.29 3.17 2.95 3.20
Willingness To Allocate Resources 3.64 3.83 3.23 3.75
Export Intensity 22.08 25.88 14.35 24.93
Export Sales Growth 2.69 2.61 2.55 2.49
Export Profitability 2.43 2.39 2.41 2.51
* Cluster analysis grouped using Ward Method
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APPENDIX G
Results of Selected Analysis
Existence of Quality Control Department - t-test (H1.8)
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth : Profit
No 12 7.9 .... 15.27 2.17... i ...2.42.... i
Yes 140 . 92.1 23.30 ; 2.63 | 2.47
Total 152 100.0 22.66 2.59 j .. 2.47.... ,
T-Test
t - value “ -1.329 -1.504 -0.235 ;
a A Mami-Whitney test was carried out and similar results were found.
ISO 9000 Certification - t-test (H1.8)
Export Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit
No 79 52.0 J ... 22.47 2.49 .. 2.54 J
Yes 73 48.0 J 22.88 2.70 j 2.38 :
Total 152 ..100.0 . 22.66 2.59... ] ... 2.47...
T-Test
t - value “ -0.125 -1.234 1.286
" A Marm-Whitney test was carried out and similar results were found.
Price Adaptation (H2.4)
Consumer
Non-Durable
Consumer
Durable
Industrial
Product
Frequency Percent j Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
None ...0 0... .. 2 ..... 7.1.... 6... 7.1...
Minor 8.. ... 22.2..... ... 8... ...28.6..... I ...... 10...... .. 11.8....
Some ..13... 36.1.....j ...8 ...28.6.... I ...38.... ...44.7....
Moderate 9... 25.0..... 6 21.4 j 16 ...18.8..
Major 6 .. 16.7 ...j 4 14.3 ...15 ...17.6...
Total ..36 100.0 28 100.0 ... 85.. 100.0... j
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Correlation Test - Price Adaptation (H2.4)
Export 
Intensity 5
Export Sales 
Growth
Export
Profitability
Non-Durable 
Consumer product
Pearson Conelation 
Coefficient 
(1-tailed)
-0.116 -0.035 0.086
Durable
Consumer product
Pearson Conelation 
Coefficient 
(1-tailed)
-0.052 0.063 -0.254
Industrial Product ;
Pearson Conflation 
Coefficient 
(1-tailed)
-0.068 -0.198 -0.189
Note; A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
Adapting Distribution Channels (H2.7)
Export- Performance Means
Frequency Percent Intensity Growth Profit
None 22 14.3 20.15 2.45 2.41 s
Minor 29 18.8 23.22 2.66 2.55
Some 56 36.4 i 19.63 2.52 2.41 :
Moderate 33 21.4 23.02 2.58 2.52 :
Major 14 9.1 35.37 2.86 j 2.43 :
Total ; 154 j 100.0 | 22.54 2.58 2.46 I
Correlation Test
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficienta 0.130 0.060 0.004
A Spearman’s rho coefficient was calculated and similar results were found.
Regression Analysis - Foreign Distributor/Customer Support (H2.11)
Constant Standardised Beta value 
of Independent Variables Entered
Adjusted
R square
Export Intensity -4.82 0.273 * Senior Management Visits 
0.214 * After Sale Services 0.156 :
Export Sales Growth 1.56 0.336 * Senior Management Visits 0.107
Export Profitability : None
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Regression Analysis - Export Opportunities Exploration (H2.12)
Constant
Standardised Beta value 
of Independent Variables Entered
Adjusted
R square
Export Intensity -3.452 :
0.278 * StaffVisits
0.172 * Trade Shows
0.123
Export Sales Growth 1.831 0.249 * StaffVisits 0.056
Export Profitability 2.07 0.173 * Trade Shows 0.023
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